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Abstract
The brain is a relatively poor nutrient storage organ and as such is greatly
dependent on an adequate and constant blood flow to remain viable. It is therefore
proposed that a technique for measuring cerebral blood flow (CBF) will constitute an
extremely useful tool in assessing the health state of the brain. This thesis reports the
development of a M R based, non invasive CBF measurement method. The technique is a
3 step process:

1. htroduce a certain amount of tracer into the brain

2. Monitor the kinetics of the tracer in the brain, namely the accumulation and
dissipation
3. Fit a theoretical mode1 to the monitored result to measure CBF

Measurements were perfonned on Sprague-Dawley rats pre-treated with
AtropineTM,anaesthetized with Na-Pentobarbital. Animai preparation was a 3 step
process. The first involved setting up mechanisms to monitor rat physiology during
experiments. The rats were placed on a heated water bag so as to maintain a constant
tympanic temperature of 38 f 0.5 OC. Temperature was monitored constantly throughout
the experiments using a thennocouple inserted into the animal's ear. The rat was then
mechanically ventilated using a mixture of nitrogen and oxygen gases, with the
ventilation rate and volume adjusted so as to achieve the desired level of PaC02 and

PaOz. Next, a tail artery was catheterized to enable blood sampling for determination of
the blood gas levels before and after each experiment as well as to ailow blood pressure
monitoring. The 2ndstage of animal preparation was the placement of the injection
catheter. A neck incision was made to expose the junction of the common carotid,
internai carotid and extemal carotid arteries. A gauge 24 Teflon catheter was then
inserted retrograde into the extemai carotid artery until its tip was positioned just before
the junction with the common and internai carotids. The 3" stage of animal preparation

involved the placement of the MR surface coil. The skin and muscle were retracted £tom
the top of the rat's head and an approximately 1.5 cm diameter s d a c e coil positioned
tightly agaiast the skull. Once prepared the animal was inserted into a Bruker Biospec
7/21 MR scanner for 2~ spectral acquisition. After tunuig and shimming, a senes of 360

fiee induction decays (FID) were taken. The '
H labeled water indicator, usually 200
micro-liters, was injected as an instantaneous bolus at the beginning of the 1 5 FID.
~ The
serial data acquisition procedure was repeaied five times to yield 5 sets of data per rat.
The FID in the senes was used to generate 360

2~

spectra. The peak heights of the

spectra represent the relative amount of indicator in the brain at a particular time and a
plot versus time of this data constituted the indicator washh and washout curve for the
tracer.
The theoretical model fit to the washin and washout data was modified fiom the
Stimulus-Response theorem. The model enabled measurement of the fast CBF (KBF)
and average CBF (aCBF) using the same indicator washin and washout curve: with the

K B F utilizing the initial portion of the washout curve and the aCBF utiiizing the area
under the entire curve.
The validity of the CBF measurement method developed was tested, by examinùig
its ability to track changes in CBF with changes in PaC02. Experiments were conducted
in which PaCOz levels were purposefblly altered to hypocarbia and hypercarbia by

adjusting ventilation rate and volume. CBF values obtained in these experiments
demonstrated the technique was able to track the anticipated changes in CBF with
changes in PaC02.
The reproducibility of the CBF measurement method developed was evaluated by
repetitive CBF measurements on the same animal at the same PaC02 level. It was found
that the method was qualitatively reproducible.
The CBF results obtained with the method developed were compared with values
published in the Literature using other techniques. The developed quantitative CBF

method in this thesis, if not corrected for, yielded an average CBF for normal Sprague
Dawley rats of 73 mV 100g/min.This value is 37% lower than the average of al1 values
appearing in the iiterature (1 15 mV 100g/min).It is proposed that CBF underestimation is
due to indicator (used in the CBF method) not being fieely difisible and due to indicator
recirculation. A consequence of the indicator not being fieely ciiffusible was that the rate
of indicator washout fkom the brain was slower than predicted by our model; hence CBF
was underestimated. A consequence of the hdicator recirculation was that the rate of
indicator washout fiom the brain 'appeared' to be slower due to repleaishment of
indicator that washed-out earlier but recirculated back to the brain.
Two methods were employed to eliminate the CBF underesthnation due to the
indicator not being fieely m s i b l e . The first was the extraction coefficient (E) method
that employed the concept of the capillvy permeability surface area product of the
indicator (PS). In this method E was obtained by separating the brain into the
intravascdar and extravascular space. E was the ratio of uidicator extracted by the
extravascular to the total amount injected. The obtained E was then related to PS to assess
the degree of CBF underestimation. The second method employed deuterated alcohols
(ethanol, isopropanol, and t-butanol) as the indicators for the reason that they are more
fieely diffusible than water. A dual indicator technique was employed where deuterated
water and deuterated alcohol were simultaneously introduced into the brain. Due to the
âifference in the chemical shifts (CS) of the two, their respective washins and washouts
were simultaneously monitored; hence their respective CBFs were measured. The more
fieely dinusible alcohol indicator resulted in a CBF that was larger. This enabled
assessing the degree of CBF underestimation due to the m i o n limitation of deuterated
water.

A convolution analysis was employed to account for CBF underestimation due to
indicator recirculation. This technique utilized an input fuoction obtained fiom the
denvative of the washout curve and a point spread fiinction fiom injecting an

instantaneous bolus downstream of the brain while monitoring at the brain. This
technique was successfîd in delineating and removing indicator recirculation from the
CBF measurements. It was found that the difisibility and recirculation corrected CBF

values agree with a gold standard from the literature.
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Chapter 1: Introduction

The in vivo measurement of fluid (blood, plasma) flow or mass flux is
based on the principles of tracer kinetics. Brïefly, an indicator or tracer is
introduced into the subject's vascular system and its accumulation andlor
dissipation as a function of time in the tissue/organ of interest is monitored. The

change in system indicator concentration with time is the result of fluid flowing
into and out of the system. As such, an appropriate theoretical kinetic model can
be fit to this data set to yield a best fit estimate of flow or flux. The f o m of the
theoretical model used in the fitting procedure will depend on a nurnber of factors,
including:
1.

the kinetic properties of the indicator

2.

the rnanner in which the indicator is introduced into the subject's
vascdar system

3.

whether or not recirculation of indicator is signincant

4.

the protocol used to monitor the indicator

Three main classes of indicators exist:
1.

vascular (non-ciiffusible) indicators, which remain in the vascular
bed

2.

extracellular (hydrophilic) indicators, which can pass through the
capillary wall via water-filled pores but are nevertheless confined to
the extraceiiular space due to their inability to cross ce11 membranes

3.

fieely ciiffusible (lipophilic) indicators, which dishibute throughout
the entire tissue/organ, quickly establishing equilibrium

The indicator is usually introduced into the subject in one of two ways, constant
ùifusion or bolus injection, the period over which the latter is canied out beùig
the
either instantaneous or extended.' The principles (e.g., the Stewart prin~iple,~
Fick prlliciple3) underlying constant indicator infusion flow measurements are
simple and have been in use since the last centuiy. Similarly, the Henriques-

am il ton" priacipie, the p erg nef

principle, and the stimulus - response theorem

for bolus injection have also been known for quite some tirne. AU of these
principles and theorems, which constitute the foundation of flow measurement in
biologicai systems, have been reviewed extensively in a monograph by N.A.
Lassen and W. ~erl.' Using the constant infusion method, either the washin (ie.
build-up or accumulation) of the indicator in tissue or the washout (ie. clearance or
dissipation) following cessation of infusion is monitored. The rate at which a new

equilibrium is established wiil depend on flow. In the case of bolus injection,
indicator concentration in tissue will rise fiom an initial value of zero to some
maximum and then back down to a new baseline value. Flow is related to the ratio
of the amount of indicator injected to the area under thts build-up curve. Since the
tracer kinetic principles are well established, the major task in any new flow
measwement will be to optimize their application to different clinical or
experimental environments.

A.

A Field Driven by New Tools

Chapter 2 reviews in detail how cerebral blood flow (CBF)measurements
have developed over t h e . It wiii become apparent that the major advances in flow
measurements were driven by the development of new physical imagers and
spectrometers (i.e monitoring methods), such as single photon emission computed
tomography (SPECT), x-ray computed tomography (CT), positron emission
tomography (PET) and magnetic resonance ( M . ) imaging (MN)and spectroscopy
(MRS). With the arriva1 of each new modality its strengths and Limitations for

CBF measurement were tested. The testhg usuaily concentrated on the
applicability of a particular flow prhciple, rather than on the capability of the
instrument, which tends to be well known. in the end, however, it is the capability
of the instrument that detemines the unique modifications needed for the
application of the existing flow principles. For example, consider one veiy
important constra.int of SPECT, its long image acquisition time. This constrains
one to employ inàicators that behave as so-caLled 'chernical microspheres', which
can diffuse fieely into the tissue of interest and remain in the tissue for a relatively
long period of tirne, (e-g., 2 hours). On the other hand, if the monitoring device is

an x-ray film, then the ideal flow measurement technique is autoradiography using
radioactive microspheres. Therefore it is fair to Say that recent advances in flow
measurement have been dnven by new monitoring tools, in an attempt to fmd
ways to utiiize them in conjunction with existing tracer kinetic principles.

B.

CBF is Critical to the Well Being o f the Brain

The importance of CBF information can not be over emphasized. The brain

is a poor storage organ and it can neither store nutrients for metabolism nor
tolerate waste products. As such, a certain CBF level has to be maintained at al1
times to keep the brain viable. The very critical dependence of the brain on CBF
can also be iliustrated by the fact that this organ receives an unusually large
portion of cardiac output per tissue weight.
From the vantage point of cancer management, CBF idonnation can be
useful in the diagnosis, treatment and post treatment foilow-up of brain tumours.
For diagnosis, CBF may help to delineate lesions better through spatial blood flow

(BF) an orna lie^.^ Prior to radiotherapy, CBF cm be used to determine the state of
oxygenation of tumour cells, so that the most appropnate treatment regunes
(fiactionation) can be chosen.' The importance of CBF applies equally well to

brain tumour chemotherapy, for the up-take of antheoplastic drugs into the tumow
is a function of CBF and other factors. l0 For post-treatment follow-up, CBF can be
used to assess the cerebral vascula. damage11.12.13 due to radiotherapy.

In so far as perhision is concerne4 the brah is a fairly simple organ to
model. To a first order approximation, it can be thought to consist of four major
artenes (two intemal carotids and two vertebralis) and two major veins (the
intemal jugulars), ail in bilateral pairs. In addition, the imaging modalities in use
today, such as CT, PET, SPECT and MR, are ideally suited for sampling the

hdicator washin andior washout data (required in CBF measurements) on the
brain. For example, in compatison to the abdomen, motion artifacts in head scans
c m be minimized.

C.

The Goal: To Develop a Clinical CBF Technique

We have set our goal to develop a non-invasive MR based CBF
measurement technique bat can be used routinely as a procedure in brain tumour
management. We can achieve our proposed goal by accompiishùig three tasks:
1.

Develop a 'non-invasive', indicator based CBF technique in rats that
will aiiow us to investigate the f'undamental principles on whch it is

based. 'Non-invasive' will refer to the method used to sample the
washin/washout data. injection of the indicator will be invasive, at
least initiaily, so as to d o w us to study fundamentai principles.
2.

Fornulate procedures to evaluate the accuracy and precision of the
technique.

3.

Make the technique truiy non-invasive for human usage, in
particular, the injection of indicator.

D.

Organization: Outline of the Thesis

The outline of the thesis, besides this introduction, is as follows:
a)

Chapter 2 reviews the history of CBF measurements, past to present.

b)

Chapter 3 fonnulates the theoretical basis of CBF measurement
using MR.

C)

Chapter 4 consists of two parts; the fbst part sumrnarizes a variety of
experiments undertaken in the development of our CBF
measurement protocol and the second part provides a practical

manual for the final protocol developed.
d)

Chapter 5 presents CBF results obtained using the h a 1 protocol and

examines the experimental reproducibility of the protocol.
e)

Chapters 6 and 7 study the accuracy of the CBF technique

f)

Chapter 8 study the suitability of deuterated alcohols for accuracy
assessrnent of the CBF technique.

g)

Finaiiy, Chapter 9 summarizes the study and suggests the direction
for fùture research.
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Chapter 2: Review of CBF Research
A.

Introduction

indicator based tecbuiques have been employed to measure the blood fiow
of numerous organs and tissues, with CBF being just one of the many applications.
A common characteristic of aiI indicator techniques is that the flow measurement

procedure can be described as a 'three step' procedure:
1.

introduction of an indicator into the system of interest, (e.g., an
organ or tissue)

2.

monitoring the tirne course accumulation and/or dissipation of the
indicator in the system and

3.

applying a suitable mathematical mode1 to the monitored data to
predict flow

Out of this simple 'three step' procedure, many blood flow measurement
methods have been developed, each differing in the way the three steps are carrïed
out. For example, step one cm consist of bolus injection, or constant infusion,'
intravenous injection, intra-artenal injection, interstitia12injection or inhalation. l
Furthemore, the indicators themselves cm differ substantially, falling into
one of three distinct categories:
1.

vascular indicators (remain in the vascular bed)

2.

extracellular indicators ( p a s through the capilîaxy wails by way of
water fiiled pores but are unable to cross the ce11 membranes and
hence are confhed to the extracellular spaces)

3.

fieely difisible indicators (cross ce11 membranes and distribute
throughout the entire tissue)

Examples of indicators used to measure CBF are given in Table 2.1. The
table also illustrates some of the variations in CBF measurement techniques which
have arisen fiom applying different methods for monitoring indicator build-up.
Further variations in techniques developed to measure CBF have also
resulted from the third step. This is simply due to the fact that dinerent
mathematical algorithms will be required for difKerent types of indicators, different
kinds of monitoring techniques and different methods of introducing the indicators
into the organ of interest. Chapter 3 details this discussion.

B.

CBF Measurement Methods
1.

The Coming of Age of CBF Studies

Research into CBF determination assumed prominence when Kety and
Schmidt demonstrated that CBF can be measured quite conveniently using inert
gases, such as nitrous oxide, xenon, argon,

This monumental piece of work

provided a simple technique for global CBF measurement, as recogaized by al1
research groups. tn my opinion the most important contribution of the work is in

the example it gives, on how an existing, well-known flow prùiciple (the Fick
principle) can be modified for application to CBF measurement.'

Table 2.1 Indicators and Monitoring Methods Used to

1
Type of Monitoring Method

Geiger-Muller Tube, Gamma Camera,
Planar x-ray Film.

Hydrogen Clearance via Platinum
Eletroodes
Autoradiography

PET

SPECT

Indicator

1

2.

Classification of CBF Measurement Methods

From a prachcal point of view, all CBF measurement methods can be
classined into either invasive or non-invasive groupings (with respect to the brainj.
Among all methods, the most used invasive CBF method is autoradiography. This

CBF measwment method was developed by Landau and co-worken in 1955.~
It
is applicable only to animal studies, as in using this technique, the brain has to be

cut into thin siices after infusion of a radioactive indicator. These slices are then
placed on a photographic film, the level of optical density (or darkening) being a
mesure of the concentration of indicator and hence perfùsion. This invasive
procedure has been used to provide information on the local blood perfusion rate
in the brain. The autoradiopphy method has contributed greatly to the

understancihg of brain diseases, especially in the pathophysiology of cerebral
e ~ ~neurological
ischaemia,22.23.24 cerebral metabolism and dnig r e ~ ~ o n sand
function, e P
When used in humans, the minimum requirement of any CBF measurement
technique is non-invasiveness. Modem imaging modalities are therefore ideal
candidates for CBF studies. To date, ail existing imaging modalities have been
investigated, or are being investigated, for their potential use in CBF measurement.
By far the most common clinical implementation of CBF measurement utilizes

single photon emission computed tomography (SPECT) with 9 9 m ~derivatives
c
as HMpAO and
iodinated a-es

such as

~~~27.2&29.30.3
1 .32.33.34
1231 ~p35.36.37.38.39.40

and prior to the

99m

Tc era with

Next on the list is positron ernission

tornography (PET) wiih "0-labeled tracers,4 1.JZ.Ci.JJAS.46 foliowed by stable xenon
contrast computed tomography (CT) and iodùiated contrast CT.47.48.49.50.5

1

CBF

using magnetic resonance (MR) is currently a developing technique 17.18.52.53.54.55.56
that has not seen wide spread clinical appucation. (See

c:

later section on CBF

using MR for more details.) The following sections review in detail both the
invasive and the non-invasive CBF measurement methods.
a)

Invasive CBF Measurement Methods

The two invasive CBF rneasurement methods most fiequently used in
animals are autoradiography and hydrogen clearance. The autoradiographic
technique was developed by Landau et al. in 1955 using 1311-trifluoroiodomethane
( ' 3 1 ~ - ~ ~ 3 1Suice
) . 9 then, the indicator of choice for this technique has been

"c-

iodoantipyrine ( I 4 c - m ) . This preference foilowed a study by Sakurade et al., IO h

which they discovered that "c-IAP is less diffusion iimïted than "'1-CSI.
indicators used in the past 57.58 were shown to be iderior to

1

4

~

Other

in - difision
~

properties. The autoradiography technique assumes that:
1.

the indicator used can be detected once introduced into the flow
system

2.

the extraction of the indicator is tissue independent (including
diseased tissues)

3.

the extraction coefficient (E) is the same for aii flow rates

Because of these assumptions an ideal autoradiographic indicator is one that is

initiaily fkely difisible, and upon reachuig the tissue of interest is retained Ui
proportion to the perfusion rate of the tissue. To rneasure CBF after indicator
injection, the brain is cut into thin slices and placed on a photographic nIm. M e r

exposure and development the optical densities of the film are related to flow. To
summarize, the 'three step' procedure of the autoradiography technique are:
1.

introducing an amount of an indicator, by means of constant infusion
or bolus injection, into the brain. n i e indicator must be
radioisotopicaily labeled, extracted by the brain and retained in the
brain for a long period of t h e

2.

Sarnpling the spatial distribution of the hdicator retained by cutting
the brain into thin slices, and placing the slices on photographic film

3.

Developing the exposed films and relating the optical density on the
films to relative regional CBF (rCBF)

Another invasive CBF method worth mentionhg is the hydrogen clearance

method. 59.60 ~ukland'was the first to explore this technique. In this method, one
relies on the fact that the quantity of hydrogen gas in tissue can be detected by
microelectrodes imbedded in a discrete fastuon over a well-defuied region of
intere~t.'**~
The 'three step' procedure of tbe hydrogen clearance technique are:
1.

Ventilating the subject with a mixture of hydrogen and other gases

2.

Detecting the hydrogen concentration in various locations of the
b r a i using implanted microelectrodes

3.

Relating the local CBF (ICBF) to the hydrogen coucentrations via
mathematical modelïng

The merence between rCBF and ICBF is that the former refers to a spatial
location in the brain while the latter refen to a specific brain region, such as
fiontal cortex.

Non-Invasive CBF Methods
Invasive techniques for the study of CBF in the brain have limitations. The
b)

most obvib. one is the fact that the relationship between CBF and human brain
diseases are studied uidirectly through animal models. Unfomuiately, h à i n g s
fiom the animal studies cannot always be extrapolated to humans, herein lies the
strength of non-invasive techniques.
(1)

CBF Measurements Using CT

Since the earlier 80's, the most investigated CBF CT technique used CT in
its dynamic mode. 1 1.Ji.JS.J9.5O This was in orcier to monitor the build-up or clearance
of xenon in the brain. In CBF measurements, stable xenon (atomic number of 54)
was used as CT image contrast agent. lodinated contrast agents had been used
previously but with only limited s~ccess.~'
With minor exceptions, the vast
majonty of xenon enhanced dynamic CT based CBF techniques consisted of the
following 'three step' procedure:
1.

Aerating the subject with a mixture of stable xenon and air (oxygen)

2.

Acquiring three or more CT images during and/or afker 4 to 6
minutes of xenon and air inhalation. Simultaneously sampling the
tirne course of end-tidal xenon concentration of the expired
xenodair mixture

3.

Using the time dependent concentration of xenon in the brain and the

end-tidal xenon concentration in the ~ e t yor
~ the
' Kety and schmidt4
equation to predict rCBF or CBF and hi or h for xenon (via
decon~olutionor curve fittllig). This technique assumes that the
arterial t h e course concentration of xenon, required in the Kety or
Kety and Schmidt equation, was proportional to the end-tidal t h e
course concentration.
The Kety equation provided a simultaneous estimation of regional CBF (rCBF)

and regional partition coefficients

(k),and the Kety

and Schmidt equation

provided a global CBF and average partition coefficient (A). in CBF studies, h was
defuied as the ratio of indicator concentration in tissue (the brain) to that in carrier

fluid (the blood), under steady-state equilibrium. Both the build-up and clearance
of xenon in brain tissue have been used for CBF estimation.
Compared to PET, a strength of the stable xenon CT technique was that the
measured CBF was more accurately linked to anatomy. Also, researchers have
demonstrated that the xenon CT technique could provide more accurate

measurements of CBF in the low blood flow regions (such as white matter) of the
brai.."'
Although CT is capable of fast dynamic scanning, each scan delivers a
radiation dose of approximately 4 r n ~ vresulting
, ~ ~ in either an unacceptably high

risk to the patient, or insufncient temporal resolution if fewer scans are used. The
xenon concentration used in the air mixture was around 35% with higher xenon
concentrations ofien being associated with sedation and agitation.63.64.65 This factor
limited the available CT contrast, and hence the signal to noise, 66.67 resuiting in
limited CBF a c c ~ r a c ~ . ~ ~
Recently CBF measurements using stable xenon enhanced CT has been
gaining c h i c a l acceptance, especially in cases of brain death, acute stroke,
occlusive vascuiar disease, etc? In these cases the xenon CT technique was
specially suited, due to its ability to measure low more CBF accurately (compared
to PET).
(2)

CBF Measurements Using SPECT

(a)

Introduction

The most common CBF study using SPECT is the non-invasive
autoradiographic technique.69An obvious reason is in the longer imaging time
required for SPECT (autoradiography requires a minimum of one scan). The
tendency towards using the non-invasive autoradiographic technique imposed
strict requirements that the indicator used in SPECT behave more or less like a
chernical rnicrosphere. Physical microspheres may not be used because of their

potential invasiveness in blocking blood flow to the brain. At present the most
studied SPECT perfusion indicator is 99m~c-~icisate
(or ECD)16.30.3 l.w.70. It has the
potential to replace 9 9 m ~ 15.272839.3233
c - ~ ~which
~ ~had~superseded the
labeled amines (IMP)13.36.37.38.39.40 and (HI~DM).1435.71
desirable than

1 2 3 ~IMP

123~-

99111

Tc HMPAO is more

because 9 9 m ~iscphysicaily more desirable than IU1 (for

example, 9 9 m ~has
c a shorter haif life and therefore radiation dose to patient will
be less). 9 9 m ~HMPAO,
c
however, bas a number of short-comings. It is chemicaily
unstable7' and its labeled metabolites demonstrate slow blood clearance." 9 9 m ~ c
ECD is a result of considerable effort in the search for a 9 9 m ~HM-PA0
c
replacement. 9 9 m ~ECD
c has a rapid blood clearance,74 slow washout fiom the
c
brain and insignificant intracerebral redistribution. Compared to 9 9 m ~HM-PAO,
99m

Tc ECD appears to be more stable and has higher extraction

fi action^.'^

Unfortunately, the one time promising non-invasive autoradiography SPECT
technique using 9 9 m ~ECD
c (or earlier

""TC

HMPAO) is intrinsically incorrect,

due to the fact that the retention of the chernical microsphere is possible only
through metabolic conversion of the fieely difisible indicators into forms that are
stable and remain in the respective organs/tissues for a considerable amount of
t h e . The very dependence of this mechanism on metabolism resuits in violation
of the requirement that extraction of the microspheres be tissue (both healthy and
diseased tissue) independent and that the extraction coefficient be the same for al1
flow rates. This is especially hue when the technique is used to study diseased

brain where tissues may not function nonnally (that is, diseased tissues may not
metabolize the injected tracer nonnally).
The non-invasive autoradiography based SPECT can be divided M e r into

''

qualitative SPECT and flow a d o r rate constant SPECT.
(b)

Qualitative SPECT

Qualitative CBF using SPECT employs perfusion indexes for flow
assessment.75.76 These perfusion indexes include:
1.

fiactional brain uptake (FBU) of indicator or uptake index (UIs)

2.

nomalized brain uptake (with respect to, for example, the
cerebellum tissue)

3.

regional standardized values (SVs, standardized to the injected
activity and the acquisition tirne unit)

The 'tbree step' procedure in qualitative CBF using SPECT is as follow:
1.

intravenous (bolus) injection of tracer

2.

SPECT image acquisition and perfusion indexes determination (nom
regions of interest (ROIS) in the image)

3.

qualitative blood flow assessment using the perfitsion indexes
obtained

An important topic of study for qualitative SPECT is to derive empirical
correlation methods for connecting the perfùsion indexes to corresponding blood

flow or flow rate constants. There are many examples of qualitative CBF
correlation investigations using both 9 9 m ~HMPAO
c
and ""TC ECD.

in one such qualitative CBF correlation investigation using 9 9 " ~ cM A O ,
inugami et al." correlated the normalized radioisotope distribution (uptake) of
in the brain (normalized to the cerebellum tissue) with rCBF
9 9 m ~HMPAO
c

images obtained using PET and

c1'02inhalation. They employed a three

c
in the brain (the so-called
compartment b e t i c s model to describe 9 9 m ~HMPAO
linearization correction nod del).'^ The three compartments were: (a). the lipophilic
tracer in the blood pool of the brain, (b). the lipophilic tracer inside the brain and
(c). the hydrophilic f o m retained in the brain. They found that the 9 9 m ~HMPAO
c
images were veiy sùnilar to the PET-CBF images obtained the using C " O ~
inhalation, steady state method (see section on CBF using PET for more details)
for both the linearization corrected and uncomected cases. The correlation
coefficient (r) for the corrected case was 0.93 and for the uncorrected 0.85, except
in high blood flow regions. Similady, Yonekura cl ~ 2 . ' correlated
~
9

SPECT images with rCBF images measured with a PET based,

9 m HMPAO
~ ~

c1502inhalation

steady state method in patients with stenosis (using the three compartment model
for 9

9 m HMPAO
~ ~

brain kinetics). In this cluiical application, they had found that

aithough the SPECT technique could not provide absolute CBF values, it could,
through the use of a 'linearization algorithm' (linearization correction), provide a
better linear correlation between nonnalized pixel activity (uptake) and CBF. The

correlation coefficient (r) for the uptake and CBF was 0.90 1. It was also found that
the 'linearïzation algorithm' hproved conaast between normal and ischemic
regions of the brain. in another study, Langen et ai.'' correlated ""TC HMPAO
SPECT images with CBF images measured with a PET based

c''oz inhalation

steady state method in patients with brain tumors. They too employed the three
compartment mode1 for 9 9 m ~HMPAO
c
brain kinetics and found a significant
correlation between intracerebral distribution ratios (nonnalized tumor uptakes)
and CBF determined using the cl502inhalation steady state method. As a fuiai
example, Andersen et of.*'correlated the uptake and retention of ""TC HMPAO
with CBF image measured using a SPECT based 13)xeinhalation technique. They
found that the 9 9 m ~HMPAO
c
CBF images agreed quite well with that of 1 3 3 ~ e
CBF regardless of whether or not the 'linearization algorithm' (the three

compartment correction for 9 9 m ~HMPAO
c
brain kinetics) was used.

in a qualitative CBF correlation investigation using 9 9 m ~ECD,
c
Huglo et
correlated regional brain 9 9 " ~ cECD standardized values (SVs), uptake
indexes (UIs) and asymmetry indexes (Ais) to the corresponding rCBF, flow
indexes (FIS)and Ais measured using I3'xe uihaiation SPECT. In this preliminaty
study, they found highly significant correlations between: SV and CBF (r=0.47),
UI(nomaiized to cerebeliar lobes) and FI (r=0.57), UI(normalized to occipital
cortex) and FI ( ~ 0 . 6 9 )In. another study, Yonekura et 01." correlated the uptakes
of ECT (which have been corrected using a permeabitity - surface area product

(PS) model, see Chapter 6) with CBF images obtained by PET using

I5o2

inhalation steady-state. They found that the nonlinear relationship between 9 9 m ~ c ECD uptakes and rCBF could be accounted for by using the PS correction.
(c)

Flow and Rate Constant SPECT

The flow and rate constant SPECT CBF techniques measure absolute,
quantitative flow a d o r rate constants direcdy, by employing tracer kinetic models
of flow. The ' 3 3 ~ inhalation
e
method is an example. It employs SPECT Ui the

dynamic mode and makes use of an indicator clearance modeLg3 Dynamic ' 3 3 ~ e
SPECT is less common clinicaiiy for the following reasons:
1.

It has poor spatial and temporal resolution7'

2.

It requires a dedicated SPECT scanner7'

3.

Compared to 9 9 m ~it cis less suitable for large depth (center of brain)
studies due to the softer radiation emitted by this radionuclide"

.

in spite of the above, dynamic ' " ~ ewas sometimes used as a standard for SPECT

perfbsion studies.

"*"

However, most flow and rate constant SPECT CBF

measurements have utilized 9 9 m ~HMPAO
c
or " m ~ ECD.
c

In a 9 9 m ~HMPAO
c
flow and rate constant CBF SPECT investigation,
conducted by Matsuda et 01.~' flow and rate constants were obtained using the
following 'three step' procedure:
1.

intravenous bolus injection of 9 9 m ~HMPAO
c
(20 to 30 mCi)

2.

simultaneous dynamic monitoring and sampling of ""TC HMPAO
tissue concentration in the brain (using a ~ g - t y p eSPECT scanner)
and in the artenal blood

3.

employing a four compartment kinetic model to descnbe the brah

and using the arterial 9 9 m ~HMPAO
c
concentration information in a
convolution operation to predict flow.

The four compartment ""TC HMPAO brain kinetic model coasisted of (a).
ciiffusible tracer in the blood, (b). non-difisible tracer in the blood, (c). lipophilic

diffisible tracer in brain tissue, and, (d). hydrophilic nondifisible tracer in brain
tissue. The absolute CBF value they obtained was 40 t 3 mVLOOghin for gray
matter and 23 I1 mVlOOg/min for white matter.
Pupi et al.75assessedthe accuracy of ""TC ECD flow and rate constants by
comparing them with results obtained using 99m~c-rnicrospheres.
in addition, they
compared the strengdis and limitations of flow and rate constant versus qualitative
measurements. Their flow and rate constant 'three step' procedure consisted the
following:
1.

Perforrning an intravenous (antecubital vein) injection of a slow (15 s) bolus of 9 9 n 1ECD
~c

2.

Acquiring a SPECT image and obtaining artenal blood tracer
concentration information. (Whde the SPECT image was being

acquired, 32 blood samples were taken fiom the radial artery to
establish time-activity curves of artery tracer concentration.)
3.

Using the artery time activity information to obtain a DR(t) function
(fraction of the tracer that is diffisible across the blood brain bamier,
BBB) and using the tracer activity in the brah (obtained fiom

SPECT image) to obtain an influx constant Ki (a constant which
related to CBF via a two-cornpartment mode1 for the brain kinetics
of 9 9 m ~ c - ~ ~ ~ ) .

The qualitative flow indexes were obtained fiom the SPECT image in the second
step of the above 'three step' procedure. The study demonstrated the possibility of
using 9 9 m ~ for
c - CBF
~ ~measurement.
~
In addition, it questioned the reliability

of using qualitative CBF indexes, as their results indicated that FBU is neither
accurate nor precise.
(d)

The '%abeled

Recent Developments in SPECT Based
123
1-labeled IMP CBF Measurements

IMP CBF SPECT technique was superceded by 9 9 m ~ c

HMPAO CBF SPECT for a number of reasons. Despite the fact that the fist pass

extraction fiaction and affinity in the brain for this tracer it, unfortunately:
1.

has non negligible clearance fiom the brain (making it a less than
'ideal' microsphere)86.87.88.89.90

2.

has iderior Maging and doshnetry charactenstics9'

3.

has a potential for inaccurate correlation of uptake of 1231-labeled

iMP in the brain and true CBF92.93
4.

has the potential for redistribution of indicator in the brain over time

(again making it a less than 'ideai' microsphere).86.94.95
Recently there bas been renewed interest in '%abeled

iMP CBF SPECT

research. This renewed interest was in part due to the development of a one-point
arterial sampling r n e t h ~ d which
, ~ ~ greatly sïmplified the technique. Currently this
one point artenal sampling is being assessed and applied clinically.97.98
(3)

CBF Measurements Using PET
(a)

Introduction

The distinction between SPECT and PET is that the former employs single
photon emitting nuclear isotopes while the latter employs positron emitters (Le.
gamma versus beta nuclide decay foilowed by electron-positron annihilation). This
seemingly singular distinction between the PET and SPECT has far reaching
implications. The most important implication is the kind of indicator that one can
use. With PET, the most fiequently used positron-emitting radionuclides are "c,
13

N, "O,

18~,

and 8 2 ~ bSince
.
C, O and N are natural building components of

organic matter, PET is currently the only modality capable of simultaneous
measurement of CBF,blood volume (BV), oxygen extraction fiaction, and oxygen
~'
such
and glucose metabolism with detail and a c c ~ r a c ~ .Unfoxtunately
capabilities cany a high monetary costSd2
As a result, if the goal is to study CBF
alone, after many compromises and arguments the end conclusion will be that

SPECT is much more cost-effective than PET.Besides, PET installations are few
in number and only major research establishments have access to this technology.
The majority of the quantitative CBF with PET techniques were developed

in the 80's and late 70's. in al1 the techniques, the most common indicator was
O"49.4697

l5

,

the fom of gasJ3."S (cl5@and lSo2)1.2 129.100 and

( ~ ~ 1 5 0101.l02.103.1M.105.106.107.108
).

water46

This is readiiy understood, as gas can be

introduced conveniently into the subject through inhalation and water is naturally
present in the body. Recent developments in the area of PET based quantitative

CBF techniques have focused on refining and improving the existing techniques.
(b)

With al1
the

1502

150
gas

CBF Measurements Using PET

CBF PET techniques, an underiying assumption was that

tramfer fiom gas (COz or 0 2 )to H20 in the pulmonary alveolar capillaries

via carbonic anhydrase.109Therefore, the c1502
technique may be considered an

indirect I-l2I5o technique. The 'three step' procedure for the measurement of CBF
with

150

gas PET, in many cases, resembles the 'three step' procedure of 1 3 3 ~ e

CBF with SPECT.

0)

' S ~ [ ~ aCBF
sl

PET

in 150gas CBF PET investigations, Frackowiak et al.' developed a
continuous steady-state C " O ~ method for measuring CBF in humans. The
technique developed was subsequently treated by many research groups as a
practical CBF measurement standard - a standard for assessing other quantitative

CBF techniques (such as the CBF with SPECT techniques).77.80 The 'three step'
procedure of the Frackowiak et al. method uivolved:

'

1.

Introducing c '02into the subject continuously via inhalation

2.

At indicator steady-state equilibrium, measuring the i-I2I50 activities
in the brain using PET and in the femoral artery using blood

sampling
3.

Utilizing the two activities in a kinetic model, a model derived fiom

the Fick principle, to predict CBF. (See Chapter 3 for more details
on the Fick principle. The Fick principle was used to account for the
decay of "02)

Using this method both gray matter CBF and white matter CBF were obtained,
with the measured gray matter CBF equal to 65 mVlOOmi/min and the measured

white matter CBF equal to 21 mV100mVmin. The CBF results they obtained
compared well with those measured by Kety and schmidt4 and ICety1Io and

ass sen." ' The accuracy of this technique in measuring CBF has been assessed and
reported in a number of papers. Larnmertsma et al.Il2 and Rhodes et a/.' 1 3 found

the technique to be highly accurate. Assured of the technique's accuracy, Ito et
ai.lo0 applied it to the study of CBF in patients with cerebral tumors.

In another ''0gas CBF PET study, Huang et al. developed a non invasive
autoradiographic bolus

cI5o2CBF method in humans. The 'three step' procedure

of dus technique involved:

1.

Having the subject inhale a single breath of
the

'02

transfer

corn

(again assuming

CO2 to H20 in the pulmonary alveolar

capillaries via carbonic anhydrase)
2.

Acquiruig a sequence of five 2-min PET scans to determine brain
tracer activity and a series of 15 to 20 artery blood samples over 10

min; the later was used to obtain a t h e activity curve of artery
blood.
3.

Employing the two tracer activities in a kinetic mode1 (again derived
fiom the Fick p ~ c i p l of
e Chapter 3) to predict both gray matter and
white matter CBF

Using this methoci, Huang et al. measured a value of 59 mVlOOg/rnin for the gray

matter CBF and a value of 20 mV100g/min for the white matter CBF.
(ii)

' ' ~ ( ~ a t e CBF
r l PET

In ''0 water CBF PET investigations, Raichle et a1.'08developed a non
invasive autoradiographc

H~I*o

CBF PET technique in baboons. Furthemore,

they evaluated the accuracy of the technique by comparing the results to the CBF
obtained using residue detection of an intemal carotid artery bolus injection. (See
Chapter 3 for more details on bolus injection and residual detection theoiy as well
as Chapter 4 on experitnental intemal carotid tracer bolus injection and residue
detection in rats using MRS.) The 'three step' procedure developed by Raichle et
al. was as follows:

1.

Perfomiing an intravenous bolus injection of 5 mi H~'*o
saline

2.

Acquiring a 40 second PET scan (fiom 7 brain slices in a low
resolution mode) for brain tracer activity and drawing intemal
carotid artery blood (ICA) samples at 5 second intervals to yield an
artenal thne activity c w e

3.

Using the tracer activity of the ICA and the uistantaneous local
radiotracer concentration of the PET scan in Kety's tracer kinetic
equation6' to predict CBF (numerically by means of interactive
parameter estimations)

They found that the CBF obtained using the non invasive autoradiographic PET
technique related well to the CBF measured by interna1 carotid bolus injection and
residue detection, with CBF (PET) = 0.90CBF(Ref) + 4.
in another

15

O water study, Jones et al.'" deveioped a continuous

intravenous infusion of ~~''0
CBF PET technique. The 'three step7 procedure
involved:
1.

Introducing ~

~into' the~subject
0 contïnuously via intravenous

infusion (antecubital vein)
2.

IO min into the intravenous Ulfusion, acquiring PET scans of the

brain for 10 to 30 min and obtaiaing artery samples eveiy 3 to 4 min.

The PET scans and the artenal blood samples were used to

detennine the mean brain tissue concentration and the mean artery
activiîy
3.

Employing a working tracer kinetic equation developed by
Subramanyam et al.'1 to predict CBF

The CBF obtained, after correctiag for underestimation due to the nonlinearity of
the kinetic mode1 used and afker correcting for the whole-brain recovery
coefficient, was 47-77 r d 100g/rnin.
(c)

Recent Developments in PET CBF
Techniques

The above mentioned quantitative CBF PET techniques have undergone
refinements for over the past 10 years. For example, Nelson et al. 'O1 attempted to
make the sampling the of the artenai blood (an awkward and dificult task required

in ail the above mentioned CBF PET techniques) less invasive. Their noninvasive

artenal monitoring was as follows:
1.

Establishing a time dependent relationship between photon count
(measured using a scintillation probe) fkom the superior right lung to
the artenal tracer concentration in hurnans using C"O inhalation at
steady state (same blood concentration of 150labeled carbon
monoxide for the whole body)

2.

During the bolus FI2I50
CBF PET measurement, replacing the
artenal blood sampling by photon count fiom the supenor right lung
(measured using the scintillation probe)

3.

Relatbg the photon time activity curve fiom the lung to the arterial
time activity curve using the established relation.

Kanno et QI.

'O2

investigated the optimal scan time needed to achieve the

maximum signal-to-noise (SM) for CBF measurements ushg the bolus ~

~CBF'

PET technique. In this investigation they performed dynamic (sequential) PET
scanning in subjects injected with a bolus of ~

~and'combined
~ 0the dynamic

data into images correspondhg to different scan spans. They found that the

maximum S N ratio for CBF measurements was for scan durations of 90 and 120
seconds.
Finaiiy, Berridge et al. I l 5 attempted to correct for CBF underestimation
inherent with

H~''o (a tracer that is not entirely fieely diffusible and hence does

not fully meet the requirements of the kinetic mode1 used in CBF measurement). In
an animal (rhesus monkey) study they compared CBF measured using [ll~]butanol

" had
0 found that the average CBF h m
to CBF measured using ~ ~ and
[''~lbutanol(53.1 mV 100g/min) was significantly higher than the average CBF

fiom H~''o
(44.4 mVIOOg/min).
(4)

CBF Measurements Using MI€
(a)

Introduction

MR is the most recent modality to be used in the study of CBF. Compared
to PET, MR has many advantages. For example, a unique feature of MR is that it
does not utiiize ioninng radiation, and therefore is associated with low or no

~

0

radiation nsk to the subject. Another advantage of MR is in the kind of indicators
that can be used. MR indicators are divided into two groups, endogenous and
exogenous.
The endogenous indicator can be generated by manipulating MR pulse
sequences.116.117.1 18.1 19 For example, one can selectively saturate the water in blood
at or near the intemal carotid artery and as the saturated water flows into the brain
it can be detected and used to measure flow. In endogenous measurement of CBF

with MR, water has been the only tracer employed; (the protons of water possess
the highest MR signal available in aii stable nuclei).

An exogenous indicator is injected into the subject in much the same way
as for SPECT and PET, except that stable (non radioactive) MR indicators are
much easier to handle. Using a stable indicator has many other advantages, one

being that the correction for radioactive decay is unnecessary, which simplifies
flow calculations. Another advantage is that the indicators need not be
manufactured on site using an expensive facility, as in the case of ''0 CBF PET
techniques. Other attractive features of measuring CBF using an exogenous
indicator with MR include: 1. availability of scanners, 2. coupling of anatomy to

CBF and 3. superior temporal and spatial resolution.

in many of the exogenous MR CBF studies, labeled water indicators were
used, including: (a) '
H MR using '~'0,
1732*53 (b) 'H M R using ~ ~ ' ~and
0 (c)
, ' ~ ~
17O

MR ushgo2 or

~~170,121.122.123.124

A number of research groups have

employed "F labeled compounds, such as: (a) [ 1 9 ~ ] ~ ~(or
~ -Freon-22),
22
(b)
[1 9 ~ ] ~ ~ -(Freon-23
23
or Trifluoromethane), (c) [lg~]halothane, and (d)

others. 18.19.20.54.125 in another variation of the exogenous MR CBF studies, contrast
enhancement agents were used. In exogenous contrast enhanced MR, CBF was
studied indirectly (via image contrast enhancements) fiom relaxation and/or
magnetic susceptibility effects.21.55.122.121.123,126.127,128.129,130.131
The foiiowing section reviews the above mentioned CBF MR techniques.
Additional information on the strengths and Limitations of the different indicator
techniques c m be found in a later section of this chapter: 'The Development of
Deuterium MRS for CBF Measurement.'
(b)

CBF MR Techniques
(i)

Endogenous Studies

in an animal (male Sprague-Dawley rats) study, Detre

el

al.

'."

utilized

water in the blood (as an endogenous tracer) and 'H MR images of the brain to
estimate CBF.Their 'three step' procedure for CBF measurement consisted oE
1.

Saturating blood water flowing to the brain in the neck region (using
a spin echo pulse sequence and spoiler gradients at the time of the
180" refocusing pulse'33)

2.

Acquiring an M R brain image at indicator steady state (constant MR
signal following the initial signal reduction due to saturated blood
water exchange with non saturated brain water)

3.

Calcdating CBF using: (a) the signal ratio frorn the saturated and the
non saturated image, (b) the TI (spin lattice relaxation rate) of blood
water, and (c) the brak-water partition coefficient

(A, defhed in

Chapter 5)
Using the above 'three step' procedure Detre et al. obtained an average CBF of
105 i 16 ml/ 1OOglrni.nin three rats under nonnocarbia. In addition, they found that

the technique was sensitive to increases in arterial PaC02.

In another paper by the same research group, Williams, Detre, Leigh and
~ o r e t s k y "perfomed
~
a similar study in which the spin echo pluse spoiling
gradients in the neck region were replaced by a spin inversion at the same location
using the p ~ c i p l e sof adiabatic fast passage (see later in this chapter for more
detailed discussion). In the study the average CBF measured was 139 f 19

mVlOOg/min (in five rats). As in the previous approach, this technique was found
to be sensitive to PaC02 changes. Further more, the technique was found able to
detect anomalous regional perfusion.

Further research on using inverted artenal water spins as endogenous CBF
tracers had focused on accounting for factors which affect the accuracy of the
technique. For exarnple, Zhang, Williams, Detre et al.,Iw Zhang, Silva el al. 13' and
Silva, Zhang et al. 13'

have investigated (and accounted for) the effect of

unintentional perturbation of tissue macromolecdes in the brain volume.

(ii)

Exogenous Studies

The exogenous tracers used in the CBF MR methods can be divided M e r
into MR signal indicators and MR contrast enhancement agents (contrast agents
for short). The MR contrast agents can enhance MR image contrast v i a magnetic
susceptibiïity a d o r relaxation effects.

(a)

CBF Using Exogenous
MR Signal lndicators

in most of the MR signal indicator based CBF techniques either '
H labeled

or deuterated water) or ''F labeled compounds have been used. Using
water (2~z0
deuterated water, Corbett, Laptook and 01ivares13' measured CBF in new bom
piglets v i a 2~ MR spectroscopy (MRS). The 'three step' procedure of this study
included:
1.

Employing an intracarotid bolus injection of deuterated water

2.

b e d i a t e l y following the injection, obtaining an in vivo '
H residue
tirne coune MR spectnim

3.

Using the '
H rate of clearance of deuterated water to calculate CBF.
(The rate was obtained by fitting the residue time course with a twocornpartment in-series flow model, with the second cornpartment
representing indicator recirculation)

They found that CBF values determined using this technique were highly
reproducible.

In another study, Detre, Subramanian et al.52 measured CBF in cat brain

using slow (15 to 20 seconds) bolus *H MRS and MR imaging (MRI). Their 'three
step' procedure consisted of:
1.

Performing a 1 ml slow bolus, bilateral intracarotid deuterated saline
injection

2.

At the completion of the injection, acquiring a time course '
H
spectnun for 20 minutes (ushg a two-tum, 2.5 x 3 cm2 elliptical
surface coil double-tuned to the 'Hand 'H resonance fiequencies) or

a senes of 16 images in 4 minutes (using the same surface coil and a
gradient-echo pulse sequence with a 0.3 x 0.3 x 1 cm3 nominal voxel
size)
3.

In the case of MRS CBF measurements, fitting a biexponential decay
curve (representing a fast compartment and a slow compartment to
describe the kinetics of the indicator in the brain) model to the t h e
course 2~ spectra data (using a least squares fitting method). In the
case of CBF with MM, fitting a monoexponential decay curve
(representing a single compartment description of the kinetics of
indicator in the brain) model to the time course image intensities at
every pixel location

They found that, in the case of CBF with MRS, CBF increased directly with
PaC02 and the values were in good agreement widi a nwnber of papers in the

literature. in the case of CBF with MM, 'H images obtained using a unilateral
slow bolus injection m e r ftom bilateral slow bolus injection 2~ images in terms
of image intensity distribution. Furthemore, the average CBF (for the bilateral
slow bolus injection case, averagïng over the entire image) at a PaC02 = 37 mmHg
was 70 mV 100ghin and at a PaC02 = 2 1 mmHg was 48 m1/100g/min.

In a "F labeled compound study, Ewing, Branch, Helpem et a1.I3*
measured CBF in cats with "F MRS, using Freon-22 as an indicator. The 'three
step' procedure of dus rnethod was as follows:
1.

Ventilating the animal with a gas mixture of 50 % Oz, 45 % Freon22 and 5 % N2 (for CBF measurement at normocapnia) or a gas
mixture of 50 % O*, 45 % Freon-22 and 5 % C a (for CBF
measurement at hypercapnia) for 6 minutes

2.

Acquiring a series of

M R FIDs (at

1 9 ~

- 12 second interval) during

the build-up and clearance of Freon-22 in the brain using a surface
coil. At the same the, acquiring a series of

' g FIDs
~

(at the same

interval) for the artenal blood (using a 6 tum solenoid coil, with the
blood fiom a femoral artery running through the axis of the solenoid
and retuniing to the animal via a femoral vein)
3.

Using an arterial input function (arterial tirne course curve, derived
fkom the arterial blood FIDs) and the brain indicator concentration
curve (derived fiom the brain FIDs) in the Kety equation (with gray

and white matter c~rn~artments)~'
to estimate the gray and white
matter CBF as weil as the Freon-22 gray and white matter partition
coefficients. (The estimation employed a maximum likelihood curve
fitting technique.)

They found that the fast (gray matter) flow in cats at nonnocapnia was 50 f 19
mV 100gImin and at hypercapnia was 83 f 32 ml/ 100g/min.

In another
Branch, Fagan

1 9 labeled
~

ei

compound study using the above technique, Ewing,

al." measured CBF with "F

using Fluorocarbon-23

(Trifluoromethane, FC-23, or Freon-23), in place of Freon-22 in the previous
study. At nonnocapnia, the measured fast (gray matter) flow was 70 f 15
mV 100g/min. The FC-23 toxicity was also investigated by the same research group
in a separate paper.SJTwo fmdings of this paper were: (a) FC-23 could be suitable
for animal studies and, (b) before FC-23 can be used in hurnans, its toxicity needs
to be studied M e r .

The technique of using FC-23 as an indicator was later modified to measure
CBF with low resolution

and

elc ch'^^

1 9 MRI.
~

replaced the brain

h a technical note, Branch, Helpem, Ewing

1 9 M
~

. FID acquisitons (of the second step

above) with a time series of "F FLASH (gradient field echo) images. In addition,
they replaced the time coune '

9 MR
~

FIDs of the blood fiom femoral artery with a

doped semiconductor oscillator that detected the FC-23 concentration in expired
air. Using an artenai FC-23 time course c w e (derived fiom the end-tidd estimate

of FC-23 in the expired air) and a FC-23 brain clearance curve (obtained fiom the
t h e course signal intensities of a pixel in the images) in a single cornpartment

Kety equation, they calculated CBF at each pixel location. In this study, the rate of
image acquisition was 67.5 seconds per image and the nominal voxel size used
was 1 x 1 x 2 cm3. Typicaily, 6 to 8 voxels were obtained in a cat brain, giving 6
to 8 regional CBF values ranging fiom 12 mi/ 100g/min to 125 mVlOOg/rnin in one
rat. In another paper, they applied the same techniqueZoto study atraumatic
cerebral perfusion in cats.

In a similar manner Pekar, Ligeti et al.12' measured CBF with
using CHF3 as a fieely difisible gas indicator. In this study,

1 9 brain
~

'

9

M~ N

images were

acquired at a rate of 33 seconds each, with a nominal voxel size of 0.7 x 0.7 x 0.8
cm3. A mass spectrometer (UT1 instruments Mode1 100 C) was used to monitor the
t h e concentration of CHF3 in the expired air. Two CBF values were obtained for

each experiment, one fkom the build-up of CHF3 in the brain and the other fiom
the clearance, again using the Kety equation for CBF modeling.

In still another study Van Zijl, Ligeti et al. 'O

measured CBF using

volumetric-selective "F MRS. A major difference between this method and the
above CBF "F MRS studies was that a STEAM''~ (Stimdated Echo Acquisition
Mode) pulse sequence was used for the senal "F spectral acquisitions of the brain.
The STEAM method enabled the selection of a volume in the brain for MRS.

Therefore the method was able to elirnination MR signai fi-om the skin and other
extra-craniai tissues.
(b)

CBF

Measurements
Using Exogenous MR
Cootrast Agents

The MR contrast agents used to mesure CBF have been mostly nonciiffusible (ùitra-vascular) tracers that do not cross the blood brain barrier (BBB).
Quantitative CBF with MR using intra-vascular agents is stiii in the developrnent
stage. initially, attention was focused on developing a lùnetic model that can
relate, indirectly, the intravascular transit of the agents to CBF (a tissue perfusion).
(Recall that a kinetic model was also needed in most of the CBF SPECT
techniques, except that this kuietic model was used to describe the process of
tracer metabolic conversion leading to retention, redistribution, etc. of the tracer in
the brain.) Because CBF is studied indirectly, the accuracy of quantitative tissue
pedusion using the intra-vascular agents is model dependent. (The accuracy
depends on the exactness of the model that describes the actual kinetics).5s In
addition, the accuracy is also contrast agent dependent. For example, Gore and
~ a j u m d a r "have
~ s h o w that superparamagnetic iron oxide particles could be a
difficult agent to use as a blood flow marker (because the in vivo effectiveness of
this indicator is tissues dependent).

More recently, development has focused on using fast MRI sequences to
track the intravascular transit of Gd-DTPA dynamically.55.127.131.143, This allows

one to obtain the intravascular mean transit time (MTT = cerebral blood volume

divided by tissue flow and therefore CBF.
(c)

CBF Using "ozor H~"O
as Exogenous MR Tracer

"0 is a stable isotope of oxygen with intrinsic spin 512. 170in the form of a
gas

or water ( ~ ~can~be~used
0 as)an MR signal indicator or contrast

(17@)

agent. It c m be considered a contrast agent because it can enhance water proton

('H) TÎrelaxation rates through its scalat-coupled interactions.120
Using ~ ~as ~
an MR
' signal
0 indicator, Pekar, Ligeti et al.12' measured

CBF for a 0.8 ml voxel in the cat brain using 170MRI. The 'three step' procedure
of this technique was as follows:
1.

Perfomhg an a r t e d bolus injection of ~

~e ~ c'h e ~
dsaline0(O.15

mi at 35% H~"Ovia the lingual artery)

2.

Acquiring an 170MR image using a surface coi1 (at a rate of 22
seconds per image)

3.

Fitting a monoexponential decay c w e to the washout of H ~ to~ ~ o
predict CBF.(See Chapter 3 for more details.)

in 5 cats at normocarbia (PaC02 in the range of 35 to 42 mmHg) the CBF was
measured to be 39

+ 12 ml/ 1OOg/min.

Ushg H~"Oas a contrast agent, Kwong, Hopkins, Belliveau et al. 120
measured CBF in dogs with dynamic 'H MR imaging. The 'three step' procedure
of this study was as foliows:
1.

Injectïng a bolus of 2 to 3 ml of saline or H~"Oenrïched saline (at
45% ~ ~ "at0
the)extemal carotid arteiy, alternately. The ordinary

saline injection was used for acquirùig sham images
2.

Acquiring consecutive 'H MR images at a rate of one image per
every 2 seconds (using an echo planar pulse sequence)

3.

To calculate CBF,dividing the corncal region of the images into 1.2
x 1.2 x 1.5 cm3 voxels, calculating a time curve of relative difference
(AR2(t)) between tissue Tz rates with ~~''0
and tissue T2rates with
the sham, fitting a monoexponential decay function to the washout
phase of the N ( t ) cuve to predict voxel CBF (see Chapter 3 for
more on CBF using a single cornpartment model).

They obtained, at nonnocapnia and hypocapnia, CBF values of 72 f 1
mV 1OOglmin and 29 I1 mV 1OOg/min.

It is fair to Say that CBF using MR is still in its experimental stage. (For
example, many studies were perfomed in animal.) The successfùl application of

CBF measurement using MR in the clinicai environment is pending the
establishment of a 'prefemed' technique, and quantification of its precision and
accuracy.

C.

Ovewiew

In summarizing the review, one can see that over the years many indicator
based techniques bave been developed for quantimg CBF. AU of these
techniques are based on the 'three step' procedure mentioned previcnsly. In the
immediate firture, the clhical application of CBF measurements, in all iikelihooâ,
will center on the continued utiiization of SPECT. This is due to the fact that

SPECT is readiiy accessible and relatively low cost. As for PET, it will always
play a significant role due to its unique capabiiities of providing shultaneous
metabolic and pathophysological idormation. PET will continue to set the stage
for new metabolite and fùnctional applications of emission tomography while

SPECT will translate the techniques developed with PET into the clinic.
Contrast in CT images is fiom attenuation (photoelectric effect and
Compton scattering) of x-rays by electrons in the subject. Because the underlying
principles of image formation are relatively simple a thorough investigation of the

usefulness CT in CBF measurement has been possible. MR on the other hand is
the most complicated modality that can be used in CBF measurements. Besides the
intrinsic variations of signal and contrast on parameten such as TI, TÎ. T ~ * and
,
pulse sequence used, etc., one also has to consider which MR nucleus to use.
Because of this MR can be said to have the greatest potential but stiii requires a
great deal more study.

It is obvious that a lot of effort has been invested hto finding out whether

or not it is possible to use each of the above mentioned imaging modalities for
measuring CBF. in the end, al1 modalities reviewed have been shown capable of
measuring CBF. Nevertheless there still exists a gap between feasibility and
clUiicai applicability for al1 the modalities. The clinical relevance of CBF
measurement c m be increased substantially if more attention is given to assessing
the accuracy and precision and the strengths and weaknesses of the CBF
techniques. It is very difnicult to comprehend the usefblness of a CBF methoâ, in
relation to patient management, when such aspects remain undetennined.
Therefore, one way to enhance the clinical potential of CBF measurement d l be
to understand the fiuidamental precision and accuracy achievable with CBF
techniques. This thesis will emphasize the development of a CBF measurement
technique which can be assessed for precision and accuracy at a very fundamental
level.

D.

The Development of Deuterium MRS for CBF Measurement

The following is a justification of the major components of the MR based
CBF measurement technique developed in this thesis.
1.

Selecting the Sampling Method

Recall the two categories of sampling methods: invasive and non-invasive.

in this study, a strict requirement was that the sampling technique be non-invasive
because ow goal is to eventually apply it to humans. Also, it eventually has to

d o w for measurement of regional CBF. Recall the non-invasive indicator
monitoring methods Uiclude: 1. PET, 2. SPECT, 3. CT and 4. MR.

Figure 2.1: 'H MR Image of a Bottle o f * H ~ O

The MR method was selected for the followïng reasons:
1.

MR was the oniy non-ionizing method among the four

2.

PET was not widely available; as such, clhical application of CBF

measurement using PET is limited to those major centers having
PET faciiities
3.

The strengths and limitations of the CT technique are well

understood. A problem with the CT technique is the amount of

radiation required for acquiring an image. This amount depends on
the spatial resolution (image pixel size) and image signal-to-noise
ratio (SNR). A higher resolution (smaller pixel size) or a larger S M t
image requires a greater amount of radiation. in dynamic CBF
techniques the washin and washout of indicator in the brain are
monitored continuously and the number of images needed per CBF
measurement cm be large (for good temporal resolution). Under

dynamic CBF measurement condition the application of CT is
limited
4.

An advantage of SPECT based CBF techniques is the potential

comection of CBF measured to physiology. On the other hand the
techniques d o w less comection of the CBF measured to anatomy.

In addition, image acquisition tirne is longer and indicators used in
the CBF measurements are radioactive

MR Spectroscopy was selected over imaging because:
1.

It d o w s better temporal resolution

2.

It provides better SNR

3.

The data is easier to model and interpret

Eventuaiiy spectroscopy based sarnpling of the indicator will be replaced with
imaging, thereby making possible regional CBF measurements. Progress to date in

using M N has consisted of:

1.

Acquisition of '
H MR images of a bottîe of deuterated water using
various pulse sequences. (See Figure 2.1 for an example)

2.

With a flow phantom assembly (presented in Figure 2.21, a gradient

field echo (GFE) pulse sequence (a FLASH derivative) was used to
acquire dynamic 'H MR images of the t h e course accumulation and
dissipation of an indicator. The steps in these experiments were as
follows:
1.

Setup a flow of water through the phantom at a rate of 2 to 10

dmin
..
u.

Acquire 12 1H MR images, 22 seconds apart (image
acquisition tirne was approxirnately 12 seconds per image)

...

ui.

Afier the acquisition of the fkst image, inject a bolus of 2 ~ z 0
upstream

Figure 2.3 presents a typical experimental result, where image bt-ightness (a

measure of indicator concentration) averaged of al1 pixels is plotted as a fùnction
of t h e . Evidently the MR signal suppression by '~'0injection was measurable.
Theoretically this washidwashout data can be utilized to predict flow.

Figure 2.2: Phantom Flow Assembly for MR Cmaging
plastic via1 tilled with watrr

Figure 2.3: Dynamie 'CIMR Images (upper) of the Phantom in Figure 2.2 and
Image Intensity as a Function of Time (lower).

2.

Selecting the Indicator

Recall that MR indicators can be classified as endogenous and exogenous.
The endogenous indicator involves, for example, labeling the protons of the water

in blood. The water protons are labeled magneticaily either using adiabatic fast
passage 144.145 or other spin saturation methods.71.116.1 17.118.132.134,146,147 in îhe
adiabatic fast passage, a constant radio frequency (rf) field is applied to an existing
magnetic gradient that is dong the direction of flow, usually near the entrance to
the brain (ie. intemal carotid). When water molecules pass through the rf field the
proton spins are inverted. As the inverted spins enter the brain the M . signal is
reduced proportionai to the number of inverted spins that enter the tissue. Since

the nurnber of inverted spins that enter the tissue is proportionai to blood flow,
blood flow can be estimated from the MR signai reduction. Others have used a
simple method that ernploys a multi-slice-multi-echo (MSME) sequence with a
spoiling rf pulse. In this method only two slices are selected: one at the level of the
neck and the other at the brain where pemision is to be measured. The slice at the
neck serves to saturate the spins in water using a 90 degree pulse and a spoiling
pulse. As the saturated spins enter the brain, M R signal is reduced (similar to that
of the adiabatic fast passage technique).
The use of exogenous indicators involves compounds that possess nuclei
with gyromagnetic ratios less than that of the proton's. Some of these indicators
l8.l9.2O.j4.l23.I38.IJ O and [2~]labelled~~*"
compounds.
include various lg~-labelled
Also included in the exogenous indicator group are compounds that are

paramagnetic or s ~ ~ e ~ a r a r n a g n e such
t i c ~as
~ ,Gd-DTPA, 125.126 other paramagnetic
lanthanide chelates21.127.t29.I30.lJ8.1J9.150.15l and iron oxide particles. \G!.lX
a)

lndicator Criteria

The indicator selection criteria included:
1.

simple mathematical m o d e m

2.

minimal perturbation of the systern to be measured

3.

good signal to noise
b)

Strengths and weaknesses of the endogenous proton
indicator

Endogenous indicators are good physiologically but the results are difficult
to interpret. The main reason is in the relaxation of the saturated spin as a function
of t h e , which is intricately related to many variables (temperature, flow,
molecular electronic environment). On the other hand this type of uidicator
disturbs the blood flow system the least. In spite of its minimum disturbance to the

CBF of the system, the indogenous indicator for CBF measurement can be more
complicated to model.
c)

The strength of the

Strengths and Weaknesses o f the

Techniques

MR techniques is this large gyromagnetic ratio (y) of

' 9 ~

19

F second only to the proton (y=0.94 of proton).'s3 Unfortmately many of the

1 9 ~

compounds (such as various types of fieon) cause physiological disturbances
(including changes in blood flow and toxicity effects) in the subject." The "F MR
based CBF method was considered unsuitable for this reason.

d)

Strengths and Weahesses of the Paramagnetic
Indicators

Gadolinium-DTPA is routinely employed in c h c a l imaging as a MR
contrast agent. Gadolinium-DTPA is a relaxation agent, which reduces the in vivo
relaxation time constants TI and T2, with Tlreduction propoxtionaily greater than
T2. Depending on the kind of pulse sequence employed, the MR signal can either
be increased or decreased. The alteration of MR signal provides a means of CBF
estimation. in fact, any compound that can enhance Tl and/or T2 relaxation
constitutes an indicator for the measurement of CBF using MR. For example,
Kwong and coileagues have utiiized H~"O as MR contrast for CBF
rneas~rements'~~
because H~"Ocan selectively reduce T2. With respect to the goal
of the study this type of indicator is unsuitable as modeling the induced TI and T2
relaxation as a function of time is complicated.
e)

Strengths and Weaknesses of the 'H Techniques

The 'H MR technique has a low signal sensitivity (due to its relatively

H is only
small gyromagnetic ratio). The relative Ml2 detection sensitivity of '
0.00965 or approxirnately 1%'"

of 'H. Nevertheless

2~

as water is extremely

attractive as a flow indicator, for the obvious reason that deuterated water exists
naturally in the body and physically as well as chemically behaves very much like
ordinary water. Therefore it will pemirb the system to be measured only minimally
provided concentrations are kept low enough. By employing a surface coi1 and

MRS (instead of MN) it is possible to use only a small amount of deuterated

water in the forn of a bolus and still achieve the SNR required for estimating
CBF. Also, as an indicator, the MR sigal properties of the 2 ~ z(or0 more

precisely 'HOH) indicator does not change over t h e . (This is not the case with
saturated water where the degree of saturation is a decaying function of TI.) Due
as 0
an indicator
to its MR signal stability and chernical simplicity, the use of 2 ~ z
allows quantitative assessrnent of the accuracy and precision of the CBF methods
the0
indicator of choice for
at a very fundamental level. For these reasons, ' ~is~

this CBF study.
3.

Selecting the Injection Method

The mathematical mode1 used in CBF calculations depends both on the type
of indicator enployed and on the manner in which it is introduced into the system
being measured. The following techniques have been utilized:
1.

inhalation1 1.23.55.6 1

2.

intra-tissue injection155

3.

intra-artenal injection:

4.

a.

intra-carotid52.lOS. 156

b,

rend and aortic burification15'

intra-venous injection:
a.

fernorai veinls8

b.

antecubital veinio6

c.

percutaneous vein'08

It impressed us that the success or fdure of the accuracy and
reproducibility assessment of the CBF measurement depended critically on the
number of variables introduced into the technique. More variables entail more
associated uncertainties that can propagate into the accuracy and reproducibility
results obtained, making the assessment less meaningfbl. Ln conclusion, *H MRS
using deuterated water as indicator and injecting the indicator instantaneously into
the brain of the subject is the most suitable procedure for the proposed
investigation. However, this injection site can resuit in damage to the brain.
instead, an instantaneous interna1 carotid arteiy bolus injection technique was
developed (see Chapter 4 for details), the site being as close as physically possible
to the brain without actually injecting into brah tissues. Constant infusion was not
utilized so as to minirnize indicator recirculation and prolonged system
perturbations.
Note that the injection method is invasive. At this stage an invasive
injection method is acceptable, for the goal of the study is to examine some of the
fiindamentals of indicator based blood flow methods. It is therefore recognize that,
if the technique is to be applied to humans, then the injection site will have to be
moved to a peripheral blood vessel.
4.

Selecting the Mathematkal Model

The mathematical models for the CBF measurements were pre-determined by
the sampling and indicator injection methods chosen. Chapter 3 discusses in detail

the models used. Briefly, the mathematical models utilized are applications of the
sosaiied stimulus - response theorem. These applications of the theorem, under

the assumption of instantaneous intra-arterial bolus injection enable simultaneous
measurements of the so-called fast CBF and average CBF. (See Chapter 5 for
details.)
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Chapter 3: The Theory of Indicator B a d Flow Measurement
A.

Introduction

The theory of indicator based flow measurement has as its foundation four
major principles and a shimulus-response theorem. The principles have been
athibuted to: 1. stewart,' 2. ~ i c k 3.
, ~~ e r ~ nand
e r ~4.

~enri~ues- am il ton.'.^ The

theorem was developed by Perl (see section C for details). The Stewart and Fick
principles apply to a system that has a single input and a single output. The
Bergner principle applies to a system that has one input but multiple outputs. The
Henriques-Hamilton principle assumes a system that has multiple inputs and a
singe output. The stimulus-response theorem utilizes bolus injection and residue

AU of these principles/theorem are well understood and have been
dete~tion.~
reviewed by Lassen and ~ e r lAn
. ~ in vivo flow system usuaily consists of multiple
inputs and multiple outputs. In flow measurements, such a system is generdy
treated as two sub-systems c o ~ e c t e dtogether-a multiple input, single output
system in tandem with a single input, multiple output system.
B.

The Flow Principles
1.

The Stewart Principle

Figure 3.1 shows a single input-single output system where both the
Stewart and the Fick principles can be used. In using the Stewart principlel to
measure the flow F of the system one injects in a continuous fashion an indicator

with concentration c, [g/mL] at a flow rate of F, [ d s ] at the input. in this

situation the infiw of indicator j, into the system is

Eq. (3.1)

Figure 3.1: A Simple Input and Output System

The concentration of indicator in the system increases during the injection until it
eventualiy reaches an asymptote, or constant level c,,.

Given c,,, the outfiw of

indicatorj,,, fiom the system is

Eq. (3.2)

If the i d o w of indicator satisfies the condition Fh

F, then

Eq. (3.3)

j,,

is equal to j
, when the systemic steady state is reached. Combinuig Eqs. (3.1)

and (3.3) we have

F=F,

x

5

Eq. (3.4)

cour

In other words, if: 1. disturbance of the system is srnail (e-g., fi, << F ) and 2. the
system retums to a steady state, the flow F of the system is equal to Fk times the
indicator concentration dilution factor, c ~ ~ / c ~ ~ ~ -

Figure 3.2: Application of Fick Principle to a Simple Input
and Output System

2.

The Fick Principle

The Stewart principle can be utilked to determine tissuelorgan flow only

when two requirements are satisfied: the first is an absence of indicator
recirculation and second is that indicator dissipation is due to flow alone. If the
former is not satisfied, indicator recirculation needs to be accounted for; if the
latter is not satisfied (due to up-take or metabolism), the Fick principle is used.
Utilkation of the Fick principle2 is more or less the same as that of Stewart
principle. The main Merence between these two principles is in the behwior of
the Uidicator employed. For example, if oxygen gas is used as indicator, then the

amount of oxygen introduced will be reduced by tissue/organ metabolism.
Assuming the indicator is disappearing at a flux rate of J, then under the systemic
steady state, the flux of indicator into the system is

FC, = J + FC,

Eq. (3.5)

where F is the system flow, Ch the inflowing indicator (or systematic substance,
hence uppercase C is used) concentration and Co, the outtlowing indicator (or
systematic substance) concentration. Reanangiug Eq. (3.5) we have

Eq. (3.6)

Eq. (3.6) was used by Fick to determine cardiac output.2

3.

The Henriques-Hamilton (H-H) Principle

The Henriques-Hamilton (H-H) priociple4v5 is used to calculate the flow of a
system having more than one input but a single output. Figure 3.3 displays the
basic configuration of the system and the technique for flow measurements using
the H-H principle. ln Figure 3.3 a bolus of indicator m, is introduced into the

system at time t = O. At t h e z 2 O the injected indicator washes out of the system.
The amount of indicator leaving the system in a time interval dt about the time i is

Eq. (3.8)

-

Figure 3.3: A System with Multiple Input and Single Output

where c,,,(l) is the indicator concentration at time i and dV the volume of indicator

carrier fluid that flows out of the system in time interval dt. Because N is also the
product of the system flow F and the time interval di, Eq. (3.8) can be written as

Eq. (3.9)

Therefore by rearranging Eq. (3.10) we have
'no

Eq. (3.1 1)

That is, by using the H-H principle, the flow F through the system is equal to this

amount of indicator m, injected into the system divided by the area under the
indicator concentration curve at the output.

Figure 3.4: A System with Single Input and Multiple Output

4.

The Bergner Principle

The Bergner Principle3 is applicable to a system with one input and more

than one output. Figure 3.4 displays the basic conf'iguration of the system and
technique for flow measurement using this principle. For flow measurement in
such a system one must first define a fiaction D,,
as

Eq. (3.12)

where F, is the rate the carrier fluid is flowing out of the system at the nLhoutlet.
An alternative interpretation of D,, is

Eq. (3.13)

where m, i s the arnount of indicator that will flow out of the system via outlet n,
given sufficient time. Using arguments similar to those involved in the
development of Eqs. (3.9) to (3.1 1) one anives at the the Bergner p ~ c i p l e

dmn = Fn x c,,(t)dt

Eq. (3.14)

Sirnilar to Eq. (3.13) dnr, is the amount of indicator fîowing out of the system via
the nth outlet during the time interval dt about time r. integrating over tirne, the

amount of Uidicator 4,
flowing out via the nb outlet is

Eq. (3.15)

Rearranging Eq. (3.15) we have
Eq. (3. Ma)

The tight hand side (r.h.s.) of Eg. (3.16a) gives
Eq. (3.16b)

The signincance of Eq. (3.16b) is that in the system flow F can be calculated using
the amount (m,)of indicator injected divided by the area under the concentration
cuve of any one of the outlets.
C.

Application of the Stimulus

1.

- Response Theorem

Introduction to a Closed System

Let us consider a system with neither input nor output (that is, a closed
system). We defhe Vd to be the 'Mmiai' volume of distribution [in mL] for a
particular indicator, with respect to (wxt.) the closed system that has a physical
volume V. This term 'Whial' is necessary because Vd need not be equal to the
physical volume. This is because within a closed system there may be locations

where the indicator is present in high concentration while others where the
concentration is low or even zero. We define also:

W, the mass of the closed system [in g], including the medium (for
example the canier fluid) which allows the distribution of indicator,

m., the amount of indicator introduced into the system [in either mL
or gl9
ci,the concentration of indicator in the c h e r fluid [in amount/ml],
c , the concentration of indicator in the tissue [in amount/g], and

h, (partition coefficient) = c,/q, the ratio of indicator concentration

in tissue to that in c h e r fluid [in m g ] at equilibrium.
According to 5, h cm also be written as

Vd
A = -c,- = ( m 0 W = [mi/ mg]

Cl

O

d

w

Eq. (3.17)

The parameters Vd, W and m. defined above apply equaily to a multiple
input and multiple output system. (A multiple input and multiple output system
can be visualized as connecting the closed system to multiple inputs and multiple
outputs.) In the closed system, if given long enough, indicator distribution will
achieve an equilibrium state; as such CIand c,, as well as h will be defined by Eq.
(3.17). If the indicator equiiibrium can be estabîished instantly, the ci, c, and h can

also be defined for the multiple input and multiple output system. in practice,
indicator equilibrium in the multiple input and multiple output system need only
be 'instantaneous' with respect to flow.
2.

CBF Measurement Using Residue Detection and
Instantaneous Bolus Injection

Consider a continuous, constant Uifusion of an indicator into a system that
has one iniet and multiple outlets (for example, Figure 3-4). M e r a sufociently
long t h e the concentration of indicator in the system (such as the brain) reaches a
steady state concentration c(a), the indicator concentration at the inlet. Under this
condition

v, =-=m(*)
c(m)

Residue
Inlet concentration

Eq. (3.18)

Where m ( a ) is the residue uidicator in Vd after sufFcient time of constant indicator
Uifusion. Letj ( m )

= F x c(m)

be indicator flux at the inlet under steady state

concentration, then

v,

m(a)

F

Fxc(m)

-=

=--m ( a ) - Residue
j(m)

Flux

Eq. (3.19)
*

For such a system, the Stimulus - Response theorem' States that the ratio of

hvo

parameters x andy in a contimrous infusion experiment ut fufi saturation equals
the ratio of the complete time integrah of the same parameters in a bolus injection
experiment. Mathematicdy the theorem can be expressed as

Constant infiision

Bolus injection

Eq. (3.20)

Where m. is the total amount of indicator injected. If m, can be injected so that the
trading indicator anived at the system before the washout of the leading indicator,

then the Zierler's Area - 0ver-~ei~ht'
equation for the instantaneous bolus
injection experiment can be used.

where mma, is the maximum amount of indicator ever detected in the system. Thus

Eq.(3.21)

using Eqs. (3.19) and (3.20). in other words the Zierler's equation requires that the

entire amount of indicator introduced be in the system during the determination of
mm,. in addition, if the indictor can be measured with the same efficiency at al1
t h e (such as would be the case with a stationary M R surface coil), then the
residue detection with instantaneous bolus injection can be expressed as

Eq. (3.22)

where Sfr) is the MR signal recorded at a time t.
That is

Using the expression of Eq. (3.17) for V ,
Eq. (3.23)

The unit of tissue perfusion V) is given in [ d m i n ] per unit mass [g] of tissue. As
such

Eq. (3.24)
By convention CBF is usually stated as 100 times f
Eq. (3.25)

The above bolus injection and residue detection model, although denved for a
single inlet and multiple outlet system, can be applied to a system with multiple
inlets and multiple outlets6 (Lassen and Perl, page 84). For example, in the case of
MRI, the detected MR signal in an image represents signal averaged over the
conesponding region of the brain imaged. in the case of MRS using a surface coil,
as is the case in this study, the MRS signal intensity represents weighted signal
averaged over the whole brain, (with heavier weighting given to region closer to
the surface coil), huning the multiple outlets into a single one. The multiple iniets,
according to fiactionation p ~ c i p l e(Lassen and Perl, page 38-39), can be taken

care of if an amount of indicator proportional to flow be injected to each of the
inlets. in the case that oniy one inlet is injected, for example the right intemal
carotid artery, the CBF measured represents the weighted flow of the brain regions
serves by the right internai carotid arteiy.

To conclude, CBF, as determined using MR in association with bolus
injection and residue detection, is equal to LOO t h e s the partition coefficient h

multiplied by the MR signal at its maximum and divided by the area under the MR
signal curve. Eq. (3.25) will be used in the chapters that foilow, to calculate
average CBF.
3.

An Approximation: Single Cornpartmental Analysis

If one makes the assumption that the brain cm be represented by a single
cornpartment model, then by definition the MR signal fkom the brain as a function

of time is a mono-exponential decay curve.

S ( t ) = Sm x exp(-kt),

t

> O,

Eq. (3.26)

where k is the exponential rate constant. Substituthg this equation into Eq. (3.25)

CBF = 100 x

_

A

L

x

Eq. (3.27)

yields
CBF=iOOxA.xk

Eq. (3.28)

in approximating the brain as a single compartment, CBF is equd to 100 times the
partition coefficient (A), muitiplied by the exponential decay constant k. If one

takes the naturai log of the single compartment signal function (Eq. (3.26))

ln[~(r)]= -kt +ln[~,,]

Eq. (3.29)

Eq. (3.29) is a linear function
y=rnx+b

and

Therefore another way of expressing Eq. (3.28) is
CBF = - 1 0 0 x Â x m

Eq. (3.30)

Where m in this case is the slope of the semi-log plot of the MR signal as a

function of tirne. Eq. (3.30) will also be used in the Chapters that follow to
calculate fast or gray matter CBF. Also, in Chapter 5 the results obtained using Eq.

(3.25) will be compared with those using Eq. (3.30).
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Chapter 4: Experiments
This chapter has been divided into two parts. Part One provides an
o v e ~ e wof the many experiments perfomed in developing the final CBF
measurement protocol; Part Two is a recipe for the final protocol developed.
A.

Part One: Development of the CBF Experimental Protocol
1.

Introduction

Recall nom Chapter 2 that flow measurement is a 'three step' process:
1.

hject an indicator into the system in which flow is to be measured.

2.

Sample the system to assess the accumulation and/or dissipation of
this indicator.

3.

Fit mathematical models to the sampled results to predict flow.

As justified in Chapter 2 we have decided to use the following approach:
1.

' ~was
~ used
0 as an indicator.

2.

MRS was chosen to monitor the washin and washout of indicator in

the brain.
3.

The modeling methods were chosen to be consistent with step one
and two. See Chapter 3 for details.

The following sections descnbe the experiments and tasks whch were performed
in developing the fuial CBF measurement protocol.

2.

Developing the Final Protocol

About 40 Sprague-Dawley rats were used in developing the final CBF
measurement protocol. This sectionjustifies and details the use of the anùnals.
a)

Gaining the
Measurement

Technical

Expertise

for

CBF

ln the beginning, about 10 rats were used for training. The objective of the

training was to acquire expertise in the following areas:

2.

anaesthesia

3.

trachea intubation

4.

vein and artery catheterization

5.

physiological control and monitoring:
1.

..

temperature and blood pressure

II.

blood gases, (especially PaCO*)

iii.

pH level

iv.

level of animal sedation, etc.

The training had provided the much needed skill for the more cornplicated CBF
experiments and an o p p o d t y to assess how precise blood gases can be
monitored. Table 4.1 demonstrates the khd of precision achievable. (See part II of

this chapter for how the blood gas was measured.)

Repetitive Blood Gas Measurements at
Three Different Settings of Mechanical
Ventilation ii One Rat.
hial Three
Trial One
Trial

Table 4.1:

Sample No.

Two

average

39
2

st. dev.

389
50

7.383
.O05

58
2

123
2

7.200
0.005

43
1

246
24

In addition to animal experiments, a number of MR studies using a flow
phantom assembly were also performed. The goais of the phantom studies were:
To assess in detail the capabilities, strengths and limitations of the Bniker Biospec
7T/2 lcm scanner, including its cornputer systems and software. And, to test the
dynamic sampiing procedures developed. A sketch of the flow phantom assembly
is shown in Figure 2.2. The assembly consisted of:
1.

a syrhge pump c o ~ e c t e dto an upstream injection site

2.

a water filled Mal, representing the rat's brain, positioned at the
magnetic center of the scanner, and

3.

a bucket for collecting the flow exithg the phantom

7.329
0.01 1

The flow of fluid (water) tluough the phantom was initially calibrated for various
syringe pump settings. Besides experiments investigating static MRI and MRS
using both proton and 2

~ studies
,
were

performed to investigate:

1.

dynamic proton imaging using the SNAPSHOT-FLASH sequence

2.

dynamic proton imaging usiog the GEFI sequence (a FLASH
derivative)

3.

dynamic

spectroscopy

With respect to the goal of this study it was concluded that dynamic 'H
spectroscopy provided both adequate temporal resolution and sufncient MR signal
to noise ratio (SNR). However, for the blood flow measurement protocol to be
clinicaily usefûl, it will have to be modified to yield regional mformation. This, in
tum, will require that indicator washin/washout be measured using MRI. These

phantom studies represent the initial move in this direction.

Other phantoms were developed and utilized in the course of the CBF
measurements. One worth mentioning was a rigid rubber bottle of the approximate
size of a rat's brain. This phantom was filled with a mixture of

- 1.5 mL ' H ~ Oand

0.2 mL 2 ~ t the
0 , latter being typical of the amount used in an animal experiment.

The phantom was used in the quality assurance (QA) of the scanner's operation.
The object of the QA was to determine whether or not the scanner was performing
at a level suitable for use. The QA procedure required that the phantom be set up

in the same configuration as a rat in a typical animai experiment. For instance, al1

the devices used to control rat physiology (such as temperature, pressure, heart
beat, respiration, etc.) were activated. Similarly the same animal holder and match
box for the MR surface coil were utilized. AU rat experiments and QA
measurements were conducted at that location inside the scanner bûre posscssùlg
the most homogeneous magnetic field (very likely the magnetic center). The
optimal position for the phantom (and hence the rats) was obtained as follow:
1.

The manufacturer's stated magnetic center dong the z-direction was
read directiy off the side of the scanner.

2.

A plastic positioning rod was used to position the center of the

surface coii at the position identified in 1.
3.

A head coil was centered along the magnetic x and y directions by

canying out the following steps:
1.

Fix the surface coi1 at the approximate physical center of the
magnetic bore along the x and y axes

.

il.

Tune and shun

iii.

Perform a quality assurance (QA) measurement using MR
SNR. (See below for a description)

iv.

Change the x and the y positions of the phantom and
recalculate the SNR

v.

Repeat fkom ii. until the phantom location yielding the highest
SNR is identified

The QA check consisted of the following:
1.

The phantom was set-up and positioned following the procedures
described above.

2.

This was followed by routine hinuig of the 'H coi1 and shimming of
the magnetic field; shimming was done using 'H.

3.

An 'H FID was acquired using 2 scans in 2 seconds (tirne of

repetition, TR

=

average, NA

1, number of repetition, NR = 1, and the sarne pulse,

=

1 second, number of scan, NS = 2, number of

etc., used in animal experirnents).
4.

The

Fm was processed to yield an 'H

spectrum by applying a base

line correction and an exponential flter (iine broadening = 50 Hz),
Fourier Transforming and phasing. See Figure 4.5.
5.

SNR was calculated and compared to the SNR threshold value (700).
[f

the SNR was greater than the threshold value the scanner was

considered acceptable for use in animal experiments.
SNR was calculated as follows:
1.

The 2

~ 2 peak
0

height was considered to be the signal (S).

2.

The maximum fluctuation in the base line of the spectrum was
considered to be the noise (N).

3.

SNR was calculated by dividing the signal by the noise.

Table 4.2 gives an example of the QA results obtained between Nov. 21, 94 to
Dec. 20, 1994. According to the table, the SNR obtained had improved with time.
This was due to better placement of the surface coil on the phantom, a ski11 that
had increased with experience. The most fkequently occunîng problems that led to

an unacceptable SNR included:
1.

incorrect parameter setthgs (offset, receiver gain, pulse length,
wrong nucleus, etc.)

2.

improper ohmic contact between the 'match box' (the capacitor and
the inductor section) and the surface coil (the resistor section) of the

RLC circuit (a circuit with resistor-inductor-capacitor in a series) of
the signal probe

Al1 these problems were readily identified and easily overcome as a result of
instituthg the QA procedure. For example the inferior ohmc contact was due
largely to the fact that the sarne match box was used for al1 other surface coils
available for the scanner. The problem was two male connectors on 2~ sudace coi1
were thinner than on the others. As such the use of other surface coils resulted in
widening the two female connections on the match box to the extent that less than
ideal ohmc contact resulted when the

2~

coi1 was configured. This problem was

easily solved by adjusting the size of the two female connections before the QA
procedure. In addition, grease at the two contacts could also increase impedance

(decreased quality factor (Q) of the RLC c i r c u i ~ R
probe assembly). Cleaning
the contacts with ethanol remedied this problem.
Table 4.2: Example of QA Results

SNR

Date

C

Nov. 2 1,94

700

Nov. 30,94

920

Dec. 01,94

950

Dec. 02.94

833

Dec. 08,94

933

Dec. 09,94

1057

Dec. 13,94

1166

Dec. 20,94

1 160

b)

Development of a Technique for Arterial lndicator
Injection
(1)

Fabrication of Injection Catheters

The catheter used for indicator injection evolved through three stages. The
earliest type of catheter assernbly consisted of a G24 catheter connected to a
plastic tube; the other end of the plastic tube was connected to a two-way stopcock
and then a 1 mL syringe. The second generation of indicator assembly consisted of
a capillary tube 75 cm in length to replace the plastic tube; one end of the capillary
was joined to a Teflon tip cut nom a G24 catheter (for catheterizing) and the other
end to a two-way stopcock and a 1 mL syringe. The much narrower diameter of

the capiilary tube prevented blood fiom difising back into the uidicator assembly.
The dead volume associated with the catheter was 0.33 mL (widi about 0.2 mL for
the capillary tube itself). Finaily, a speciai kind of catheter assembly was also
fabricated to inject two different drugs altemately (e.g., Heparin and indicator).
This catheter assembly used two capillary tubes of 75 cm length each. The tube
with the smaller diameter was inserted into the one with the larger diameter,
forming a single coaxial capillary tube. One end of this coaxial tube was
comected to the Teflon tip cut fiom G24 catheter. The other end was separately
c o ~ e c t e dto two individual two-way-stopcocks and 1rnL syringes, one for the
inner tube and the other for the outer tube. The two different dnigs were infused
into the inner and outer tubes via their respective syringes. The dead volume of
both tubes was less than O. 1 mL, (0.23 mL if the two-way stopcock is included). A
shortcoming of al1 the injection assembiies was the dead volume. Since this
resulted in a waste of indicator. To solve this problem an indicator filling
technique was employed in the deuterated alcohol studies. See the next section for
details.
(2)

Filling Methods of the Improved Injection
Assembly (Second Ceneration)

In the CBF measurements, clotting of blood in and around the tip of the
catheter constituted a major problem. A Teflon catheter was found to reduce
clotting compared to a plastic one. However, the greatest improvement in

minllnizùig the problem of clotting was adding 3% (vh) of heparin inio the 2 ~ z 0
saline that Wed the catheterizuig assembly. Each injection, in essence, served to
flush the catheter tip and its vicinity (injections were made eveiy 30 minutes).

However, the tirne between the placement of the injection catheter and the first
injection was typicaily 90 minutes (due to the time required for the placement of
the surface coi1 and positioning the animai in the magnet as well as the setting-up
of the instrumentation for the physiological controls and monitoring). In order to
prevent clotting during this period, the tip of the catheter (approx. 0.005 mL) was

fiiied with Heparin. Before this technique was adopted, the first experiment
perfonned on a rat would usually exhibit a depressed CBF. Subsequent
measurements would yield normal values for CBF and it is speculated that the fust
injection served to dissolve blood clots which developed during setup. The
problem associated with the first injection disappeared with the introduction of
0.005 mL heparin at the catheter tip.

In the CBF measurements using duai ' ~ and
~ 0
2~[alcohol]indicators
(heparinized, see Chapter 8 for detds) the clotting prevention method used was as
stated above. As mention earlier, the 0.33 mL dead volume of the catheter
assembly represents a problem related to cost. In order to avoid wasting the 0.33

mL alcohol indicator in the dead volume of the catheter assembly, a different
hdicator fïiling approach was taken for bolus injections less than O. 1 rnL. This
approach involved:

1.

hitially filling the entire catheter assembly with heparin

2.

drawing in an air bubble of less than 0.002 mL in size.

3.

adding alcohol indicator for one injection, usually 0.05 to 0.1 mL,
after the air bubble; the air bubble served to separate the beparin
6.om this indicator

4.

repeating steps 2. to 3. as many as 5 times to load the catheter for
repeated injections.

5.

drawing an air bubble after the last indicator bolus and filiing the tip
of the catheter with Heparin.

The small air bubbles not only isolate indicator boluses but most more

importantly serve to separate blood fiom the indicator between injections. The
catheter assembly was filled with heparin initially (step 1. listed above) in hope of
preventing clotting between indicator injections (again every 30 minute).
(3)

Injection Sites Investigated

Initially, the femorai vein was investigated as a suitable indicator injection
site. For Sprague Dawley rats the catheterization of this vein is relatively easy.
However, it was found that this injection site has two disadvantages:
1.

On average only 15 to 25% of the indicator first passage through the
heart enters the brain (See Chapter 7). As such the MR signal at the
brain resulting fiom a femoral injection is considerably smailer than
if the entire ùidicator is injected into the brain directly.

2.

A femoral injection would also require a more complex model to

describe its movement through the body and into the brain. in order
to calculate CBF a knowledge of the uidicator input function (see
Chapter 7) is required. The input fiinction can be obtained fiom
continuous monitoring of artery indicator concentration by artenal
blood sampling. The input funchon is needed in employing either the
Kety or the Kety and Schmit CBF equation (see Chapter 2j.

An injection site was sought to d o w indicator injection as close to the
brah as possible so as to simpl*

the CBF measurement model. There were a

number of potential artenes that could satisS, this condition. These arteries
included:
1.

the right subclavian artery (fed retrograde fiom subclavian artery)

2.

the common carotid arteries

3.

the extemai carotid arteries (fed retrograde fiom extemal carotid
arteries)

Catheterizing these arteries was by no means an easy operation. The higher blood
pressure of the arteries was an added difficulty.
Surgicaîly, the right subclavian was the easiest of the three and logicaiiy,
was the first injection site tried. The left subclavian was not an appropriate site as
it branches out downstream of the left common carotid arteiy. The branching of

the right subdavian, however, was upstream of the right common carotid artery

and therefore, potentially appropriate. Experimentally, indicator bolus injections of

up to 1 mL were penormed at this site in three rats. Of the many injections o d y
one indicator washin and washout of the brain was observed. Dissecting the
animai after the experiments showed that positioning of the catheter was

problematic. ldeaily the tip of the catheter should have been at the junction of the
nght subclavian and the right common carotid. Unfortunately however, this was
very difficult to achieve because it was not practical to cut through the a m and
shoulder joint, to visually position the tip of the catheter at the junction. It was
speculated that if the tip of the catheter was not right at the junction, the very high
blood pressure of the aorta would push back the indicator injected into the many
branches dong the subclavian. The portion of indicator bolus that did not go into
the right common carotid artery could distort the washin and washout curve, as it
must circulate through part of the body (the nght ann) before entering the brain. If
not corrected, the late washin could cause underestimation of CBF.
The next artery investigated for catheterization was the right common
carotid (CCA). Cathetenzing at this site proceeded as far as inserting a catheter

into the artery. Fastening the catheter with surgical thread was not allowed, as that
would have stopped CCA blood flow and so super glue was employed to hold the
catheter in position. Unfortunately, the attempt was not totally satisfactory,
because the catheter was susceptible to slipping out of position. It was then
realized that in order to catheterize the CCA, the catheter would have to be fed

retrograde £iom the nght extemal carotid (ECA) where the catheter cm be tied, at
the expense of blood flow to the ECA.
Surgically, the right ECA catheterization was the most dificult procedure
of the three. (See subsequent sections of this chapter for details.) htially a set of
10 rats was alloted to develop this technique. MR results on the first few rats

indicated that oniy about half' the experiments showed washin and washout of
indicator in the brain. in an attempt to improve the success rate, various injection
rates and bolus sues were investigated. The success rate, however, did not
improve. At that point the focus of the investigation shifted to placement of the tip
of the catheter in the right common carotid artery (CCA). initial testing indicated
that when a small portion of the catheter tip was in the CCA, the resistance of the
catheter prevented some of the blood fiom moving into the right intemal carotid
artery (ICA) and traveling to the brain. in other words, intrusion of the catheter
into the CCA comprornised blood flow. It was decided therefore to position the tip
of the catheter as close to the carotid bifurcation as surgically possible but still
remaining completely within the ECA. Such a placement was possible due to
surgical skills acquired from extensive practice. One dificulty in catheterizing at
the carotid bifurcation was the fact that the usable section of the ECA was less

than 5 mm in length and when the incision on the artey was made, there was only
about 3 mm between the point of incision and the bifurcation, (as the ECA was
imbedded deep into the neck and needed to be pulled upward before

catheterizing). Ln addition to the improvements in surgical technique, the use of

ACCU-FLOTM(LEPAGE) super glue to hold the catheter in position was veiy
helpful, especially during the handiing of the animal after catheterizing.
Consequently the catheterization site chosen was at the nght ECA, with the tip of
the catheter positioned at the carotid bifurcation but completely within the ECA.
Results indicated a success rate of 100% when the previously mentioned technique
for indicator injection was utilized to solve the blood clottuig problem.
(4)

Bolus Size Determination

The size of the indicator injection bolus has an effect on the following
parameters:
1.

SNR

2.

temporal MR signal resolution

3.

injection tirne

4.

and for alcohol indicaton, toxicity.

Al1 four of these factors were investigated when selecting the optimum bolus size
for CBF measurements.
(a)

SNR of the MR Spectrum

The SNR of MR spechg is the ratio of the resonance peak height (S) to the
baselhe fluctuations (N). Given an FID, the optimal SNR for the corresponding
spectrum can be obtained using a Line broadening (lb) that is approximately the

same as the natural line width. Since the commissioning results indicated that the
most homogenous region of the magnet (a spherical volume with 4 cm diameter) is
homogeneous to 1 ppm the natural FWHM for deuterium is about 50 Hz. Thus, an
exponential multiplicative filter with a lb of 50 Hz was utiiized. The suitabiiity of
50 Hz lb was experimentaily confirmed to provide the best SNR under CBF

measurement conditions among 4 line broadenings tested (0.3, 3, 20 and 50 Hz).
Clearly, an increased bolus size will lead to an increased SNR. However, it
is desirable to keep the bolus size as small as possible in order to minhize
perturbations in the system as a result of the injection. Experiments were
conducted with bolus sizes ranging 6om 0.05 mL to 1 mL.A bolus size of 0.2 mL
was found to provide an acceptable SNR.
(b)

Temporal Resolution

The maximum FID sampling fiequency achievable was one every 0.5 to 0.7
seconds using 1 acquisition per FID. This restriction was due to the fact that the

H nuclei need time to relax their magnetization to an equilibrium level
saturated '
before the next pulse. However, this would require 2 times the amount of indicator
(0.4 mL) to achieve a resonable SNR. This was considered to be too large and as

such, it was decided to acquire an FID consisting of 2 acquisitions every two
seconds.

(c)

lndicator Injection Time

Various injection times were investigated in vivo in an attempt to ensure an
instantaneous bolus. For the mathematical models utilized to be valid (see Chapter
3), the trailing edge of the bolus must enter the brain before the leading edge

leaves. Only then wiil the maximum MRS signal recorded be proportional to
amount of tracer injected - a hdamental assumption of the mode1 employed.
However, there are physical limitations on the rate at which a bolus can be
injected; too high an injection rate can rupture the injection site. Bolus sizes
ranging from 0.05 mL to as much as 1 mL and injection times fiom less than one
second to 20 seconds or more were investigated. Results indicated that injecting as
much as 1 mL in 5 second apparently did not alter the blood gases, pressure, pH,
bases, etc., of the animal. hjecthg 0.2 mL in less than or equal to one second
produced a washin and washout pattern that resembled an ideal instantaneous
bolus injection. Ln other words, the washm of indicator into the brain was almost
instantaneous, rising to a veiy sharp peak, and the initial washout resembled a
mono-exponential decay curve. (A bolus not injected instantaneously would
exhibit a washout curve with a rounded peak.) The washin of the entire 0.2 rnL
into the brain was independendy assessed by Msual inspection. This was
accomplished by exposing the full length of the tight CCA at the end of the CBF
measurements and performing the 0.2 mL bolus injection. Visually, part of the
injected indicator went into the ICA and the rest overcame the blood pressure and

entered into the CCA. Nevertheless the portions that went into the CCA came right
back into the intemal carotid in less than 1 second. On the other han& if the bolus
was more than 0.2 mL, and the indicator injection tirne was equal to 1 second, a

number of outcornes were observed (in addition to the outcome just mentioned):
1.

It was possible for portions of the indicator to be pushed into the

common carotid and only recirculate back into the brain at a later
t h e , thereby causing errors in the CBF measurement.

2.

More seriously, the catheter would often push out of position.

in the end, an injection t h e of less than or equal to one second and a bolus size of
0.2 mL was chosen. The choice represents a bolus possessing instantaneous

indicator injection characteristics.
c)

Development of a Technique for Monitoring
Indicator in the Brain
(1)

Fixing of the 2 t l MR Surface Coi1

Initially, it was decided to remove the skin of the animal over the frontal
cortex of the brain so that the surface coil could be placed directly on the rat skull.
This not only allowed one to fix the surface coil closer to the brain, but also to
eliminate signal contribution fiom the skùi. In addition, muscles around the surface
coil were also removed for the same reasons. Figure 4.PAl shows a transverse

proton image of the rat brain with the surface coil in position. Note in the image
the regions around the surface coil where skin and muscle were removed.

Figure 4.PA1: Proton Image of Rat B n i n Using MSME, (TR=lSûûms,
TE=20ms, Slice Thickness = lmm)

(2)

MR Signal Acquisition

The steps taken before MR signal acquisition included tuning the '
H
surface coil and shimmllig. Tuning was necessary in order to match the LRC
resonance circuit of the receiver (the surface coil plus the match box) to that of the
scanner. Shimming was necessary in order to make the magnetic field as
homogeneous as possible for the volume that was sensitive to the surface coil.

Tuning the 'H for the surface coil

was not a problem. Shimming was

problematic in that it could not be perfomed using *H. Shimming consisted of

acquiring FIDs dynamically as the fields generated by the shïm coils were
adjusted, the size and shape of the FIDs providing information on the magnetic
field homogeneity of the sensitive volume. Because the natural abundance of 2~ is
so low, shimmiog was perfonned using 'H instead. Unfortunately this led to its

own problems. Effectively ail tissues (slun, muscles) that contain water contribute
MR signal to the shimming FIDs; as a result, shimmùig for the brain tissue alone
was not possible. This was one of the reasons why the skin of the animal was
removed before an experiment. If not removed, shimmuig using 'H would have
been heavily weighted for the skin and muscles. This is especiaily true for the skin,
as the skin is closer to the sunace coil than the brain, and the MR signal acquired
decreases with distance cubed (S=l/d3)fiom the surface coil.
It was observed in some experiments that shimming using higher order

harmonies (such as using the x2-y2 gradient coil) was not possible. The cause was
attributed to the secretion of a small arnount of fluid (water) on the exposed skull,
immediately underneath the MR surface coil. When the secreted fluid was mopped
up, shimmmg was successful and an acceptable SNR was obtained in the
experiments that followed. This phenomenon was also verified in a phantom. It
was s h o w that when 4 layers of single ply kimwipe were saturated with water and
placed between the QA phantom and the surface coil, shimming with higher
hannonics was not possible. A logical question to ask was, would the SNR change
as fluid began to build-up during experiments? The answer to this question was

yes. To solve the problem, it was decided to hine the coil before each indicator
injection. The initial shimming on a dry sicd resulted in a magnetic field that was
homogeneous in brain tissues that were near the surface coil and the presence of
fluid would not have altered the homogeneity in the brain. In addition, there could
not have been signal contribution from the fluid itself. It was therefore concluded
that once initiai shimming had been perfotmed, it would not have to be repeated
unless the rat was moved.
d)

Developrnent o f a MathematicaI Model to Predict
Flow

The mathematical estimation of CBF required a knowledge of the indicator
partition coefficient A. (See Chapter 3 for details). The concept of partition
coefficient as used in flow measurement was fxst defined by

et^'

as the ratio

between the tissue and blood indicator concentrations under indicator equilibrium.

The HzO partition coefficient was measured directly in four rats and the results are
presented in Table 4.3. in this experirnental determination, the rats were sacrificed
with an injection of KCI solution at a concentration greater than 10% (wh) via the
fernord vein. Withh 3 seconds of the KCl injection, the heads were submerged in
liquid nitrogen for a sufficiently long t h e (long enough for the heads to freeze).
Next the rats were put into a freezer at a temperature lower than -10

OC,

for 24

hours. Then the brains were removed, weighed and put into an oven at 90 OC for 3

days. With al1 water evaporated from the brains they were weighed a second t h e

and h was calculated ushg

-

h=(wet brain weight dry brain weight)/wet brain weight
Table 4.3: Experimental Evaluation of Partition
Coefticient (k)for Water.

Rat No.

Wet Weight (ppi)

Dry Weight (gm)

k in (mLlgm)

1193018

1.9150

0.4146

0.7835

rt930 19

1.9629

0.41 13

0.7905

fi9302 1

1 -8797

0.3905

0.7923

rt93022

1.8309

0.3900

0.7870

average t s.d.

0.788 f 0.004

J

The result obtained was different fiom the well documented2 0.9 mL/g by
about 12%. The large 12% discrepancy could have been due to higher measured
dry weights as the brains were not crushed during drying. The literature value of
0.9 mL/g was therefore used in the CBF models.

References:

'

'

Kety S.S, 'The theory and applications of the exchange of inert gas at the
lungs and tissues', Phamacol.Rev. 3: 1- 14 1, 195 1.

Herscovitch P and Raichle ME, 'What is the Correct Value for the BrainBlood Partition Coefficient for Water?', Journd of Cerebral Biood FIow
and Metabolims 565-69, 1985.

Part Two: The CBF Protocol
1.

Introduction

Part Two describes the final protocol utilized in CBF experiments at two
levels. Section 2 is a summaiy and Section 3 is a detailed explanation of the
protocol. Typical experimeatal results are presented at the end of this chapter.

2.

The Final Protocol

Experiments were conducted on male Sprague-Dawley rats weighmg
between 300-350 gram. The animal was pre-treated with AtropineTU and
anaesthetized with Na-Pentobarbital. Foilowing anaesthetization the trachea of the

animal was intubated, and the animal mechanica.Uy ventiiated. The animal
temperature was controlled at 38 O C and the blood pressure maintained between 90
to 110 m d g . Animal arrerial blood was sampled at an interval of 30 minutes for
blood gas measurements. The partial tension of carbon dioxide (FaCo*) was
maintained between 35 to 45 mmHg by adjushg the rate of the mechanical
ventilation.
The first surgery after initial preparation was on the tail. The tail artery was
catheterized for arterial blood pressure monitoring and blood sampling. The
second surgery was the placement of an indicator injection catheter which was fed
retrograde fiom the distal side of the right external carotid artery (ECA) to the
bifurcation of the common carotid artery (CCA), while making sure that the tip of

the catheter resided entirely within the extemal carotid arteiy. The third surgery
was the fixing of a deuterium sensitive M R surface coii ont0 the skull of the rat.
The animal, after surgical preparation, was transferred to an animai holder
where the required connections (such as surface coii to the transmitter/receiver
etc.) were made. Then the anUnal holder was inserted hto a Biospec 7/21 MR
Scanner. After tuning and shimming, a series of 360 consecutive fiee induction
decays (FIDs) were taken at a scan rate of 0.5 Hz (2 scans per FID). The *H
labeled indicator, usuaiiy 0.2 m.,was injected as an instantaneous bolus at the

beginning of the lsthFiD acquisition. The data acquisition procedure was repeated
Cive times to yield 5 sets of washidwashout data per animal.
The individual FIDs in the series of 360 were base iine corrected (BC). This
was foilowed by exponential multiplication (EM), Fourier transformation (FT) and
phasing to generate 360 *H spectra. The peak height of the individuai spectra
represented a relative measure of indicator concentration as a funchon of tirne.
After picking the peak heights for the entire series the resultant data were
transferred to a PC for fûrther processing and later blood fiow modeling. This
additional data processing was canied out using Excel".

The next chapter describes CBF modeling details, presents CBF results
obtained and observations made.

3.

Methodology and Details

This section provides a detded step by step description of the procedures
summarized above.
a)

Anaesthetization and Initial Rat Preparation

The animal used in experiments was the male Sprague-Dawley rat (Figure
4.2); the male sex was chosen for its homonal consistence. This species was

ideaiiy suited to this study because it was readily available, inexpensive, easy to

care for and handle, and weil investigated. The weight range of the animal chosen
was between 300 to 350 gram (gm); this weight range is considered adult for the

rat. Older rats were not used due to theu lack of hormonal consistence.

Figure 4.2:

S.D. Rat Showing i.p Injection

Each animai used in an experhent was pre-treated with AtropineTM(0.4
m W k g rat, i.p.,) and anaesthetized with 50 mgkg-rat @p.) SomnotolTM(Na

Pentobarbital) initidly and additionai 15 mgkg-rat SomnotolTuwhenever needed.
The additional Na Pentobarbital was introduced using a plastic capillary tube
inserted into the abdomen. The additional aneasthesia injections depend on a
number of factors, to be discussed later. Additional atropine afler the initial
injection is not necessary but if the pretreatment dose was not given the animai can
choke on its awn saliva.

Having achieved suitable sedation (in about 10 to 20 minutes after the Na
Pentobarbital injection) the trachea of the animal is intubated using a 18G (gray)
catheter for the bigger rats and a 20G (green) catheter for the smaller ones. The
intubated catheter is connected to a rodent ventilator and the animai is artificially
respired with a mixture of N20and O2 gases. The percentage mixture of the two
gases is chosen to maintain the partiai tension of oxygen (Pa02) at normal leveis

(1 10 to 130 mmNg). The respiration rate and volume are adjusted so that PaC02
remains at the desired level.
The temperature of the animal is maintained at 38 f O. 1 OC using a water
pad connected to a temperature control unit. When the animal is in the MR
scanner a pair of air tubes are added for accelerated cooling when necessary.
Blood pressure is monitored continuously using a tail artery catheter. The
tail artery catheterization is described fully in the section on surgicd procedures.
The blood pressure is monitored and maintained between 90 to 120 mmHg by
injecting 5 mgkg-rat of Na Pentobarbital whenever the blood pressure reaches 120
mmHg. The elevated blood pressure therefore functions as a crude indication for
the need of additional sedation. Another crude indicator cornes f?om heart beat

regularity, which is monitored using the same blood pressure monitoring unit. For
example if the heart beat is irregular, it can be due to overdosing.
Blood fiom the animal is sampled at a regular interval of 30 minutes. The

amount of blood sampled each t h e is insignificant as only < O.1mL is withdrawn.

Details of the blood sampling procedure are descnbed later when tail artery
catheterization is discussed. It is worthwhile mentioning here, for completeness,
that blood gases and other physiologicai parameters are obtained tiom the sampled
blood using a Radiometer ABL 330TY.
b)

Animal Surgery

Animal surgery was penomed when a surgical plane of sedation was

achieved. The surgery involved:
1.

taii artery catheterization

2.

MR surface coi1 placement, on the rat skull

3.

indicator injection catheter placement at the ECA, and optionally

4.

the placement of an additional indicator injection catheter at the right
femoral vein (RFV)
(1)

Tail Artery Catheterization

The taii artery catheter assembly consists of: (a). a 5 mL syringe, (b). a 3way stopcock connected to the syringe, (c). a short comecting tube with a site for
repetitive needle insertion, linked to the 3-way stopcock and (d). another longer
connector joined to the short one, with one end attached to a 24G (yellow) Teflon
catheter. The 5 mL syringe is haif fïiled and the connections fdled, with

by volume). Tai1 (caudal) artery
heparinized saline (1/100 Heparine ~ e o @
catheterization can be achieved by fkst cutting open a 1 cm iine dong the centre of
the rat tail, 2 cm from the start of the tail, while the animal lays on its back (see

Figure 4.3). Note that it is critical to have the incision at the centre, otherwise

isolation of the tail artery can be difncult. An indication of a good position is that
the cut is between two large tendons. HaWig cut open the tail, the next step is to
isolate the tail artery underneath the tendons. If' successful, a thread is tied at the
distal end of the exposed tail artery while another thread is half tied (loosely tied)
at the centre, to pull up the tail artery for temporary stoppage of blood flow. At

this point a small arnount of local anesthesia is applied ont0 the exposed artery. A

s m d cut is then made at the artery (113 the artery cross section, use a surgical
microscope if availablel) and the 24G (yeUow) Teflon catheter of the assembly is
inserted retrograde into the hole. Finally, the catheter inside the tail artery is
secured by tightening the loosely tied thread.

'&fore a hole is CUL niake sure that the artety is free of lining tissues. To check for the linings, position a
pair of fine forceps underneath the artery and by partially blocking the blood flow. the uneven thickness of
an artery wvall indicates the presence of lining tissues. The lining tissues can be separated using two pairs
of forceps.

Figure 4.3: Caudal Arterial Cathetering

(2)

MR Surface Coil Placement

The procedure for the placement of a 2~ sensitive surface coil on the skull

of the rat includes:
1.

Removing an oval piece of s k i n fiom the skull, starting the incision
between the eyes and ending at the neck. (Thisstep exposes the skull

and tissues adjacent to the skull. Also, this step removes MR signal
contributions fiom the s h . )
2.

Removing or reûacting muscles attached to skull, at the location of
the surface coil (including parts of the temporalis and clavotrapezius

muscles).

3.

Removing a thin layer of tissue on the frontal and parietal bones,
leaving only the bare skull intact at these locations. Intra-skull arteV
hemostasis can be achieved with bone wax.

4.

Fixing the surface coil tightly ont0 the skull to maximize MR signai.
To fix the surface coil:
I.

use a O-silk, black braided cutting thread and tie its end at one
side of the zygoma, as close to the gregma end as possible,

..
u.

tie the thread to the surface coil (in a way that the position of

the coil on the thread can be adjusted when needed),2
iii.

he the thread to the other side of the zygoma, as
symmetrically as possible.

e et the thread ru11 throught the iwo holes on the coil. if the same coil for this study is used.
120

(3)

Injection Catheter Placement

The injection assembly is as follows: (a). a 1 mL syringe, connected to a
stopcock; @). a 24G catheter that has been forced into a plastic capillary tube
about 0.5 meters long; the other end of the capillary tube makes use of the tip of
another 24G Teflon catheter. The location for the indicator injection catheter is the
ECA. (It is fed retrograde.) This location is chosen so that on the one hand it is as
close to the brain as possible, while on the other hand so that the indicator bolus
injection location will cause minimum perturbation of the system flow. Provided
that care is taken to position the catheter within the ECA, the above mentioned
objectives can be attained. It is important to be as close to the brain as possible so
that an instantaneous bolus injection can be achieved. This means that although the
catheter has to be within the ECA, its tip must be as close to the comrnon carotid
bifurcation as possible (Figure 4.4). Placement of this injection catheter can be
accomplished by:
1.

Making a right lateral incision in the neck.

2.

Coagulating and cutting small exposed veins.

3.

Dissecting the stemomastoid, omohyoid and the disgamc muscles.

4.

Using threads to pull away the muscles dissected for a clear field of
view.

5.

Isolating, coagulating and cutting the occipital, ascending pharyngeal
and superior thyroid branches of the ECA.

Isolating the ECA and fastening it at the most distal end.
Exposing and isolating the ICA.

Half tightening a thread at the centre of the ECA and pulling with
enough tension to overcome blood pressure (in order to prevent
bleeding when catheterizing).
Applying a small amount of local anesthesia to the ECA.

Cutting a s m d hole as close to the tied end as possible.
inserting a 24G (yeilow) Teflon injection catheter (fed retrograde)
uito the hole and tightening the half tied thread on the catheter; a
Teflon catheter is preferred over a plastic one because of better
anticoagulation; in any case a suflicient amount of anticoagulent
(such as Heparin ~ e o " )must be used.

Making sure that the tip of the catheter is withui the ECA; if not,
hold on to the stub of the tightening thread and adjust the catheter
position accordingly. The £inal step is criticaliy important. When the
tip crosses the carotid bifurcation, blood flow to the brain is
disrupted.

Figure 4.4: Location of the Carotid Bifurcation and Position of the ECA
(External Carotid Artery) Injection Catheter.

(4)

Additional Injection Catheter Catheterization
at the Femoral Vein

The assembly for indicator administration at the fernord vein is identical to
the one used at the ECA. The nght femoral vein (RFV) was catheterized for the

CBF underestimation assessments described in Chapter 7. For RFV
catheterization:
1.

the skin is cut open 2.5 f 0.5 cm long between the right thigh and the

groin (Figure 4.5)
2.

the superficial epigastric vein is coagulated and cut

3

3.

the proximal section of the RFV (darker and bigger), which runs

dong side the RFA (lighter, smaller, but highly elastic) and neural
fibers (white) are isolated
4.

a thread is tied at the distal end of the isolated RFV and the middle is
loosely tied

5.

a plastic capillary indicator injection tube is inserted and the loosely
tied thread is tightened

6.

the catheter is positioned 0.5 cm before the point at which a slight
resistance is encountered (by retreating 0.5 cm fiom where the
resistance was felt, while holàing ont0 the thread stub)

Figure 4.5: Location of the Right Femoral Vein Catheter.

(5)

Blood Sampling for Blood Cas etc.
Measurements

The physiological parameters are measured at the beginning of the rat tail
artery through blood sampling. The steps involved in blood sampling are:
1.

withdrawal of 1.5 f O. 1 mi, of blood fiom the animal into the tail
artery catheter assembly using the 5 mL syringe

2.

f i g a capiliary tube with blood at the point for needle insertion on

the short connector
3.

pushing back the 1.5 f.O. 1 mL blood into the animal

4.

measuring blood gases and other physiological parameters using the
ABL 330TM

c)

Data Acquisition

Once the rat has been prepared according to the precedures outlined above,
it is transferred into an animal holder. The position of the surface coi1 is such that,
when the animal holder is inserted into the scanner, it coincides with the origin of
the x and y gradients. AU necessaiy connections are made before putting the
animal holder into the magnet.

The MR scanner used in this study was the Bruker BIOSPEC 7/21 (7 Tesla
magnetic field strength, 21 centimeter bore diameter) imager in the NMR
Laboratory of the Manitoba Health Sciences Centre. The scanner cornputer was a
Unix based X32. The operating software for imaging (as well as spectroscopy)

was UXNMR 94050 1. After tuning the surface coi1 to the 'H resonance fiequency,
shimming is done using the proton signal. This is because shunming at the

2~

signal using the naturaîly occuring 2~ in rat braia is not possible, due to its low
natural abundance. The rat at this point is ready for data acquisition. A total of 360

FTDs are acquired (NR = 360) at a rate of 1 scan per second, 2 scans per FID,
using a 90" hard pulse (approximately). The Uidicator is injected into the ECA at

the begïnning of the 15th FiD. The rate of indicator injection is as fast as possible,
which is usually less than or equal to 1 second, for a bolus size of 0.2 mL or
smaller.
At this point a right femoral vein (RFV) indicator injection experiment cm
be camied out altemately with the ECA experiments and used to correct for
indicator recirculation. (See Chapter 7 for details.) The Uidicator injection
procedure is identical to that for injecting at the ECA. Figure 4.8 shows a typical
experimental data set.

The type of indicator used for CBF measurement was [ 2 ~ ] ~ a t e r
(Heparinized [ 2 ~ ] ~ a l i n eThe
) . size of the bolus was either O. 1 or 0.2 mL (usuaily
0.2 mL unless the MR signal was too strong) at the ECA and 0.2 at the RFV.

d)

Data Processing

in order to pick out spectral peak heights fiom experimental data sets, the
acquired 360 FIDs need to be processed into spectra. Figure 4.6 shows a typical

spectrum with a single peak fiom deuterium resonance of r2~]water.Data
processing includes the following:
1.

arranging the data set into a Zilimensional representation, one for

the FID and the other for FID number
2.

perfonning the following 1-dimensional operation dong the FID
direction:
1.

base line correction (BC)

..
u.

LB = 50, iine broadening

S..

lu.

EM, exponential multiplication

iv.

FT, Fourier transformation

v.

phasing, which is nonnally at the r2~]watersignal but when
an indicator mixture is used (see Chapter 8), phasing is
performed at al1 chernical shifts

vi.

piclung peak heights, an automated process performed by a
subroutine built into the UXNMR software. A shortcoming of
this subroutine is that it cannot fmd peaks when the signal is
small. A merit of this subroutine is that it uses an
extrapolation algorithm for picking peak heights, resulting in
the selection of the highest peak value in the vicinity of the
peak's CS.

3.

transfoxming peak height values fiom binary to ascii

4.

performing ftp to get the ascii data from the X32 MR scanner
computer to a personal computer via the intemet

5.

using ~ x c e l "software for data presentation and fhher processing

Figure 4.6: A '

~ Speetrum
~ 0

sketch taken fiom Lassen and ~ e r l ' .Notice that an IBD has the following
characteristics:
1.

very fast indicator washin into the brain

2.

fast indicator washout initidy, foliowed by some b d of
geometrical or exponential decay, and

3.

asymptotic approach to a constant or base h e level, depending on
whether or not the indicator recircdates

in contrast to the IBID is the right femoral vein (RFV) bolus injection experùnent
given in Figure 4.9. In this case, indicator washin to the brain is not instantaneous

and washout fiom the brain slower. Since the CBF modeling algorithms developed

in Chapter 3 are for IBID cases, the closer an experiment resembles the IBID one

the better.

Figure 4.7b:

FIDs (1-120) for Typical Indicator
Washin and Washout Experiment

Figure 4.8: lnstantaneous vs. Non-lnstantaneous Injection

lnstantaneous

Amount of
indicator. m(t)

Non-lnstantancous

The temporal resolution of the experiment is 0.5 Hz. It was found that this
resolution is sufficient, for it can resolve the direct transit of indicator via the intravascular bed. The signal 6om the intra-vascular indicator transit (ie. uidicator which
travels directly fiom arteV to vein without being taken-up by tissue and hence
moves through the brain very quickly) is essentially a spike in the semi-log plot of a
typical data set (Figure 4.10). Lassen and perll suggest the spike exists in theory
only and cannot be resolved by radiologicai methods. A sampling frequency of one
dahm per every 2 seconds (0.5 Hz) is fast enough for us to capture the initial spike

phenornenon. Aîso, signai strength (and signai to noise) is hi&, as shown in Figure
4.10. The high signal strength can be sacnficed somewhat for even higher temporal

resolution (for example with 2 Hz samphg fiequency). Potentially high temporal
resolution couid be employed to study the kinetics of uitra-vascular indicator transit.

Figure 4.9 Typical Femoral Experiment (a Nonlnstantaneous Case)

Figure 4.10: Semi-Log Plot of Tvpical MR Data (expt. 29c)

Figures 4.1 1(a) to 4.1 l(c) show CBF versus indicator injection thne for
three rats using the experimental techniques developed and described in this
chapter. In obtaining the results of Figure 4.1 1, the PaC02 of the rats was
maintained at normal levels (35 mmHg < PaC02 < 45 mmHg). The only parameter
that was aliowed to Vary was the indicator injection t h e . The CBF values were
obtained using the CBF modeling procedures outlined in Chapter 5 . (See sections
on fCBF(n-23) modeling). These figures show that as the indicator injection time
increases, the measured CBF value decreases. The negative correlation is due to
increasing spread in the bolus as injection time increases. For long injection times,
part of the bolus at the leading end of the spread will have left the brain before the

trailing end arrives at the brain. A consequence is that the initial spike is less

sharp, resulting in a reduction of the numerator of Eq. (3 .X)
(Sm& and ultimately
an underestimation of CBF. (See Figure 4.9). T h i s was one reason why in the f i a i

CBF protocol the indicator injection time was chosen to be less than or equal to 1
second.
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Before the ECA was chosen as the indicator injection site for the final CBF
protocol, a number of the other sites were considered, for example the RFV and
the right subclavian artery (RSA). URfortunately, as mentioned before, the RFV

injection experiment does not represent an IBID (Figure 4.9). On the other hand
the problem with the RSA was experimental consistency. The injection site is
distal fkom the brain (compared to the ECA), so the portion of indicator going to
the brain is reduced and SNR compromised. More complicated phenomena occur

in the RSA investigation, but an understanding of the phenomena was not pursued.
Figures 4.12 show how results c m vary between rats when using the nght
subclavian as the indicator injection site. Interestingiy the washin and washout

curve s h o w in Figure 4.12@) resembles that of Figure 4.9 - a typical result for
RFV injection.
Figure d.lZ(a): A Subclrnian Artery hjection Showing
btmîaaeous WahinlWmhwt

Figure I.l2(b): A Subcla~anArtcry hjectioa Sbowing Noobtrriîaœous W a bin/Wasbout

Choice of bolus size was also an important consideration in forming the

final protocol. It was found that too large a bolus necessitated a longer uijection
t h e and Molated the instantaneous injection requirement. At an injection rate of
0.2 mL/second (the rate used in an IBID experiment) a bolus of 1 mL will require
5 seconds to complete. On the other hand, too small a bolus means smaller SNR

and uncertainty in the CBF measurement. Various bolus sizes ranging fiom 0.05
mL to 1 mL were tried. A 0.2 mL bolus size was chosen as a compromise.

It is well known that CBF increases as the PaC02 of blood increases. On
the other hand the regulatory ability for Pa02 is not clear. S h o w in Figures 4.13
are measured CBF versus PaC02 for 5 rats perfomed at hyper Pa02 levels (200

mmNg < Pa02 < 300 m g ) . It was found that in 2 out of 5 rats (Figures 4.13(a)

and 4.12(e)) hyper-oxygen tension destroyed the positive correlation of CBF and

-

PaCq; and that in 3 out of 5 rats (Figures 4.13(b) 4.13(d)) the measured CBF

values are considerably lower than expected (see Chapter 5). Therefore, regardless
of how mal1 an effect abnomal PaOz can have, Pa02 in the final CBF protocol
was maintained at normal levels ( 1 10 mmHg < Pa02 < 130 mmHg).

Figure 4.13(a): C ' F mP

a (Rat 21, witb 200 < PaCh < 300
-1

Figure 1.13(b): CBFls. PÎC02 (Rat 22, w i t b 200 < P a < 300

-1

Figure 4.13(c):

CBF W. PaCOr (Rat .18,witb 200 < P a r < 300

Figure 4.13(d): CBF W. P a C a (Rat 50, witb 200 < PoOI < 300

figure 4.13(e): CBFw. PPCOl (Rat 53, with 200 < PPOr < 300

-1
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Chapter 5: Blood Flow Analysis
A.

Introduction

The goal of this chapter is to generate CBF values fkom the MR data

obtained using the previously discussed CBF measurement protocol (See Chapter
4). The fu.st task is to set up data discrimination criteria, so as to discem between

valid and invalid experiments. The second is to analyse and interpret the vaiid data
and to divide these data into suitable regions for CBF modeling. The third is to
apply the fast (single cornpartment) CBF (fCBF) and the average CBF (aCBF)
mathematical algoriduns to calculate CBF (See Chapter 3).

B.

Setting-Up Data Selection Criteria
1.

The Need for a Data Discriminator

It is to be expected that mistakes will occur during

an experiment, either

due to human errors or faulty apparatus. This is the main reason for developing a
systematic way of assessing the validity of experimental data. The many potential

hurnan experimental errors are:
1.

overdosing the animal with dnigs, especially with anesthetic

2.

over-stressing the animal during experiment, especially towards the
end of an 8 hour long experiment

3.

surgical mistakes, such as incorrectly positioning a catheter or
employing a poor surgical technique causing excessive bleeding,
etc., (see chapter 4 for details)

4.

errors during monitoring and measurement of physiological
panuneters, especially blood gases and

5.

clogging of catheters during an experiment

Equipment malhction can also cause erron. For example the break down of MR
scanner components, the blood gas apparatus, etc., can invalidate experimental
resdts.
In some situations the data can be rejected using common sense. For
example, data sets have been coiiected where the washin and washout of indicator
in the rat brain are not observed, (sometimes this phenomenon can be explained

while at other times it cannot). Also, physiological parameters (other than PaC02)
outside the normal range can be considered reason for dirowing out data. Under
these obvious circumstances discarcimg the data cannot be considered as biased.
The exclusion of PaC02 as a means of invalidating will become obvious towards
the end of this chapter. Briefly, the levels of PaC02 were intentionaily vmïed,
from lower than normal (hypocarbia) to nomal (nomocarbia) and fiom normal to
higher than normal (hypercarbia) during the CBF measurements. Measurements
made at different PaC02 levels was used to validate the CBF measurement
technique.
In some other situations whether to include or exclude data was not as

straightfonvard and an objective way of substantiating or invalidating the data was

required. For example a set of data may exhibit no obvious problems other than a
low SNR. Merior SNR can occur when:
1.

animal position in the magnet is less than optimal

2.

the animal moves during data acquisition

3.

MR coi1 tuning and/or shimmllig are/is less than ideal

4.

too small an indicator bolus enters the brai. (MR SNR is directly
proportional to the number of deuterated water molecules residing in
the brain)

To objectively discriminate and subsequentiy throw out results under these
was established. Only data that possess SNR >
circumstances, a SNRihrrrhold
SNRihiîrhold
were included in the study.
Using SNR*rCShoId
as Data Discriminator
in a CBF experiment, indicator injection was started at the Hthd a m point
2.

(See Chapter 4). Noise (&.)

was defmed as the standard deviation of the fust 10

datum points (lst to 1othpoints); signal (Sm,) was defined as the maximum MR
signal (corrected for background) in the data set. From these two defhtions a
correspondhg signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) can be derived as

Ln this study a SNRthrahold
was set arbitrarily at 50. Only washin and washout
curves that satisfied the condition SNRs > 50 were accepted for CBF analysis.
C.

CBF Modeling

Given the h a 1 CBF protocol (see Chapter 4), it was observed that ail data
sets s a t i s m g SNRs > SNRihmhold
ais0 satisfied the condition SNRs >>
SNI&,rroholdSimilarly, al1 typical rejected data sets (such as the one given in Figure

5.2, SNR = 20

+ 1) will have SNR «SNRihrCShOld.
This lends credibility to the

discrimination critena in that the accepted and rejected data sets are so drastically
different that the latter must be associated with problematic experirnents. Notice in
Figure 5.2 the exceedingiy high value of the background MR signai associated
with the baseline in front of the peak. This is due to the fact that a number of
injections ( 5 4) were performed (without succeeding in obtaining indicator washin
and washout) before the result of Figure 5.2 was obtained.

Figure 5.1: A Typical Accepted Data Set

A semi-log plot of a typical accepted data set (as s h o w in Figure 5.1) is

given in Figure 5.3. It is interesthg to note that a substantial amount of
information about the brain can be derived by looking at Figure 5.3 alone. To this
end, it is useful to divide Figure 5.3 into three regions. The first region begins at
the

lsthdatum (the hme of injection) and ends at the 2nd point after the

signai

maximum. The second region begins at the 3rdpoint and ends at the 23rd (36 to 76
seconds after the injection) after the signal maximum. The third region
encompasses al1 data points beyond the 2ndregion. The delineation of these three
regions applies equally well to al1 the accepted washin and washout curves used

for analysis. As will become clear in chapter 7, the end of the ?"\region
conincides roughly to when indicator recirculation reaches one quarter of its
maximum effect.
Figure 5.2: A Typical Rejected Data Set

The fust and the second regions combined have been referred to as the gray
matter

'

cornpartment , the

cornpartment"

fast

compartment or

the

mono-exponentiai

of the brain. It is called the mono-exponential compartment

because ihis region can often be fitted with a single exponential decay curve, or
with a straight line on a semi-log plot. From a conceptual point of view, this fast

gray matter compartment should also contain of an ultra-fast vascular component
as is preâicted by Lassen and ~erl.'Because the ultra fast indicator transit via the

vascular bed happens very fast, Lassen and Perl predicted that it would appear as

an initial spike on a semi-log plot (that is, region 1. See Figure 5.4). Bnefly, when
a bolus is injected into the brain, some of the uidicator is extracted fiom the
arterial bed and enters the constituent tissue. The degree of extraction depends on
the type of indicator injected. For [2~]water,the extraction was found to be
approximately 85% for the brain tissue (or E=0.85,see Chapter 6). The remaining
indicator not extracted will pass directly fiom the arterial supply to venous supply
via the capdaries.

In other words this component rnoves through the brain much

more quickly than that extracted by the tissue and leads to the appearance of the
initial spike. Chapter 6 gives details for calculating the extraction coefficient (E),

and discusses how E is related to the initial spike. Lassen and Perl also commented
that the spike could not be detected by radiographie means because it happens too
fast. (The comment was made before the advent of MR scannùig). Figure 5.3
shows that in a typical experiment (using the technique developed) the initial spike
for the brain indeed exists. This is the reason for dividing the fast gray matter
compartment into the fïrst and second regions; the tkst region characterizes the
intra-vascular indicator transit, and the second region represents the conventional
fast gray matter compartment, that component taken up by and eventually washed
out of cerebral grey matter. We attributed the detection of the initial spike to the
use of:
1.

a fast MR technique

2.

a bolus injection, and

3.

an injection site that is close to the braui (ECA, at the entrance of the
brain)

In Figure 5.3 notice that the duration of the spike phenornenon is around five
seconds. in order not to smear out the spike phenornenon the MR signal sampling
fkequency needs to be higher that 0.2 Hz. Our sampling fiequency of 0.5 Hz
satisfied this criterion.

if the injection is not instantaneous, indicator will enter the braïn over a
greater period of t h e . Now, the leading edge of the bolus will begin to move out
of the brain before the trailing edge enters. The loss in signal due to intra-vascular
transit will in part be compensated by the ùicreased signal associated with the

trailing edge of the bolus entering the brain. As such, the spike is not observed and
in fact the entire peak region of the washdwashout curve takes on a more rounded
appearance.

Figure 5.3: Semi-Log Plot of a Typical Accepted Data Set
I

1

j

Figure 5.4: Conceptual Semi-Log Plot Showing Initial Spike,
Reproduced from Lassen and perls

I

The third region represents a slow white matter cornpartment. in this region
indicator taken up by cerebral white matter will be retained for a longer time. As a
result the indicator will washout at a much slower rate than that in grey matter.'

This region also embodies an indicator recirculation component (see Chapter 7).
The recirculation component becomes more important at larger times. It dominates
when the MR signal asymptotically approaches a constant value. At the end of the

experiment, indicating uniform distribution of the indicator throughout the animal.

The first and second regions defïned above are used for the measurement of
the fast gray matter CBF (KBF for short). The beginning of the data range
selected is at the MR signal m d u m (see Figure 5.1 or 5.3) and the end at the

23" point after the maximum. The decision to end at the 23rd point after the

maximum (about 50 seconds after indicator injection) was somewhat arbitrary.
However, a number of factors were considered before reaching M i s decision. The
first observation is b a t there is no region on the semi log plot of indicator washout
that is truly linear. The fûrther into the experiment (larger t h e ) the more
pronounced this curvature becomes. The sources of this curvature are the fact that
the indicator is not 100% freely difisible, indicator recirculation and the influence
of white matter flow. As such, choosing a region to analyse gray matter fiow is in
fact a trade-off between a more accurate and a more precise K B F modeling
method. For example, ending the 2"d region at a point to the lefi of the 23"j will
give a more accurate fCBF value, due to the reduced influence of the slow white

matter compartment and recirculation. However, this is at the expense of a more
precise value (fewer data points and increased statistical fluctuation). The converse
is also hue, in that ending at a point to the nght of the 23" will provide a more

precise fCBF value, but at the expense of accuracy (the fCBF will in fact be
underestimated, as the region is expanded to the right due to the influence of white
matter flow). Practicdy, ending the fCBF datum range at the 23" point serves as a
f i s t order approximation for the CBF modeling. It also enables one to standardize
the CBF technique of the study. The remaining chapters explore the strengths and
weaknesses and assess the precision and accuracy of this standardized CBF
technique.
The K B F values were derived as follow:
Calculate the MR background signal as the average of the tkst 10
points of an accepted data set (such as the one given in Figure 5.1)
Subtract the MR background signai fiom each d a m point
Take the natural logarithm of the MR background subtracted data
Fit a straight line to the fast data range using least squares
regression, to obtain a slope m, and
Use Eq. (5.2) (reproduced fkom Chapter 3, Eq. (3.30)) to obtain the

KBF value for the experiment

Eq. (5.2)

Figure 5.5: A Typical Processed Data Set for Fast CBF
Modeling

In an effort to investigate the effect of the region of analysis on KBF,
assume that fCBF(0-23) is the fCBF value obtained using the entire 'fast' CBF
datum range (a combination of the fust and the second regions). Similarly,
fCBF(n-23) is the KBF value obtained using the nthto 23" data points. fCBF(023) corresponds to the fast gray matter CBF that is usually reported in the

iiterature, while fCBF(3-23)' calculated using the second region only, is in a sense

the pure fast gray matter CBF value, a fCBF value that excludes the intra-vascular
component.

The entire washin-washout curve (that is, the whole data set) is used for the

average CBF (aCBF for short) calculation. The fust step in modelhg aCBF is to
remove base line values fkom the data set. This step is accomplished by taking the
average of the first 10 points as a base line value and subtractiag it fkom al1 points,
as discussed previously in KBF modeiing. The second step is to remove hdicator
recirculation. (Figure 5.1 shows that the wash-out of indicator does not return to
the base-line, suggesting the presence of indicator recirculation and in particular
the eventual unifom distribution of indicator throughout the rat.) In Chapter 7, a
technique is descnbed and used for the removal of indicator recirculation fiom the
data. Here, a 'crude' method is used as a starting point for aCBF analysis. This
'crude' method takes the average (aENDs ) of the last 30 points (from point 33 1 to
360)' as in Figure 5.1, and subtracts a value of

(rr - 1 5 ) x

m

s

360- 15

Eq. (5.2)

from the nthdatum point, for n = 15 to 360. It can be seen from the equation that
the aFNDs is in effect the maximum value to be subtracted and that this value is in
fact subtracted fiom the last point in the washout (for example, n=360). For n=15
(the time injection started), the value subtracted is O. The equation results in the
subtraction of a triangular area fiom the washin and washout curve. The aCBF is

then obtained using the processed data set and the aCBF equation given in Chapter
3 (Eq. (3.25)) .

Eq. (5.3)

Note that signal integration in Eq. (5.3) is finite (fiom t=30 to ~ 7 2 0
seconds), in contrast to a 'true' aCBF that is semi-finite (fkom e 3 0 to

m).

According to Eq. (5.3) a finite integration d l overestimate aCBF. Since acquiring
signal fiom t

=

30 seconds to

00

is impossible, the t = 30 to 720 seconds (1 1.5

minutes) interval is used here. aCBF represents some sort of weighted average of
white matter and grey matter flow, contaminated ever so slightiy by a very small
intra-vascular component and an inaccurate removai of indicator recirculation.

D.

Results and Observations

in the process of flliaiizing the CBF protocol the relationship between the

CBF results obtained and many experimental parameters have been investigated.
Some of the results fiom the investigation, such as injection site, injection t h e ,
etc., are presented in the discussion section of Chapter 4. Others are presented in
Chapter 6. The foilowing presents only results obtained using the fmaiized CBF
protocol, as described in Chapter 4.

Before presenhog the results a few terms regarding the partial tension of
carbon dioxide (PaC02) and oxygen (Pa02) need to be dehed. These dennitions

are given collectively in Table 5.1.

Table 5.1: Blood Gas Definitions
Low PaC02

20 mmHg c PaC02 S 35 mmHg

Nomai PaCOt

35 mmHg < PaC02 5 45 mmHg

High PaCOz

45 mmHg < PaC02 S 62 mmHg

Low Pa02

60 mmHg < Pa02 5 100 mmHg

Normal Pa02

100 mmHg < PaOz S 140 mmHg

Near Nonnal Pa02

140 m d g < Pa02 I180 mmHg

Medium High Pa02

180 mmHg < PaOz 1 200 mmHg

Hi& Pa02

200 mmHg c PaOÎ 4 300 mmHg
1.

fCBF Results and Discussion

Figures 5.6 to 5.10 show fCBF(3-23) versus PaC02 for individual animals
at normal Pa02 (see Table 5.1). Four out of the £ive rats have a positive correlation
between K B F and PaC02, as expected (Figure 5.6, r = 0.97; Figure 5.7, r = 0.50;
Figure 5.8, r = 0.98; Figure 5.9, r = 0.96). The reason why a positive correlation
between CBF and PaC02 does not exist for Figure 5.10 (r = -0.91) is not known.
Figures 5.11 combines al1 the rat data, including the problematic data of Figure
5.1O. Figures 5.12 is the same as Figures 5.1 1 except that rat #5 (data of Figure
5.10) is not included. It is evident, fiom Figures 5.11 and 5.12, that not ody does
the rneasured CBF increase with increasing PaC02 w i t h a single animal

experiment but also for inter-animal experiments (Figure 5.1 l(a), r = 0.58; Figure
5.12(a), r = 0.86). This observed correlation establishes the validity of the CBF

technique developed. Note that Figures 5.6 and 5.9 exhibit overlapping fCBF(3-

- 35 mrnHg, suggesting that reproducibility may be quite
good. (See also Figures 5.1 5 at PaCOz - 38 mmHg, 5.17 at PaC02 - 40 rnmHg,
5.18 at PaC02- 32 mmHg.)
23) values at PaC02

Figure 5.6: K B F vs. PaC02 (at 100 S POO*< 180
mmHg), Rat 93042, (n = 3, r = 0.97)

Figure 5.7: fCBF vs. PaC02 (at 100 IPa02 c 180
mmHg), Rat 93053, (n = 3, r = 0.5)
1

Figure 5.8: fCBF vs. PaC02 (nt 100 I Pa02 < 180
mmHg), Rat 9502 1, (n = 3, r = 0.98)

Figure 5.9: fCBF vs. PaC02 (at 100 S Pa02
mmEg), Rat 95022, (n = 3, r = 0.96)

180

Figure 5.10: fCBF vs. P a C q (at 100 I P a 4 < 180
mmHg), Rat 95020, (n = 5, r = -0.91)

Figure 5.1 l(a): fCBF(3-23) vs. PaC02 (at 1 0 0 5 P a 4 I 180 rnmHg),
with rat 95020, (r = 0.58)

Figure 5.1 l(b): fCBF(n-23) vs. PaCOj (at 100 mmHg c P a 4 < 180
mmHg), with rat 95020, for n=l, 2,3,
9.

...,

Figure 5.12(a): fCBF(3-23) vs. PaC02 (at 100 5 PaOt S 180 rnmHg),
without rat 95020, (r = 0.86)
120 T

Figure 5.12(b): fCBF(n-23) vs. PaCO* (at 100 mmHg 4 Pa02 < 180
mm&), without rat 95020, for n=l, 2,3,
9.

...,

Figures 5.1 1@) and 5.12(b) show fCBF(n-23) for n

=

1 to 9. in these two

figures observe that:
1.

fCBF values depend on the choice of n, and decrease as n increases,

due to indicator recirculation (see Chapter 7) and due to a more
significant influence of the slower white matter flow
2.

The magnitude of change in fCBF as a funchon of n varies, fkom less

than 5 mi/ 10Ogmlmin to more than 30 mV lOOgm/min
3.

The average least squares fitting errors fiom the first 45 experiments of
1993 that passed the data screening criteria mentioned previously are as

follows:

fCBF(3-23) was chosen to represent the fast CBF because the fitting error
associated with it was the least. Figure 5.13 shows fCBF(n-23) versus PaC02 for two
rats at low PaOz (see Table 5.1).h this figure the linear correlation between CBF

and PaCOz is not very good. But with only three experiments one can not say for
sure if this is indeed the case; more experiments will be needed before making a fmal
conclusion. Figures 5.14 and 5.15 show two rats at medium high PaOz while Figure
5.16 combines the data contained in these two figures with that of a third rat.

Figure 5.13:

fCBF vs. PaC02 (at 60 S Pa02 c 100
mmHg), rats 93034 & 93035,(n = 3, r =

These three figures reveal the same CBF, PaC02 hear correlation as the data
at normal PaOz. In Figure 5.15, note that at PaC02

=

38

mmH&

fCBF(3-23)

measured for two separate experiments have ahost the identical value, indicating
once again that the CBF technique developed is quite precise.

Figure 5.14: fCBF vs. PaC02 (at 180 IPa02 < 200
mmHg), Rat 93029, n = 2
1

Figure 5.15: fCBF vs. PaC02 (at 180 I Pa02 c 200
mmHg), Rat 93048, (n = 3, r = 0.98)
r

Figure 5.16: fCBF vs. PaC02 (nt 180 I Pa02 e 200
mmHg), Rat 93029,93048,93051, (n =

Figures 5.17 to 5.19 show fCBF(3-23) versus PaC02 for 3 rats at high Pa02
(see Table 5.1). For an individual rat a linear correlation of CBF and PaC02 exists.
The degree of this correlation (or correlation coefficient) however, is less than that
of either the normal or medium high PaOz cases. When al1 the high PaOz results
are combined (see Figure 5.20) the degree of correlation worsens. A possible
explanation for the observed result could be as foflows. Although it is hue that
under general circumstances the level of Pa02 will not affect (or regulate) CBF,
when Pa02 is above a certain threshold (i.e. extremely high), CBF starts to drop at

al1 levels of PaC02. If it so happens that the threshold varies fkom animal to

animal, the inter-animal correlation for CBF and PaC02 is destroyed, but the intraanimal correlation is maintained.
Figure 5.17: fCBF vs. PaC02 (a1 200 5 Pa02 < 300
mmHg), Rat 93048, (n = 4, r = 0.60)

Figure 5.18: fCBF vs. PaC02 (nt 200 S P a 4 c 300
mmHg), Rat 93050, (n = 3, r = 0.58)

Figure 5.19: fCBF vs. PaC02 (at 200 4 Pa02 < 300
mmHg), Rat 93051, n = 2

Figure 5.20: fCBF vs. PaCOl (at 200 5 Pa02 < 300
mmEg), Rat 93029, 48, 50, 51, (n = 10,
r = -0.02)

2.

aCBF Results and Discussion

Figure 5.2 1 shows aCBF versus PaC02 results at normal and medium high
Pa02 for 8 rats. Figure 5.22 shows the same at high PaOs for 3 rats. The results of

aCBF rnirror that of KBF. For example good correlation between aCBF and
PaC02 exists for nonnal and medium high Pa02 levels but inferior correlation for

high Pa02. The aCBF results for normal and medium high PaOz levels are put
together because as in the fCBF study, results indicate that there is no difference
between the two.

Figure 5.21: aCBF vs. PaCOz (at 60 IPa02 1 200 mmHg, without
Rat 95020), no. Rats = 8, (n = 15, r = 0.77)

Figure 5.22: aCBF vs. PaC02 (at 200 5 Pa02 1300 mmHg), no. Rats
= 3, (n = 8, r = 0.42)

3.

Observations and Cornparisons

Figure 5.23 illustrates fCBF(3-23) venus PaC02 values for low, normal,
medium high and high Pa02 levels. The corresponding aCBF are given in Figure
5.24. Comparing both figures, the aCBF values are generally smaller than values

for fCBF(3-23). From a theoretical point of view the aCBF values represent
weighted averages of the fast gray matter and slow white matter and therefore
should be lower than the fast gray matter alone. The aCBF values are srnalier than
fCBF(0-23) by about 25% (see Table 5.3). Clearly this is a roua cornparison only

as the process utilized to correct for indicator recîrculation in the former data is

crude at best.
Figure 5.23: fCBF vs. PaC02 (at 60 I P a 4 < 300
mmHg), 1149

Correlation coefficients R

LPa O2

0.68

MHPa O2

0.96

HPa O2

-0.14

Average R

0.63

Average R (without HPa Oz)

0.72

Figure 5.24: aCBF vs. PaC02 for NPaOI (at 100 5 PaOt < 200
mmHg) and D a o 2 (at 200 < Pa02 < 300 mmHg),
[n = 39, r(NPa02) = 0.77, r(HPa02) = 0.421

I
1

i

i
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Listed in Table 5.2 are average CBF values for rats taken fkom the
literature. Among the many values, quantitative autoradiography is usually
considered as the gold standard. Table 5.3 lists the various averages CBF values
obtained in this study, for cornparison. The average of 1 15 mL/&

1OOg fiom the

literature is higher that the 88 mL/mui/lOOg obtained in this study for normal

PaCOz levels (35 mmHg < PaC02 < 45 mmHg). If one compares the 88
mi/min/lOOg of this study to that of 97 mi/min/lOOg for the quantitative
autoradiography the difference is smaller. Ln any case the reason is likely due to
the 1ess than 100% extraction of the indicator as well as the fact that results are

slightly contaminated by white matter flow due to the definition of region 2 used
for the analysis is too late so that contamination fiom white matter flow is more

5.2: CBF Vali

3 from the

CBF
(d
1 OOg/min)

s.d. CBF

Literature

Technique
dual-autoradiographic [6]
quantitative autoradiography [7]
hydrogen clearance [8]
intra-art. 133 Xe [9]
19F MR Spect. [IO]
14C butano![ 1 11
hydrogen clearance [ 121
hydrogen clearance [ 131

AVERAGE

*This a value assumed by the authors of the paper

Table 5.3: CBF Values Using the CBF Measurement Method Developed
for This Study
CBF
~m11100glmin.)

1. Normal PaC02, Normal Pa02
(8 rats, partition coefficient =l )
(8 rats, partition coefficient 4.9)
2. Normal PaC02, LowPa02
(2 rats, partidon coefficient=l)
( 2 rats, partition coefficient 4.9)
3. Normal PaC02, High Pa02
(7 rats, panition coefficient =l)
(7 rats, partition coefficient 4.91

aCBF
1. Normal PaC02, N o m a l P a 0 2

(5 rats, partition coefficient =l 1
(5 rats, partition coefficient 4.9)
2. Normal PaC02, High Pa02
(4 rats, partition coefficient =l 1
(4 rats, partition coefficient 4.9)

sdCBF
( m I / l W ~ / m i .)n

Figure 5.25: fCBF(3-23) vs. aCBF [r(fCBF) = 0.74,
r(aCBF) = 0.77)
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Chapter 6: Underestimation of Cerebral Blood Flow: Quantification
Using Surface Permeability
A.

Introduction

Chapter 5 assumes that during a CBF experiment, instantaneous indicator
equilibrium exists between the blood and the tissue (brain). Unfortunately, this is
not the case. if equilibrium indeed were established instantaneously, the spike,
observed in a wasbin and washout curve would not have been observed. Its
presence is due to the fact that [2~]water(water for short), as an indicator, is
diffusion k t e d . In other words, eqdibrium is not established instantly. As a
result, when the indicator is first introduced into the brain, its concentration in
blood relative to that in tissue is higher.
At equilibrium,

Eq. (6.1)

where 7c is the partition coefficient for the indicator used and cte,

and cbld

represent the indicator concentration in the brah (including blood) and blood,
respectively. Immediately after injection, due to indicator diffusion limitations we

have

Eq. (6.2)

The same diffusion limiting mechanism works the opposite way as blood flow
continues and washout of indicator from tissue begins (average t h e to start of
washout, t = Volume(brain)/CBF(average)

-2

to 3 seconds after indicator

injection), diis time with the tissue concentration being higher than at equilibrium.

In other words,

Eq. (6.3)
A consequence of the indicator diffusion limitation is that the rate of
indicator washout from the brain is slower than predicted by our model; hence

CBF is underestimated. There are two causes for the diffusion Limitation of water
in the brain: One is due to the fact that the water indicator is not 100% fkeely
difisible. For example, at equilibration, water does not diffise through a ce11
membrane but rather transverses it via pores. As a result, dinusion is restricted at
the ceil membrane. The second reason is refated to the fact that the difision
processes take t h e to reach equilibrium, whereas the CBF model requires an
unlimited rate of indicator difision (that is, requires an instantaneous mixing of
indicator in the brah).
The goal of this chapter is to quant*

the degree our model underestimates

CBF. The method used to reach the goal is to employ the concepts of indicator

permeable surface (PS), diffusibility factor (M) and indicator extraction coefficient

(0
B.

Surface Permeable (PS) Correction
1.

The Diffusibility Factor (M)

In Chapter 3, Eq. (3.25) provides an average CBF (the aCBF used in
Chapter 5) modeling method, reproduced here as Eq. (6.4):

With KBF modeling (See Chapters 3 and 5), it is assurned that the braui is a

single compartment. For a single compartment, the washout of indicator fiom the
brain is descnbed by a mono-exponential curve. Using the single compartmental

model, Eq. (3.25) can be replaced by the simpler Eq. (3.28) , reproduced here as
Eq. (6.5)

Eq. (6.5) represents the fast cornpartment or the fast gray matter flow. Once again,
the h in the equation is the indicator PC and k is the tirne constant of the monoexponential curve. A single compartmental washout curve is by d e f ~ t i o na monoexponential decay function', because it assumes that when the indicator is injected
into the brain, instantaneous mixing of the indicator in the compartment occun; in

other words, the indicator diffuses fieely within the compartment, and the rate of
diffusion is unlimited. in other words, thïs ideal process assumes that
instantaneous indicator equilibrium between the tissues and the c h e r fluid exists,
for al1 flow rates and at al1 times. Given instantaneous indicator equilibrium, the
rate of indicator washout fiom the brain is proportional to the amount of indicator

in the brain, or

LN/&=-kN

or

dN

-=-Mt

N

Upon integration,

Although in the model utilized in this study the brain is treated as a single
compartment, water can not aciueve instantaneous mixing in the brain due to the
fact that its movement is, to some degree, restricted and it can not establish
equilibrium instantaneously. The use of water, as a CBF measurement indicator,
therefore does not Mly satisQ the requirement of the model. A consequence of the
diffusion limitation of water is an apparent slower indicator clearance. This slower
washout gives nse to a slower mono-exponential decay curve and hence a smaller
time constant k than one would predict to be associated with a particular value of
flow. That is to Say, if bxpcnmnt
is the time constant measured using water as an
indicator, then k for Eq. (6.5) can be related to keXpe,,-,,t

as follows

k.lqmmmt

=M,

OSMI1

Eq. (6.6)

in Eq. (6.6), the difision factor M denotes the degree of equilibrium achieved by

*'~
the water indicator during the clearance of indicator fkom the b ~ - a i n . ~ By
substituting Eq. (6.6) into Eq. (6.5), a new KBF, corrected for water d i a s i o n
Limitation, is obtained.

Eq. (6.7)

2.

The Expression of (M)

The water diffusion limitation correction factor (M) has been formulated by
K~Q?..', using a mode1 suggested by Krogh5 and a denvation by E3ohr.) Kety's
diffusion correction factor (M) is applied generally to all indicators that are
diffusion limited. The denved formulation of this correction factor is simply stated
here

M = 1-exp(-PS/ F ) ,

where the multiplication of P and S is the "Permeability (P)

Eq. (6.8)

- Surface (S)

product"6.7and F is flow. PS, also called surface area product, was fust developed
by ~ e n k i n . ' According to Renkin, it iç 'a iheoreiical relafion befiveen bloodflow

and biood fissue clearance, ' assuming uniforni circulation characterised by a

permeability constant P.
Herscovitch et al.' pointed out that this expression for M is equivalent to
the Uidicator extraction coefficient (E, to be discussed later). crone6 derived an

expression for permeability (P) as follows:

Eq.(6.9)

Upon remangin& Eq. (6.9) yields

E = i -exp(-PS/ F ) ,

Eq. (6.10)

supporthg Herscovitch and CO-workers'c l a h that M is equivalent to E. Another
derivation by ~enlcin' shows the same expression for E as Eq. (6.IO), M e r
strengthening the argument that M is equivalent to E.
Substituthg E = M into Eq. (6.8) one has

Eq. (6.11)
A parallel expression for the aCBF diffusion limitation correction, using

['SOlwater, was derived by Herscovitch et al.,4

Eq. (6.12)

in this chapter, both Eqs. (6.11) and (6.12) will be used to quantiS, the

underestirnation of CBF due to indicator d f i s i o n limitations.
3.

The Concept of Extraction Coefficient (E)

The dehnition of indicator extraction coefficient (E) is given as the ratio of
indicator extracted by the brain to the arnount of indicator injected, during the k s t
pass of the indicator through the brain. In equation forrn, this is

Eq. (6.13)

Ln Eq. (6.13), m, is the amount of indicator injected hto the brain and

mfiMctd
is

the amount extracted by the brain during indicator's first passage through the

brain.
A charactenstic of the fmal CBF protocol, as is discussed in Chapter 4, is

that it allows a simultaneous measurement of the extraction coefficient (E), fCBF
and aCBF. For example, Figure 6.1 is a base line corrected, indicator washin and
washout curve. The initial spike superimposed on the initial straight line is a result
of direct indicator transit through the brain via the vascdar bed (i.e. that portion of
the injected indicator that does not enter the tissue space). As such, the presence of

this spike provides Somation for the estimation of E.

Figue 61: Seni.Log of 1-l

1

lndicamr Washin and Washout

To cdculate E, one can utilize the fact that the arnount of indicator in the

brain is proportional to the MR signal received; then Eq. (6.13) cm be rewritten as

Eq. (6.14)

in Eq. (6.14), Smaxis the MR signal, at the maximum, d u ~ indicator
g
washin and
washout. S(mmrtd) is the corresponding MR signal due to the portion of uidicator
can be obtained fiom Figure 6.1 as follows:
extracted by the brain. S(mearactd)
1.

in Figure 6.1, the initial straight Iine is projected back to the t h e of
Sm, using least square linear regression.

2.

The magnitudes of S,

and S(mflmctd)
on the semi-log plot are

measured.
3.

The extraction coefficient (E) is calculated using Eq. (6.15).3

nierefore, when CBF washin and washout is plotted in the fonn of Figure 6.1, the
extraction coefficient (E) is calculated as

Eq. (6.15)

I,,

is the value measured at the spike and I(m,?rtmctd)is the value measured at the

intercept of the spike with the initiai straight line of Figure 6.1.
Using the h a i CBF protocol the Full-Width-Half-Maximum (FWHM) for

the intra-vascular indicator transit spike was 3 f 2 seconds. The FWHM was
derived as follow:
1.

Treat the initial spike of the indicator washout as a distribution with

H
3.

ha,,

-

m i x

Iltcstrictcd

2

+

.xtr,ctcd

Measure the width of the initial spike at the height of FIhnlf.

in essence, the FWHM of the spike is the mean of the intra-vascular transit time
for the brain. The uncertainty of 2 seconds in the intra-vascular transit can be

reduced to 1 second by using a higher MR spectrum sampiing fi-equency (for
example one spectrum per second).
C.

Discussion

The resdts of experiments described in this chapter are summarized in

Figures 6.2 and 6.3. Figure 6.2(a) presents E, as a funchon of fCBF(3-23), for 60
mmHg < PaOz < 2OOmmHg. According to Eq. (6. IO), when fCBF(3-23) increases,

E decreases. This decrease can be seen in both Figures 6.2(a) and 6.2(b). Figures
6.2(a) and 6.2(b) can be used to correct for the underestimation of measured fCBF

and aCBF as a resuit of the limitations of tracer diffusion. For example if one
obtains an aCBF value of

55 ml/lOOg/min, then E fiom the figure is

approximately 0.85; as such, substituting 0.85 for E into Eq. (6.12), the diffusion
iimitation corrected aCBF is 65 mVlOOg/min.

Figure 6.2(a): Extraction Coefficient (E) versus fCBF(3-23) for 60
mmHg < Pa02c 200 mmHg, r = -0.30

Figure 6.2(b): Extraction Coenicient (E) versus aCBF for 60 mmHg
< PaOz < 200 mmHg, r = -0.62

Figure 6.3(a) shows fCBF(3-23) versus PaC02, corrected for diffusion
Limitations. For cornparison, Figure 6.3(b) shows both the corrected and the noncorrected KBF(3-23) versus PaCO*. The average percent ciifference between the
corrected and the non-corrcted RBF(3-23), using Eq. (6.16), was approximately
20°&

non -correcteci )
P . D . = (KBFmrrected - FBF

KBF

x

100%

Eq. (6.16)

-

non correctmi

The average extraction coefficient obtained using the h a 1 CBF protocol
decribed in Chapter 4, is 0.85.

Figure 6.3(a): Diffusion Limitation Corrected fCBF(3-23) versus PaC02
for 60 mmHg < Pa02 < 200 mmHg

Figure 6.3(b): Diffusion Corrected and Non-Corrected fCBF(3-23)
versus PaC02 for 60 mmag < Pa02 c 200 mmHg. Note
that the diffusion corrected fCBF(3-23) (cireles) is
approximately 20% higher than the non-corrected
(triangles).
I
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Chapter 7: Indicator Recirculation Correction: Impulse Response
Function (LRF) and Convolution Analysis
A.

Introduction

hdicator recirculation is a problem in the final CBF protocol described in
Chapter 4. in CBF measutements, one way of classifyuig the various types of
indicators is on the basis of indicator recirculation. An indicator is called a nonrecirculating indicator if it is removed fiom the blood flow circulation, one way or
another, after washout fiom the brain. On the other hand, a recirculating indicator
remains in the system longer than the tirne required for the blood to go fiom the
brain to the heart and then back to the brain, either directly or indirectly. The most
serious aspect of indicator recirculation is that it introduces a distortion into the
washout curve and hence an error in the CBF estimates. The error is due to the fact
that indicator recirculation makes the washout appear slower. (Tracer is

continually entering the brain and compensating for, in part, that which is behé
washed out.) In the case of fCBF modeling (see Chapter 9, indicator recirculation
contributes to flow underestimation. This underestimation is mostly fiom shifang
the semi-log plot of a washout curve to the right and up. in K B F calculations, this
problem is partially cucumvented by using only a small number of points at the
beginning of washout. The initial data are expected to be less distorted by

recirculation, due to the fact that there is a tirne delay associated with the on-set of
recirculation. Flow is aiso underesthated in the case of aCBF (Chapter 5). This is

because as the washout curve drifts to the right the area under the cuve increases.
According to Equation (5.3) an increase in area under the signal curve results in
flow underestimation. This is more serious than with fCBF since recirculation
eventuaiiy leads to a uniform distribution of indicator throughout the rat and a
constant concentration over time in the brain. in Chapter 5, a cmde method was
employed to partially eliminate the aCBF recirculation distortion by subtracting
the term

fiom the nthdatum point, for n = 15 to 360.

in this chapter, the concept of convolution integration is incorporated into
the existing CBF technique in an attempt to remove the effects of indicator
recirculation fiom the experiment. The concept of convolution integration involves
obtaining a impulse response function (RF) and an input function (NF)
describing indicator recirculation. The IRF and [NF are used in the convolution
integral to generate the (theoreticai) recirculation curve. Knowing the indicator
recirculation huiction, its removal fkom the CBF experiment is only a matter of
direct subtraction.
The concept of convolution integration was initially applied and evaluated
in phantoms. Unlike animal experiments, phantom experiments can be perfotmed
under precisely controlled conditions. This allows simulation of various kinds of

flow in a single system (for example, flow with and without indicator recirculation
using the same phantom assembly). Ln addition, flow parameters can be controlled
at a desired level of accuracy and precision. Using a phantom, the applicability of
convolution analysis for generating a recirculation curve was tested.
The phantom testing of the convolution concept consisted of five steps. The
fbst step was to simulate washout with indicator recirculation. The second was to
simulate washout without uidicator recirculation. The third was to generate a
recirculation c w e using convolution analysis. The fourth was to add the
recirculation curve to the curve acquired without indicator recirculation to predict
theoreticaiiy washout with indicator recirculation. The hnal step was to compare
the theoretical and measured washout with recirculation c w e s . The phantom
technique developed and assessed was incorporated into the CBF animal studies,

in order to eliminate indicator recirculation. In parallel to the phantom studies, the
animai studies involved the following steps: (a) Perfomiing a CBF experiment
using the protocol given in Chapter 4. (b) Obtaining an IRF and an input function
for this CBF experiment. (c) Ushg the convolution integration to generate a
recirculation c u v e for this experiment. (d) Subtracting the recirculation curve
generated from the experimental washout curve. (e) Calculating the fCBF(3-23)

and aCBF using the corrected curve (see Chapter 5).
At the end of this chapter the percentage underestimation of CBF
measurement due to indicator recirculation is assessed. This is accomplished by

measuring KBF(3-23) and aCBF before and after subtraction of the recirculation
curve.

1.

The Impulse Response Function (IRF) of Indicator
Recirculation

The IRF is a terni borrowed kom radiographic imaging. in radiographic
imaging, iRF is the image generated by a radiographic technique (i.e. SPECT,
PET, CT, etc.) of a point source. in a more general sense the

IRF is the output (or

response) of a system for a delta function input. If one treats the vascular bed of

the rat as a system and the MR signal fiom the brain as the response, the [RF is the
measured signal associated with a unit volume bolus injection of indicator. In the
particular case of recirculation, the IRF of hdicator recirculation is the signal
response (as a function of time) from the brain, due to a unit volume bolus
injection of indicator întroduced at the exit of the brain, (Le., at the jugular veins).
in essence, the I
W describes the signal (as a function of tune) arising at the brain
as a result of an instantaneous unit volume bolus of indicator leaving the brain at a
particular tirne.
2.

The Input Function (INF) of Indicator Recirculation

The iNF is the instantaneous rate of indicator leavuig the brain as a function
of t h e . Therefore it is the derivative of the indicator washout curve in the absence

of indicator recirculation. in this in-vitro study the INF was taken from the

derivative of the washout in a CBF experiment. The MF obtained in this manner
was therefore only an approximation of the actual one. In theory, using iterations,
an arbitrarily precise MF can conceptually be obtained. For example, consider the
following process:
1.

Consider the derivative of the washout curve fiom a CBF experiment
to be the

2.

lSt

order approximation of N F .

Generate the

1st

order approximation recirculation curve using this

NF.
3.

Subtract the lSt order approximation curve recirculation firom the
washout curve and consider the resdt to be a 2nd order
approximation (more precise) INF.

4.

Generate a 2" order (approximation) recirculation curve using this
input function.

5.

Repeat steps 3 to 5 using the new recirculation curve, until a
recirculation curve or input function is achieved with the desired
degree of accuracy.

In practice only the l n order MF is required, as the difference between it and the
'tme' input function is normally small. The derivative of the washout represents

the rate at which the amount of tracer in the brain is dropping. Because of the
simple nature of the rat experiments, any tracer disappearing fiom the brain must
be appearing at the intemal jugular veins.

3.

Convolution Integration

Knowing the IRF and the INF of an CBF experiment, one can calculate
indicator recuculation ( M R signal fiom brain due to tracer re-entering this organ)
for that experirnent using convolution integration. The IRF describes how a unit
volume bolus of indicator will behave as a function of thne, following its
appearance at the exit of the brain. The INF can be interpreted as a function
descnbing the size of the instantaneous bolus appearing at the exit of the brain as a

function of tirne. Essentiaiiy convolution integration equation (Eq. (7.1)) is the
sum of the time shifted iRFs, modulated by the magnitude of iNF at the shified

tirne, t.

Eq. (7.1)

in Eq. (7.1) the indicator recirculation, as a fùnction of tirne, is given by the left
hand side.

In practice, it is not necessary to measure the iRF with a unit volume bolus
of indicator. Provided the same bolus size is used for both the determinations of

IRF and N F , consistency will be maintained by normalizing the
signal maximum of the N F curve.

[RF

curve to the

C.

Experimental

1.

Phantom Model

A phantom based experiment was designed to assess the capability of this

theoiy to predict rechculation. Figure 7.1 shows the set-up. The assembly
consisted of a water filled chamber representhg the brain of the animal. The
volume of the phantom was 1.5 mL (the measured size of the rat brain is 1.2 to 1.5

mL). The detectuig apparatus is a sodium iodide crystal and dus simulates the MR
scanner in the animai experiments. A high performance liquid chromatographie
(labeled peristaltic) pump, with variable flow settings, represented the heart and
served to pump water through the brain at a constant rate. The reservoù, when
used in recirculation experiments, contained 20 mi, of water, mimickuig the
vascular 'volume' of the rat. A stirring bar was also included in the reservoù. The
total length of the connecting tubing was chosen so that at a flow rate of 2
d m i n u t e (or 2 mL/ lSg/min. = 133 mL/lOOg/rnin.) the entire length could be
filled in 20 seconds. The injection devices, etc., simulated, as closely as possible,
the animal situation. The indicator used in the phantom study was 9 9 m ~ c
pertechnetate. The injection loop s h o w in the figure could be manged to inject
an indicator bolus either up-stream or down-stream of the phantom charnber.

Aldiough the detector and indicator used in these experiments cliffer from those
employed in the animal studies, the underlying principles of flow are exactiy the

same, implying that any findings are directly applicable to an MR based

experirnent.

Figure 7.1 The Phantom Assembly

3-vsy control
valve

mnt-1
valve

For convenience defme the following tems:
1.

DSRE

=

down-sbeam injection with recirculation

2.

USRE

-

up-stream injection with recirculation

3.

USNRE

=

up-dtream injection without recirculation

The set-up shown in Figure 7.1 was used to perfonn the DSRE phantom
experirnent which yielded the IRF for this arrangement. It is called DSRE because

the indicator bolus was injected down-stream of the phantom chamber. From the
figure it can be seen that injecting a bolus at this location simulates a bolus at the
exit of the chamber or the rat brain. M o n i t o ~ gthe 9 9 m activity
~c
at the chamber is
a measure of the effect of a bolus appearïng at the exit of the brain on activity
recorded fiom the brain (ie. RF). Flow rates of the DSRE experiments were set at:

i. 2 ml/min. or 133 mVlOOg/min., ii. 3 ml/&.

or 200 mVlOOg/min., iü. 4 mlhin.

or 267 m1/100g/min. and iv. 5 drnin. or 333 mVIOOg/min. Figure 7.2 shows the

DSRE data ( R F curves), for the flow setting of 3 mVmin. Note in Figure 7.2 that
two experiments were perfonned using different amounts

of activity. USRE

experiments were then carried out using the same experimental set-up but with an
injection site at the input to the brain.

The set-up s h o w in Figure 7.1 was modified in order to perfom the

USNRE phantom experiments. The modifications included moving the indicator
injection site up-stream of the phantom chamber and collecthg the outflow down

Stream of the phantom before it reached the resevoir so as to prevent the tracer
fkom recirculating. To compute the input function the flow rate was set equal to
that of its corresponding DSRE experiment. The same size bolus as in the DSRE
experiment was also used. The negative of the derivative of the activity (count
rate) venus thne curve obtained in the USNRE experiment was taken to be
proportional to the input function. The USNRE experiments were perfonned
aitemately with the DSREs. Figure 7.3a shows a USNRE cuve for the same

experimental setup used for Figure 7.2 and Figure 7.3b shows USNRE
experiments at various flow settings. The washin of USNRE was veiy fast
compared to that of DSRE, as indicated by the sudden hcrease of activity in
Figure 7.3a. The absence of washin in Figure 7.3b was due to the fact that
injections were perfonned prior to the initiation of flow.
Figure 7.2:

DSRE (IRF) at 3 mlfmin Using
Different Amounts of Activity. Data
Was Normalized to Bolus Size

Figure 7.3(a):

USNRE at 3 mUmin Using Different Amounts
of Activity.

Figure 7.3b:

USNRE at Various Flow Rates (with Diminishing
Amounts of Activity)

Figure 7.3(c): Input Function for Experiment No. 2 o f
Figure 7.3(a)

The DSRE and the USNRE experiments can be used to generate a theoretical
USRE. The ability to calculate the USRE provides a method for assessing the

ability of Equation (7.1) to correct for indicator recirculation (Le. the theoretical
USRE can be compared with the experimental results). However, before Equation
(7.1) cati be employed, the DSRE needs to be scded to reflect the response per

unit volume bolus of tracer injected. In the phantom experiments, the measured
signal was related to the amount of indicator present within the brah (radiation
decay was ignored as only about ten minutes of time lapsed between each
injection). At each flow setting equai volumes of indicator bolus were used for

both the DSRE and the USNRE experiments. Also, due to the design of the
USNRE experirnents, the maximum signai recorded is duectly related to the

amount of indicator injected. Therefore, the DSRE can be scaled by dividing by
the signal maximum of the USNRE washout curve.
The hput Funchon, as mentioned in the theoretical section of this chapter,
is the derivative of the USNRE. In t a h g the derivative, a nurnber of numerical
differentiation algorithms were evaluated. The aigorithms included: (a) two, threepoint formula', (b) a five-point formula' and (c) the negative Merence. The
method selected was the negative ciifference technique since it worked better over

a larger time region. It consisted of taking the negative ciifference of the ( i + ~ and
)~~
the ithpoint on the washout curve to represent the ih input function value.

Figure 7.4 compare a theoretical and experhnent USRE. It is evident that
the convolution technique successfidiy predicts the USRE as the two curves are

similar in shape and the area under the cutves approximately the sarne. Although
one may question the ability of the phantom experiment to simulate the CBF
experiments camied out on rats, the underlying concepts of flow, impulse response
function and input fùnction are the sarne. As a result, the success observed in the
phantom study provides the contidence needed to transfer the technique to
animals.
Figure 7.4: Theoretical versus Experimental USRE Results
I

J.ry.
A Prebcîed

2.

Animal Model

The recirculation experiments on animais differed fiom those on the
phantom. The h a 1 CBF technique described in Chapter 4 corresponds to the

USRE experiment. The goal of the recirculation experiments on anïmals was the
reverse of the phantom study. in particular, convolution analysis in the animal
experiment was employed in order to remove indicator recirculation nom the
USRE experiment. Having removed indicator recirculation fiom the USRE
experiment, the derived USNRE result c m be used for CBF calculation.
Unfortunately, in animal experiments, a theoretical USNRE can not be compared
with an experimentally obtained function (the latter is impossible to measure) hence the need for validation of the technique through phantom studies.

In the animal study, a down-stream injection site must be selected. initially,
the lefi extemal juplar vein was chosen because it is at the exit of the brain.
Unfortunately it requires an additional catheterization to be performed near the
ECA (extemal carotid artery) catheter. This procedure is quite complicated and the
additional neck incision further stresses the animal. A more practical downstream
injection site and the one finally employed, was the nght femoral vein (RFV).
Compared to the extemal jugular site, the femoral is more distal to the brain.
However, relative to the exit of the brain (the ideal injection site for obtaining the
impulse response fùnction of indicator recirculation), its distance fiom the heart is
about the sarne; thus, the recirculation associated with a femoral injection should

be very similar to that associated with the exit of the brain. The primary advantage
of the femoral site is its surgical simplicity.
A set of animal experiments for the indicator recirculation study included

measuring two impulse response functions (IRFs), using the RFV indicator
injection site and 0.2 ml bolus, as well as the original CBF experiment descnbed

in Chapter 4. The I R F s were scaied by the signal maximum of the washout cuve
obtained in the original CBF measurement in order to remain consistent with its
dennition. The fint relative IRF (or LRFI) experiment began 30 minutes prior to
the CBF experiment, and the second relative R F (or iRF2) began 30 minutes afler
the start of the CBF experiment. Animal surgeiy and experimental parameters such
as the size and injection t h e of the indicator bolus, etc., for the RFV experiments

are described in Chapter 4. The two RFV experiments served to indicate the
stability of the R F during the 90 minutes of experimentation. Although the
physiological parameters of the animal were kept as constant as possible during
the experiment, the IRF could still change. It is speculated that a major reason for
the change was the variation in the level of anaesthesia over the 90 minutes of
measurement, an effect which could not be eliminated. Figure 7.5a shows a pair of
relative Wl and IRF2 that are nearly equal to each other. In cornparison, Figure

7.5b shows a pair of relative IRFl and IRF2 that are dissimilar due to an increase
in PaCOz level nom normocarbia during RF l to hypercarbia during IRF2. If PSF 1
is similar to IRF2, then the relative [RF at the t h e of the CBF experiment is taken

to be the average of the two. Such averaging, in some cases, can approximate the
relative

IRF even when RF1 is not s d a r to iRF2; provided that during the 90

minutes of experimentation the change in animal pbysiological parameters are

smaii or unidirectional (for example, with PaC02 either increasing or decreasing
monotonically). in any case, the convergence of the predicted recirculation fiee
washout curve to zero basehe can always be used to check the validity of the IRF
used.

Figure 7 . 5 ~ :IRFl and IRF2 witb Unchanging Animal
Physiology

Figure 7.5b: IRFl and iRF2 with Changing Animal
Physiolow

1
1

The procedure for calculathg the indicator recirculation curve in the rat
experiment paralleleci that utilized in the phantom study. The impulse response
function for the CBF experiment was scaled using the signal maximum associated
with the washin/washout curve of the CBF experiment as discussed previously.

The input function for the CBF experiment was taken as the derivative of the
washout curve. The numerical differentiation method utilized was the same
negative difference signal technique described in the phantom experiment section.

Finally, Equation (7.1) was used to generate the indicator recirculation curve for
the CBF experiment. Figure 7.6 shows an indicator recirculation curve, dong with

its correspondhg CBF washout curve. Note in this figure the convergence of the
washout and recirculation curves. The convergence is a good indication of the
vaiidity of the impulse response function utilized. Note also that the graduai and
smooth build-up of the recirculation is sunitar to that observed in the phantom
experiments. At 48 seconds into the experiment (the tirne of the last datum point
used in fCBF calculations, see Chapter 5) indicator recirculation reaches 25% of
its maximum. The implication of this is that although only the initial few points

are used in a KBF calculation, the results obtained are still influenced by indicator
recirculation.
Figure 7.6: Recirculation and Corresponding Washin/Washout Cuwes

1 O Recirculation1

Figure 7.7 illustrates recirculation, impulse response funchon and CBF
curves. Note the convergence of the three curves shown. Also, the maximum of the
impulse response function is about 20 % that of CBF, indicating that 20% of the
cardiac output went to the brain in this experiment. The average cardiac output to

the brain for normal PaC02 (35 mmHg < PaC02 < 45 mmHg), as detemùned fkom
12 impulse response functions (in 6 recirculation experirnents), was (18 f 8) %.

The cardiac output to the brain was also observed to increase with increasing
PaC02 level as expected. The highest observed cardiac output to the brain (for
PaC02 = 65 mmHg) was 45 f 5 %.

Figure 7.7: Recirculation and Corresponding LRF and

1 A CBF

Figure 7.8 presents typical washout c w e s with and without correction for
indicator recirculation. The recirculation corrected curve in Figure 7.8 was
O

btained by subtracting the recirculation curve (generated using convolution

analysis) fiom the CBF curve. in Figure 7.8 the curve corrected for indicator
recirculation converges to a base line of zero. in contrast, the curve not corrected
for indicator recirculation converges to a non-zero constant base line, reflecting
unifonn distribution of indicator throughout the rat.

Figure 7.8: Washin and Washout Curves for CBF Experiment
(With and Without Recirculation Correction).

-

Figure 7.9 is a semi-log plot of the data presented in Figure 7.8. in this
figure the recirculation corrected curve is straighter than the non-corrected one and
wouid appear to consist of two Iinear segments of different slope. This shape
supports the three component brain mode1 consishg of an intra-vascular spike, a
fast grey matter compartment (1st linear segment) and a slower white matter
compartment (2nd linear segment). Note that in the case of the uncorrected curve,
the initial section gradualiy shifis to the right, at no time demonstrating a linear
region. This result suggests the possibility of shultaneous fCBF and sCBF
calculation (with their respective recircdation corrected flows as refCBF and

resCBF), where KBF, as before, stands for fast gray matter flow and sCBF for
slow white matter flow. The procedure for this task was to use a least square linear
regression to fit to each straight line portion independentiy and then use the slopes

in conjunction with Eq. (5.1) to predict the recirculation corrected flows. (See
Chapter 5). For the particular experiment shown in Figure 7.9 refCBF(3-23) was
68 and resCBF(S0-100) 48 mV100g/min; or resCBF(50-100) was 71% of

refCBF(3-23) for this experiment.

r

I

Figure 7.9: Semi-Log. of Washin and Washout Curves (With and
Without Recirculation Correction

D.

Non-Corrected Versus Corrected CBF Results

Figure 7.10 shows recirculation corrected (reKBF(3-23)) and non comected

fCBF(3-23) values. Figure 7.1 1 compares refCBF(3-23) with resCBF(50- 100).

The aCBF and the recirculation corrected rcaCBF values are shown in Figure 7.12,
for cornparison. The average percentage Merence (PD.) between corrected and
non-corrected flow values of individual experiments was calculated to be 33% for

aCBF and 3 1% for fCBF(3-23), using

if indicator recirculation were not partially corrected for using the crude aCBF

technique described in Chapter 5, the percentage difference between recuculation
corrected and uncorrected aCBF wouid have been higher.

Figure 7.10: Recirculation Corrected and Non-Corrected
fCBF(3-23) versus PaC02. P.D.(ave.) = 31 I11

f

Figure 7.1 1: refCBF(3-23) and resCBF(50-100) versus PaC02

Figure 7.12: aCBF and rcaCBF versus PaC02. P.D.
(ave.) = 33 I11.
1
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Chapter 8: A Dual Indicator Technique for Measuring CBF: A Cornparison
of ' ~ - ~ a b e l eWater
d
and Alcohob
A.

Introduction

It was pointed out in Chapter 6 that deuterated water is diffusion limited

and therefore does not f U y satis@ the requirements of the mathematical models
used to predict CBF. This resdts in CBF underestimation. Also in Chapter 6, the
deuterated water extraction coefficient (E) was measured in order to quanti@ the

CBF underestimation. E is equivaient to the penneable surface (PS) area and is the
reciprocal of the CBF underestimation correction factor. This chapter attempts to
evaluate the CBF underestimation using a dual indicator technique. Briefiy, the
technique utilizes simultaneous injection of two kinds of indicator. The two kinds
of indicator selected were deuterated water and deuterated alcohol. Because
aicohols better satis@ the 'ideal' freely dinusible condition required by the
mathematical models used for CBF calculations,1.2.3.5.5 they can serve as a yard
stick for assessing the degree of CBF underestimation associated with deuterated
water. Using the deuterated water and deuterated alcohol CBF values ftom a dual
experîment, the underestimation with respect to aicohol is given by

PD=2x

CBF (alcohol ) - CBF (water) LOO%,
CBF (alcohol ) +CBF(water)

Eq. (8.1)

where PD is the percentage Merence between the CBF determined using an
[2~]alcohol(alcohol for short) based indicator and that using [2~]water(water for
short).

In the dual indicator protocol developed, water and alcohol are injected
simultaneously. Because of the nature of puise MR signai acquisition (Le. both
alcohol and water signais are acquired together in a FiD after an rf pulse), the
washidwashout of the two indicaton can be monitored simultaneously (because
the FID can be Fourier transfonned into a spectrum to yield both the aicohol and

water Lines) and as a result, CBF can be calculated for each of the two indicators
under identical conditions. Hence, ciifferences in the two values reflect only
diffision Limitations of water, assuming that no individual indicator is under
preferential flow regulation due to metaboiism or other differential flow factors.

In this chapter, substantial efforts were given to the development of the dual
indicator technique, especiaily in understanding acute aicohol reactions (so as to
detemine the most appropriate bolus size and concentration of aicohol for each
injection) and detemiining which alcohol is most suitable for the dual indicator
study. In addition, the dual indicator experiment necessitated the development of
appropriate data processing procedures prior to CBF modeling. One should keep in
mind while reading ths chapter that the results are preliminary and qualitative
only. This is due to the fact that only a small number of experiments were

performed for each of the three dual indicator techniques. More experiments are
needed before statisticaily sigiuncant conclusions can be formulated.

B.

Dual-lndicator Experiments

The dual indicator experiments were designed to measure water CBF and
alcohol CBF under Mrtuaily identical conditions. To achieve this, the CBF
technique presented in Chapter 4 required modification. One modification which
has already been mentioned was to replace the original water indicator with a

mixture of alcohol and water. Another modification was in the technique used to
introduce the indicator into the system. The injection catheter of the injection
assembly (See Chapter 4 on catheter fabrication) was fliled with Hepah ~ e o @
(0.33 mL). This step attempted to prevent blood fiom clotting during the

experiment. At 5 to 10 minutes before injection, the Heparin ~ e o @
füled injection
assembly was withdrawn so that the catheter assembly was filled with blood fiom
the animal. Then a very small air bubble (5 0.002 mL) was introduced, and 0.32
mL of dual indicator mixture was loaded behind the air bubble. This air bubble

served to isolate the indicator mixture from the blood. During indicator injection,
the small air bubble was pushed into the ECA, dong with the desued indicator
injection bolus.
Three different indicator mixtures were used in the dual study:
1.

a mixture of [2~]water
and [2~]ethanol(dual ethanol for short)

2.

a mixture of r2~]water
and [2~]isopropanol
(dud isopropanol)

3.

a mixture of [2~]waterand [2~]t-butanol(dual t-butanol)

The fact that alcohol could affect the animal physiology was assumed
inconsequential, as the respective CBF values of water and alcohol were measured
under the same physiologic conditions.
The ' ~ specûum
~ 0 was simple, as it contained only the

d~lùie

(see

Figure 4.5). The dual ethanol spectrum, besides the O ~ HIuie of ' ~ ~also
0,

contained the C ~ line
H ~(1.3 ppm), the C ~ H (3
* ppm) h e , and the O'H associated
with deuterated ethanol ( C ~ H ~ C ~ H ~ These
O ~ H three
) . lines are resolvable in v i m
using large number of averages (n.a.

=

large number) per FID, (and hence per

spectrum). Figure 8.a 1 shows a dual ethanol spectnun obtained in vilro using n.a.
= 200

per FtD and line broadening (lb) = 0.3 Hz. For cornparison another in vitro

spectnim with n.a. = 3 and Ib = 50 Hz is given in Figure 8.a2. Note in Figure 8.a2
that the three lines are barely resolved. The lb

= 50

Hz was the line broadening

used in d l the animal experiments so as to achieve superior SNR at the expense of
resolution (see later sections for more detail). The correspondhg dual isopropanol
spectra are given in Figure 8 . d and 8.a4. Note in Figure 8.a4 that the small C ~ H
(3.2 ppm) line of the deuterated isopropanol is not resolved. A spectrurn for duai tbutanol, with n.a. = 3 and Ib = SOHz, is given in Figure 8.a6. Note the single c2H3
line fiom deuterated t-butanol [(c~H~)~c-o~H].

Figure 8.al: Deuteriurn Spectrum for dual Ethanol Indicator
(n.a. = 200, ib = 0.3 Hz)

Figure 8.a2: Deuterium Spectrum for dual Ethanol Indicator

Figure 8.a3: Deuterium Spectrum for dual Isopropanol Indicator (ma. =

Figure 8.a4: Deuterium Spectrum for dual Isopropanol Indicator

Figure 8.a5: Deuterium Spectrum for dual t-Butanol lndicator

Figure 8.a6: Deuterium Spectrum for duaI t-Butanol Indicator
(na. = 3, Ib = 50 Ez)

1.

The Dual Ethanol Protocol

in the dual ethanol experhents, the size of the hdicator bolus used was 0.2

f 0.0 1 mL. (See Table 8.1). Composition of this bolus was:
1.

[2~]ethanol( c ~ H ~ c ~ H ~ oethanol
~ H , for short) 60% vlv

2.

[2~]water38% vlv

3.

1% Heparin Leo@ v/v

4.

0.9mgNaClllOOmL

The time and fkequency of experiments were the same as those descnbed in the
final CBF protocol of Chapter 4. With this Ethanol concentration, an animal could

typically tolerate 2 to 3 injections at 30 minute intervals, after which the
physiology and the CBF of the animal were affected. Figure 8.1(a) shows a typical
washin and washout curve for a dual ethanol experiment. It c m be seen that,
although the amount of ethanol injected was quite large (0.12 mL), the SNR of the
ethanol experiment was small. A more senous problem with the dual Ethanol
experirnents in particular, and al1 aicohol experiments in general, was the
observation that blood pressure and presumably the CBF fluctuated drastically

during the initiai washout, affecthg K B F determination. The claim that CBF
fluctuated during a dual alcohol experiment was supported by a number of
observations. Indirect evidence was the significant change in blood pressure during
the w a s b and washout of the indicator mixture. When the ethanol was
introduced, blood pressure increased rapidly fiom nonnobaric (90 to 1 10 mmHg)

to hyperbaric (2 180 mmHg), usuaily in about 5 minutes. M e r the initial ùicrease,
blood pressure dropped continuously, at a slower pace, to hypobaric (50 to 70
mmHg), in about 15 minutes. This was foilowed by the blood pressure recovering

to normobaric, usually in time for the next experiment (= 30 min) if the animal
was still alive. Figure 8.1(a) served as additional evidence of CBF fluctuation
during indicator washin and washout. In ths figure, the characteristic exponential
indicator washout shown in Figure 8.l(b) (a washout curve obtained fiom a
deuterated water only injection) was not observed. The deviation of the washout
curve fiom that expected suggested that the CBF might have fluctuated during the

initial washout, with each change represented by a fluctuation in the iinear portion
of the initial washout in a semilog plot. When the fCBF values (see Chapter 5)
were calcuiated using non-characteristic washout curves similar to that of Figure
8.l(a), the values obtained ranged from approximately O mL/ 1OOglmin to 30

mWlOOg/min. in addition, the values were associated with large uncertainties. The
large range and large uncertainties of CBF measured from the dual experiments
made meanin@

statistical analysis impossible. The reduction in CBF was

dependent on the amount of ethanol injected per shidy and on the total amount
accumulated in the animal. Figure 8 4 e ) shows a dual ethanol experiment with
less deviation due to less alcohol accumulated in the animal. CBF fluctuations
during indicator washin and washout also occurred in the dual alcohol experiments
using [2~]t-butanoland [2~]isopropanol,although the magnitude of fluctuation

was less. The

CBF fluctuation indicated in Figure 8.l(a) was severe. Funher

alcohol injections either killed the animal, or disrupted the CBF entirely, as s h o w

in Figure 8.l(c). This state of total absence of washout was observed in all rats
f i e r a sufficient arnount of alcohol was introduced.

Rgure 8.1(a): NOh-TMcd Washin aud Wm bout for a Dud Elband
bpriuœnt

figure 8.1@): Tjgcai Was bin ruid Was bout Takcn Belore tbat of Figure

It was realized that the dual ethanol study was of limited usefdness. In

order to obtain an adequate SNR, a relatively large amount of ethanol had to be
injected, in turn producing a significant drop in CBF fiom the 'normal' value (as
evident fiom the washin/washout curves similar to that of Figure 8.l(a)). When the

CBF was disrupted, as the case in Figure 8.l(c), the flow could sometimes be
restored by injecting additionai [2~]water(heparinized saline). The washm and
washout of Figure 8.l(d) was taken after an injection of [2~]waterinto a rat
exhibiting the disrupted CBF shown in Figure 8.l(c).
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2.

The Dual lsopropanol Experiment

tn the dual isopropanol study, the size of the injection bolus used was 0.10
f 0.0 1 mL. The uidicator mixture consisted of
1.

[2~]isopropanol[(c~H&c~Ho~H,
isopropanol for short] 30% v/v

2.

[2~]water68% v/v

3.

Heparin Leo@ 1% v/v

4.

NaCl 0.9 mg/100mL

The amount of alcohol in each experiment was therefore 30% (by volume) of that

used in the dual ethanol study. The indicator injection time was less than or equal

to 1 second and an animal codd tolerate typically 3 to 5 injections ai 30 minute
intervals before physiologie changes affecthg the CBF were observed.
A typical washin anci washout curve for the dual isopropanol experiments is

given in Figure 8.2. Many of the observations and comments made for the dual
ethanol investigation were also noted in the dual isopropanol study. These
observations and comments include:
1.

a reduction of CBF (see Table 8.2 (a))

2.

an increase in the uncertainty of measured CBF

3.

blood pressure fluctuation, which was observed to be the same as
described in the previous dual ethanol experiment section

4.

temporary CBF disruption and permanent CBF breakdown (sùnilar
to that given in Figure 8.l(c)), etc., when the amount of alcohol
injected per study or the total amount accumulated in the animai was
large

Once again, meaningfid statistical analysis of CBF values was difficult.

There were however important ciifferences between the duai ethanol and the dual
isopropanol experiments. Fust, blood pressure variation (fiom normobarïc, at the
begùuung of indicator washm, to hyperbaric, followed by hypobaric and then back
to normobaric) during an experiment was in generai less severe for the latter.
Secondly, a normal washin and washout curve ( s d a r to that obtained using only
[2~]wateras an uidicator) was observed in some of the dual isopropanol

experiments (See Figure 5. l), usually for the fist two to three dual indicator
injections (within an individual animal). However, achieving the characteristic

washin and washout does not imply that the CBF in the rat was not disturbed, oniy
that the changes in physiology were less. Furthemore, the SNR for the dual
isopropanol measurements was much larger than that observed in the dual ethanol
experiments. Unfortunately, the prominent isopropanol Line was not resolved Erom

the shoulder of the water line in the MR spectra acquired in the dual isopropanol
studies. Therefore, the isopropanol signal was severely contaminated with water,

and the peak height measured at that position was not directly proportional tu
alcoho1 concentration.

i
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3. The Dual t-Butanol Experiment

Two types of dual t-butanol experiments were perfotmed. initially, the size
of indicator bolus was 0.05 mL. This bolus, besides hep&

and NaCl, included:

[2~]t-butanol[ ( c ~ H & c - ~ H ](50% v/v) and [2H]water (50% v/v). Since the bolus
was concentrated and small in size, special attention was given to the filling of the
catheter assembly. (See Part I of Chapter 4 for details.) Bnefly, in order to prevent
the waste of concentrated t-butanol in the 0.33 rnL dead volume of the catheter
assembly, the f i b g of the catheter was as follows:
1.

Fili the entire catheter assembly with Heparin.

2.

introduce a small air bubble into the tip of the catheter.

3.

Draw in 0.05 mL of indicator, to be injected as a bolus.

4.

Repeat steps 2. and 3., as much as five h e s , dependhg on nurnber
of experiments to be run.

5.

Draw in the last air bubble and fil1 the tip of the catheter with
Heparin.

The air bubbles in the filling served to separate the leading bolus fiom the blood of
the animal after each injection.
It was believed that the t-butanol concentration in the previously discussed
experiments was too great in that it significantly affected the rat physiology

(similar to that of dual ethanol) and hence af5ected the CBF. It was decided to use
approximately the sarne amount of alcohol (0.033 mL) but in a lower

concentration. In these later studies, the sise of indicator bolus was 0.33

+ 0.05

rnL. This bolus included:
1.

[2~]t-butanol(t-butanol for short), 10 % v/v

2.

[2~]water,88% vfv

3.

Heparin Lee", 1%

4.

NaCl(0.90mg/lOOmL)

Due to the larger total bolus s i x , the injection time was increased to less than or
equal to 2 seconds. In terms of CBF modeling, a 2 second injection time was
acceptable, as can be seen fiom Figure 8.3(a) which suggests that the washin of
indicator was sufficiently fast. The fiequency of experiments was every 30
minutes, as before. Usually an animal remained aiive for 3 to 5 injections (an
improvement fiom the 2 to 3 injections of the earlier t-butanol study) indicating

that the attempt to reduce the effects of alcohol on the rat physiology was
successfiil.
A typical dual t-butanol washin and washout curve obtained with the lower

concentration of alcohol is given in Figure 8.3(a). The results were similar to the
dual isopropanol stuâies and most of the observations and comments for Figure
8.3(a) were similar to that for dual isopropanol, namely:
1.

a reduction of CBF

2.

an increase in uncertainty associated with measured CBF

3.

blood pressure fluctuation

4.

temporary CBF disruption

5.

permanent CBF breakdown, etc., when the amount of alcohol
hjected per study or the total amount of accumulated aicohol in the
animal was large

The level of t-butanol water contamination was approxbately 24% (derived using
deconvolution method, see later) compared to 100% for isopropanol (the latter was
estimated by visual inspection; for example, the peak height of the isopropanol Line
was smaller than the height of the shoulder of the water h e it sat on). This
observation might have been due to the fact that al1 dual isopropanol experiments
were perfonned on rats having a large 'HOH background). Lf t-butanol is less
contaminated with water in generai, then the dual t-butanol technique is the
method of choice for quantdying CBF underestimation. (See later for details of
how the water contamination in dual t-butanol studies was eluiunated ushg a deconvolution method.) After 3 to 4 experiments, the washh and washout began to
resemble that of a typical dual ethanol study, as is shown in Figure 8.3(b);
additional alcohol injections either killed the animal, or intempted CBF entirely.
See Figure 8.3(c).
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Table 8.1: Parameters for Dual lndicator Experiments
Experiment
Indicat or
Bolus size Inj. time
Alcohol (Yov/v)1 2 8 2 0 (%v/v)
(seconds)
(mL)
-

Dual Ethanol
(n=3)
Dual Isopropanol
(n=6)
Dual t-Butanol 1
(n=3)
Dud t-Butanol II
(n=4)
C.

60%

38%

0.2

1

30%

68%

O. 1

1

50%

50%

0.05

1

10%

88%

0.33

2

CBF Comparison
1.

Characteristics of the Alcohol Data

Ln comparing the washout curves for alcohol and water, it is evident that the
former is characterized by fewer data points in the low signal regions; the only

exception is in those dual t-butanol experiments with 50/5O (vh) concentrations of
alcohol and water. This is because the software used to detect the MR spectral

peak heights (See chapter 4) ignores sipals less than a threshold value. This
becomes an important factor in alcohol measurements where the signal is
considerably smaller than that of water. It can be seen that the low signal regions

include the initial pre-injection base line and the tail of the washout curve. This
makes aCBF (See Chapter 5) modeling difiticult, since the aCBF results depend
cntically on the asymptotic region, the region where missing data points fiequently
occur. On the other hand fCBF modeling only requires a base line correction,
which is a single averaged value and the missing data points are less of a concem
(Chapter 5). It is worth pointing out that regions with too many rnissing data points
cannot be used for CBF prediction. This was because, in low signal regions the
noise that adds to the MR signal was preferentialiy picked up by the peak selection
program while noise that reduces the MR signal was selectively ignored. This
preferential selection made the washout of indicator and hence CBF appear slower
(for both fCBF and aCBF).

2. Baseline Correction

As mentioned above (and in Chapter

9, in order to calculate fCBF using

the aicohol washin and washout data one needs the alcohol base line. in some of
the alcohol experiments the base line information was not available. This was due
to the fact that the Bniker peak height picking software selectively ignores MR
signais under a threshold. An attempt was made to locate the source code of the
software but without success. In the absence of the dcohol baseline information,
the corresponding water base line iaformation was used to determine the alcohol
base line

&xhol

~la~coho~

-nwatn

Sm,(alcohol)
Sm, ( w a w

1

Eq. (8.2)

where na,cohoiand nwakrare the respective number of alcohol and water injections
before the current experiment; S,dalcohol) and S,&water)

are the respective

maxima of the alcohol and water washin and washout curves; and Si(water)is the
signai for the ithpoint of the water washin and washout crwe (datum points 1 to
10, represent the baseline before washin). Eq. (8.2) was used to obtain the alcohol

baselines in those experiments where baseline Somation was not available; that
is, in those alcohol experiments characterized by a significant number (e.g, 25% or

more) of missing data points (fiom the initial base line just before washin). Eq.
(8.2) was used in al1 dual isopropanol experiments and three (out of six) of the

dual t-butanol experiments (25en6, 25en7 and 25en8).

3.

Partition Coefficients

As before, fCBF was calculated using

Eq. (8.3m)
where A is the partition coefficient and m the slope of the initial washout curve on
a semi-log plot. The partition coefficient (A) for water, as before, was taken as 0.9

'

W m g . (See Chapter 3.j The A for ethanol was taken as 1.14 mWgm, a value for
coitical gray matter

k n c e one that is quite suitable for our present

experimental technique. (See Chapter 4). At present, the A for isopropanol has not
been reported and was assumed 1.0 Wgrn. The A for t-butanol was 0.77 d g m .
This value, published by Gjedde et a[.,6*7 was measured according to the definition
given by ICety8 and therefore is appropriate for our experhents.

4.

Fast CBF Component Cornparisons

The CBF modeling technique used to analyse the dud indicator
experiments was identical to methods discussed previously. (See Chapters 4 and

Table 8.2(a): Dual Alcohol fCBF Results
Experiment
[ZH)Water
s.dev.
(2HJAlcohol

s.dev.

(rnWlOOp/min) [2EQWater (mUlOOa/min) [ZE]Alcohol
Dual Ethanol

20

16

31

18

35

19

31

15

42

25

36

28

n=3

Dual Isopropanol
n=6

Dual t-Butanol
n=7

Table 8.2(a) summarizes the dual alcohol and water KBF(3-23) results.
Not included in the K B F summaiy were a number of low alcohol signal
experiments, (rejected using the SNR data discriminating Eq. (5.1) of Chapter 5
and the same threshold value of 50 as with water). Also not included were those
experiments with too many missing t-butanol peaks in the initial washout region.
Note the large standard deviations in the CBF values obtained. This made
statistical analysis impossible. The main reason, as given before, was the large
range of CBF values associated with alcohol experiments. In addition, the level of
PaC02 of these experiments was not controlled (in fact, attempts to control the
level of PaC02 in the experiments failed; the fdure was due to the influence of
alcohol, for it was observed that PaC02 couid change substantially in these
experiments). However, the standard deviations for both water and aicohol
measurements are roughly equal, suggesting the precision of the two
measurements is similar and thus lending credibility to the technique. in al1
experiments it was observed that as the K B F value for water increased so too did
the value for alcohol and by the same proportion.
Table 8.2(b) shows the average KBF percentage difference (PD) between
the water and the alcohol values using the results of Table 8.2(a) and Eq. (8.1).

The negative signs for the dual isopropanol and t-butanol indicate that the average

fCBF values were less than that for water.

Table 8.2(b): Dual Alcohol fCBF Percentage

Differences

Dual Ethanol
n=3
Dual Isopropanol
n=6
Dual t-Butanol
n =7
-

43

-12

- 15

-

Table 8.2(b) shows that the fCBF measured using ethanol was greater than
that for water by 43%. If this value is statisticaiiy meaningfùl (which is probably
not due to the large standard deviation associated with the fCBF values), one can
infer that water is diffision limited and as a result will underestimate CBF. Results
presented in the table for isopropanol and t-butanol are however contrary to what
one would predict based on the fact that alcohol is more fieely difisible than
water (alcohol should exhibit a higher CBF value). CBF values obtained for
isopropanol were suspect due to the fact that A. was unhown. Because of this no
m e r investigation was made into the isopropanol results. Keeping in mind the
number of experiments is too small to yield statistical significance, the t-butanol
findings are exar~iinedM e r in the next section.
5.

An Explanation for Lower t-Butanol CBF Obtained

The dual t-butanol study was perfonned using the same experimental
protocol as the dual ethanol study (which yielded a CBF that was greater than that
measured using deuterated water), with only three exceptions (See Table 8.1): 1.

concentration, 2. bolus size and 3. duration of injection. Our previous CBF studies
using water (Chapter 4) indicated thet CBF measurements using bolus sizes
ranghg £tom 0.05 mL to 0.35 mL and injection times firom 1 to 2 seconds did not
sigiilficantiy affect CBF results. In addition, the effects of bolus size and injection

tirne on the t-butanol and water results would have been the same. Clearly, the
remaining Merence (alcohol concentration) is the only possible reason for the
conflicting results obtained with ethanol and t-butanol.
Note in Table 8.1 that the ethanol bolus concentration was 60% (v/v) and
the t-butanol concentration was 5070 (vh) for 3 experiments and 10% for 4
experiments. Table 8.3 lists the individual results of al1 t-butanol experiments and
presents the PD (using Eq. (8.1)) for the dual t-butanol at 50% and 10%
concentrations separately. When the t-butanol concentration was close to that used
in the ethanol experiments (50% versus 60%) the measured fCBF was higher than

for water. On the other hand, when the t-butanol concentration was [O%, the
measured K B F was lower than for water. This suggested that the KBF values for
t-butanol and water obtained in the dual alcohol experiments were dependent on

the relative concentrations (v/v) of two inclkators used. The chernical shift (CS)
between the '
H labeled water and t-butanol was approximately 3.5 ppm (Figure
8.a6,

2~~~

on the left and t-butanol on the right) and their FWHM was

approxllnately 2 ppm. The large FWHM of water and t-butanol was due largely to
the fact the Bniker Biospec 7T/2 1 cm scanner was optunized for imaging and SNR

at lb = 50 Hz (- lppm). This resulted in a magnetic field that was quite

homogeneous over a considerably large volume, but the homogeneity may not be

as high as would be expected with a dedicated MR spectrometer at the same field
strength over a srnalier volume. ln addition, the small bolus size (in some cases 25
pL each or 50 pL total) also played a role in the SNR obtained (for example SNR

is proportional to the amount of the indicator injected). From the knowledge of the

CS ciifference and FWHMs for water and t-butanol it was concluded that the peaks
over lapped. The degree of cross contamination between t-butanol and water was
determined using a deconvoIution technique to fit the water and t-butanol peaks.

The deconvolution

Table 8.3(a): Dual t-Butanol Results
Exp. No t-Butanol i. time
(vtv)
(s)

b. size fCW(3-23) st.dev. fCBF(3-23) st.dev.
' ~ 2 0
t-Butanol
t-Butanol
2~z0
(mL)

1 ave.

ave.
P.D.

35

46
-42%

45

1

employed two lines (one at the 'HO'H resonance and the other at the t-butanol
resonance) with a Lorentz heshape. Results show that 24% of t-butanol peak
height was due to water contamination and close to 0% of water peak height was
due to t-butanol contamination. Table 8.4. shows the deconvolution results. This
indicates that the contribution of water signal to the t-butanol peaks is more
serious as the t-butanol concentration decreases. A similar process could also have
been applied to dual ethanol experiments but was not performed due to the low

SNR of the data obtained. in the case of the 50150 (vlv) dual t-butanol experiment,
the height and FWHM of the water and the t-butanol h e s were nearly equal and it
is expected that cross contamination of water in t-butanol and vice versa would be
nearly equal. A conclusion is that the effects of muhial contamination on this type

of experiment was minimal (the effect of water cancels the effect of alcohol and
vice versa), and that the respective K B F values obtained for water and for tbutanol can be compared directly without deconvolution analysis. The results of
Table 8.4 were obtained using data measured with 10Y0t-butanol (25en6). Similar
results are expected fiom experiment 25en7 to 25en9 because they al1 utilized 10%
alcohol concentration. There are two reasons for the higher water peak: the
obvious one is it has much higher concentration in the bolus and the second is due
to the fact that the dual t-butanol experiments were pedormed after 5 injections of
deuterated water which would increase the deuterated water background. The
second reason should only affect background as the t h e between consecutive
injections was relatively long (30 minutes); hence the background effect is
removed with deconvolution and background subtraction.

in order to more accurately calculate fCBF using t-butanol, the water
contamination needs to be removed fiom the t-butanol peaks. in the case of
experiment 25en6 a simple approximation would be to:
1.

subtract 24% fiom the measured t-butanol peak heights

2.

calculate a new 'water contatnination removed background' for

t-

butanol using
(new) = B

(observed) x 0.76

where Bd,h,i(observed) is obtained fiom Eq. (8.2)
3.

subtract the BaimhOi(new)
fkom the t-butanol peaks and calculate

fCBF for t-butanol as before using the new peak height and
background values
Table 8.4: Dual t-Butanol Deconvolution Results for Experiment 25en6
Spec. No.

WaterPeak
re

I~fter

ave.
stdev.
_I

P.D.

t-Butanol Peak
J

IBefore

-0.7080 1
0.2 13321

wter

ave.
s t dev.

[P.D.

23.64609
3.169187

Using this method the fCBF for t-butanol of 25en6 obtained is 40 f 8
mU100gImin. Table 8.5 are the results fkom experiments (25en7, 25en8, 25en9),

recalculated assuming 24% water contamination of the t-butanol peak. Ln
conclusion, the water contamination must be removed to obtain more accurate tbutanol results. When ttiis is done, t-butanol E B F values obtained are greater than
those for water, as one would predict on the basis of dfisibility.

Table 8.5: New Dual t-Butanol Results

1

Exp. No 1-Butanol i. time b. size fCBF(3-23) st.dev. fCBF(3-23) st.dev.
t-Butanol
2ti20 t-Butanol
(s)
L(mL) 2H20
(vlv)

ave.
P.D.

25en8

10%

2

0.30

ave.
P.D.

35

+25%

21
46
+33%

45

1
4.2

fp

-

24
64

1

1

16

To summarize: 1. using the dual t-butanol experiments at 50150 (vlv)
concentrations of t-butanol and water, the measured K B F for alcohol was higher
than for water, 2. using the dual t-butanol experiments at 10Y0 t-butanol
concentration and deconvolution to account for water contamination, the measured

E B F for alcohol was also higher than for water.

D.

Observations and Discussion

Unlîke the water CBF experiments, the use of aicohols disturbed the CBF
due to alcohol toxicity. A cumulative alcohol injection of about O. 15 f 0.05 mL
altered the CBF to a point where CBF would stop completely. This is the reason

why o d y a limited number of injections were perfonned in a rat. Within the time
span of an experiment (typically 30 minutes) the alcohol toxicity was similar for

al1 three alcohols (that is, acute toxicity dominated). However, the results of the
study were indifferent to the alcohol toxicity as the water and aicohol CBF values
were detennined under identical measurement conditions.
The SNR for t-butanol and isopropanol was at least 9 times higher than
ethanol. The apparent higher SNR for isopropanol was due to excessive water
contamination under the in-vivo experimental conditions. An attempt to elirninate
water contamination in both dual t-butanol and isopropanol using a line
broadening of 20 Hz (lb = 20) was not successful. It was speculated that due to the
inûinsically large in-vivo FWHM of the water and alcohol lines, the use of lb = 20
only serves to reduce SNR in the spectra obtained. This led to the development of

the deconvolution technique for the removal of water contamination in the dual tbutanol experiments with low alcohol concentration described above.
Under the given experimental conditions, the dual t-butanol approach was
the preferred technique. Other fmdings of the study include:

1.

Water, as CBF indicator, is limited by diffusion; on the other hana
alcohol is limited by toxicity.

2.

Results of the study presented in Tables 8.5 are independent of
aicohol toxicity.

3.

t-butanol is the best of the alcohol indicators.

4.

Water is preferred over alcohol indicators, if one keeps in muid that

according to Chapter 6 it underestimates the CBF by an average of
25%. This 25% underestimation of CBF using the water method was

qualitatively contVmed in this chapter using the dual t-butanol at
50/50 (v/v) of alcohol and water and using the dual t-butanol at
10/90 (v/v) of alcohol and water in combination with deconvolution.

5.

Results obtained are preliminary and qualitative only, due to the
poor statistics associated with the small number of measurements.
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Chapter 9: Conclusion

The goal of the CBF project is to develop a method of measuring CBF in
humans using MR, with evenhial application of the method to brain tumor
management. Three phases of research were identified as necessary in achieMng
dus goal. They were:
1.

To develop a non invasive CBF measurernent method in an animal
mode1 and gain an understanding of the underlying fundamentai
principles on which it is based.

2.

To assess in detail the accuracy and precision of the CBF method.

3.

To m o d e the CBF method for use in hurnans.

The first phase was successfûily completed in the present study. in the fust
phase the CBF measurement method was developed and investigated thoroughly to
better understand al1 aspects of the technique (Chapters 4 and 5). For example, the
effect of bolus size, injection hme and injection location on resdts were studied.
The second phase, an assessrnent of accuracy and precision, was also completed.
The accuracy of the method was assessed using the concept of extraction
coefficient (Chapter 6) to investigate the diffusion limitations of the tracer and by
developing a method for recirculation correction (Chapter 7). Precision was
quantified through repeated measurements on the same animal, using duee rats.

The third phase, to modiQ the CBF method for use in humans, remains to be
tackled.

A.

Development of the Animal Model

The goal of the study bnposed a number of constraints on the CBF method
developed. For example, invasive CBF (invasive with respect to indicator
sampling) methods were not considered, as the method is to be applied eventuaiiy
to humans. With the above conditions in mind the iiterature was reviewed
(Chapter 2). In the end deuterated water was chosen as the indicator and MRS as

the sampling method. ln light of the MRS sampiing method chosen, the
mathematical models for the CBF measurement were formulated (Chapter 3),

KBF and aCBF. In developing the CBF rnethod, many experiments were
penormed to evaluate the suitability of indicator injection sites (femoral vein, right
subclavian, common carotid, extemai carotid and extemal jugular), duration of
injection (from less than L to 25 seconds) and bolus size (fiom 50 p L to 1 mL),
etc. Chapter 4 presented these experiments, as well as a recipe for the fmal
protocol (which employed an instantaneous bolus injection at the right carotid
bifurcation).
Using the CBF method developed it was noted that the indicator washin and
washout curve suggested that the braïn consists of three components:
1.

the vascular be4 as was evident from the initial spike of indicator
washout presented on a semi-log scale (see Figure 5.3)

2.

the fast gray matter, represented by the initial linear section of the
washout curve

3.

the slower white matter, represented by the second linear portion of
the washout curve (after removal of recirculation)

Using the three component picture of the brain it was found that the intra-vascular
_'

fluid (blood, plasma) transit time in the brain was of the order of 3 f 2 seconds
and that, the extraction coefficient of 2 ~ 2indicator
0
was 0.85 (from Figure 6.2).
The transit time was obtained from measuring the F W M of the initial spike
(which in ail cases was equal to 3 seconds); the f 2 seconds was due to the
limitation in sampling fiequency.
1.

Precision

Repeat measurements on the sarne rat under identical experimental
conditions were extremely dilcult due to fluctuations in PaCOz and animal
sedation. However, in those instances where conditions remained constant
(Figures 5.6, 5.7, 5.9, 5.15, 5.16, 5.18, etc.) results were found to be reproducible.
2.

Validity

It is expected that a valid CBF method should be capable of tracking
changes in PaC02 levels. Under normal conditions, the CBF results, as presented
in Chapter 5, correlated positively to PaC02. As the PaC02 increased, the CBF

increased accordingly. The increase in CBF at normocarbia w2s directly
proportional to PaC02 levels, with a positive correlation coefficient greater than
0.78. This fact lends credibility to the CBF method developed.

To sumrn~rize:We have developed a CBF measurement method that is
valid and precise. This method involved:
1.

instantaneous bolus injection of deuterated water at the nght external
carotid of the animal

2.

Monitoring the washout of the indicator fiom the b r a i using '
H
MRS

3.

Estimating CBF by fitting the appropriate mathematical mode1 to the
measured data.

The measured fCBF and aCBF values for:
1.

hypocarbia

2.

normocarbia

3.

hypercarbia

were summarized in Table 5.3 (reproduced in this chapter for ease of reference).
These values are at the lower end of the CBF range appearing in the literature
(Table 5.2). Among the literature values it is dificult to Say which is the gold
standard. Results obtained in this study were lower than the median of the
Literature data. There are two possible reasons for this. The h s t is due to indicator
recirculation which is not accounted for in the data presented in Table 5.3 and the
second due to the indicator not being completely 'îi-eely' diffisible.

,

Table 5.3: CBF Values Using the CBF Measurement Method Developed
for This Study
CBF
(m1/100g/min -1

sdCBF
(m1110~/min
.)

81
73

11
10

98
88

30
27

66
59

22
20

fCBF(023)
1. Normal PaC02, Normal Pa02
(8rats, partition coefficient =l 1
(8 rats, partition coefficient 4 . 9 )
2. Normal PaC02, Low P a 0 2
(2 rats, partition coefficient =l 1
(2 rats, partition coefficient 4.91
3. Normal PaC02, High Pa02
(7 rats, partition coefficient =l 1
(7 rats, partition coefficient4 - 9 1

aCBF
1. Normal PaC02, Normal Pa02
( 5 rats, partition coefficient =l
(5 rats, partition coefficient 4 . 9 )
2. Normal PaC02, High Pa02
(4 rats, parb'tion coefficient =l 1
(4 rats, partition coefficient4.9)

B.

Accuracy of the CBF Method

Chapter 6 quantified the underestimation of CBF due to deuterated water
not being an 'ideal' fieely ciiffusible indicator using the extraction coefficient
correction method. it was found that the underestimation of CBF was 20%.
Chapter 7 quantified the underestimation of CBF due to indicator
recircul&m by means of convolution analysis. It was found that the
underestimation of CBF due to indicator recirculation was 30% for both K B F and
aCBF.

Chapter 8 was a preliminary investigation into using deuterated alcohol
compounds as an alternative approach in assessing the diffusion limitations of
water as a tracer. Although the number of rats utilized in this study was too small
to draw statisticaiiy significant conclusions, the chapter does outline a very elegant

protocol for simultaneous measurements using two tracers.
Table 9.1: Corrected versus Non-Corrected CBF Values
CBF (recirculation and
CBF (uncorrected)
(mW100glmin)

extraction corrections)
(mL/L00glmin)

fCBF(0-23)
1. Normal PaC02, Normal

73

114

88

137

59

92

Pa02 (8 rats, A = 0.9)

2. Normal PaC02, LOW
Pa02 (2 rats, h = 0.9)
3. Normal PaC02, High

Pa02 (7 rats,h = 0.9)

1. Normal PaC02, Normal
Pa02 (5 rats, h = 0.9)

2. Normal PaC02, High
Pa02 (4 rats, )c = 0.9)

C.

Future Prospects

Having completed the k t two phases of the CBF study, the next logical

step will be to apply the CBF method to brain cancer management. To make this
possible, the technique will have to be modified to make it more appropriate for
use on humans (the injection site will have to be moved to a peripheral vein) and
to provide spatial resolution (sampling will have to be performed using magnehc
resonance imaging).

